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THE BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION 

OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS 

CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO BE PRESENT AT THE 

OPENING OF THE NEW MINERAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES OF THE 

ILLINOIS STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, URBANA 

ROOM 218, CERAMICS BUILDING 

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS CAMPUS 

AT TWO-THIRTY, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER NINTH 

NINETEEN HUNDRED THIRTY-ONE 

INFORMAL DINNER 
SOUTHERN TEA ROOM 

SIX-THIRTY Res We. ee
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@ road north from the center of Sec. 27, T.A47 9N., R. 3B. to about g 

mile from SE corner Sec. 22, same township, had been abandoned for yenras 2 

Axkause There is now no trace of it for a long distance and it could — Like ee 

= : not be travelled even on horseback. = ee 
a 

A house has been omitted in SEjSW{ Sec. 2%, same township, and another, with = = 

read leading to it,in NE{NE{, same section. ae [se 
eas 

< eee 
: ; House omitted im-@Wg@Bggeiee. NEJNEZ, Sec. 23, T. 8N., R. 3B 

é These houses were there when the survey was made? 5 aes se rs 
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BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
AND CONSERVATION 

geotogy ~ ERM SSASTI oe 
poe BST a HEN uence” 

ee Seen finesse Sr vee ae eee 
STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 

M.M.LEIGHTON, CHIEF 

- URBANA 

May 29, 1931 

Professor F. T. Thwaites 
Department of Geology 

; University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Thwaites: 

In reply to your letter of May 9: 

I shall reply to Mr. Corrie of the Wayne County 
_ Farm Bureav directly. 

With regard to mounting maps with binder's glue, 
the maps do stick to the mounting board. We generally re- 
move them soon after they are mounted. When removing them 
from the board it is desirable to pull them straight off 
with a strong, steady pull. Otherwise they will be creased. 
The glue leaves a coating on the board which causes trouble 
when we attempt to mount maps with the old flour paste, but 
according to some experiments we believe that we can remove 
the glue from the board with dilute hydrochloric acid. 

With regard to work for the summer you should apply 
directly to Dr. Leighton. : 

With best regards to you and Mrs. Thwaites, I re- 
main 

Cordially yours, 7, 7 

doclkense. in Charge 
Section of/ Engineering Geology
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BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
AND CONSERVATION 

M.F. WALSH, CHAIRMAN 

EOLOGY — EDSON S. BASTIN 

oe ee 
Senne ENemieray  Wittian A NOVES 

STATE OF ILLINOIS STATS CAN CHARLES M. THOMPSON 
STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 

M.M.LEIGHTON, CHier 

305 Ceramics BUILDING 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS Campus 

URBANA . 

June 11, 1931 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Department of Geology 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

Thank you for your letter 
concerning Dr. James M. Hansell and I 
greatly regret that I will be unable to 
offer him any opportunity for work at this 
time. : 

Sincerely yours, 

‘Chief
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STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 

M.M.LEIGHTON, CHler 

Unremweeeeor thiinois Campus 

URBANA ’ 

June 6, 1931 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites ; 
Department of Geology 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

I have just received a letter from Dr. Flint in which, among 
other things, he reports that he has had a long letter from you and 
from your letter he quotes as follows:- "I do not agree with Ekblaw's 
statement about the Illinoian of central Illinois. I did find what 
may be outwash in Effingham County but otherwise the outwash deposits 
are small lenses.... Most of the area I saw in Illinois may well have 
had stagnant ice during melting of the Illinoian." 

Dr. Flint presumes that you refer to his statement on page 433 : 
of his article in which he states "The Illinoian ice sheet farther south 
in Illinois obviously did not stagnate but maintaining motion throughout 
its disappearance gave rise to a topography of well-developed ground 
moraine, recessional moraines, and outwash in marked contrast with that 
described above. The cause, whatever it may have been, was therefore 
restricted in Illinois to the northwestern part of the state. The ques- 
tion whether the ice in Wisconsin remained active or became stagnant 
has not been considered." 

It appears that both Dr. Flint and yourself err in applying 
my statement to areas wider than I intended. By "the Illinoian ice 
sheet farther south in Illinois" I do not mean the Illinoian ice sheet 
everywhere in Illinois; I mean only that in central Illinois which is 
directly south of northwestern Illinois. Strictly speaking the area 
which you covered is more properly southeastern Illinois and only a 
portion of it could be considered in central Illinois when that term 
ts applied very broadly. I think that if you had seen the Illinoian 
drift in central Illinois as the term should be more restrictedly 
applied you would find that my statement is eminently correct. 

: : As I have written Dr. Flint, he was hardly justified in 
applying my statement regarding central Illinois to all the rest of 
Illinois except the northwestern part. 

You may recall that when I visited you at Effingham and we 
examined the deposits west of that town, I was struck by their simi- 
larity to the crevasse deposits in northwestern Illinois and that Zi



Mr. F. T. Thwaites : 
No. 2 

studied them carefully with that possible origin in mind. As I recall 
I also discussed with you to a considerable length the possibility 
that the Illinoian drift in southeastern Illinois was deposited by a 
stagnant ice sheet. For your information I am also favoring the possi- 
bility that the Illinoian drift in western Illinois was likewise de- 
posited from a stagnant ice sheet. On the contrary the Illinoian drift 
in central Illinois behind a moraine which we consider late Illinoian 
in age possesses characteristics typical of that deposited by an active 
ice sheet. : 

I have gone to some length in explaining this situation so 
that you are better aware of my opinion regarding the whole question, 
but I wish you would consider these opinions not as matters for reference 
in publication. 

ee ee yo er 

. Geoagenet in Charge 
Section Of Engineering Geology



dune 9, 1931 

Dr. Goorge E. Ekblaw, 
Z State Geological Survey, 

Urbana, Illinois . : / 

: Dear Dr, Ekblaw: ; 

In reply to yours of the 6th I am enclosing copy of my letter 
to Dr. Flint of May 29. 1 mn. satey ate see © menanereneniins 5% 
is often hard to got things all straight in a letter, I now er Very well 
the conversabions we had regarding the assorted drift in Effingham County 
and the possible stagnation of the Tllinoian ice. Knowing conditions in 
southoastern Illinois and the suggestion that the Kaskaskia Ridge Drift is 
terminal rather then recessional I could not understand the statement 
crodited to you by Flint. 

: < am under the impression that a not inconsiderable part of the 
‘TLlinoien border is marked by a terminal which presumably once had associated 
outwash deposits, Thore is certainly a terminal at Monroe but whebher yor 
not the scattered kemes osst of there are recossionals or crevasse fillings 
I would not be able to say for sure. Some of them lie on high ridges but 
only a few line up in morainal form. Buell made these into definite moraines 
but Alden could not show thet. 

Leverett shows a recessional moraine osat of Macomb and I take it : 
that it is tho one you montion, By the way, I notice that his striae in - 
southwestern Indiena do not favor the suggestion of last sumzer thet the ii 
southern part of the Tllinoian area is an Erien lobe. 0n the whole I would 
think that evidence seems to favor extensive stagnation of tho waning 
TLLinoien interrupted by a local readvance. . Ss 5 

I .think I wes in error in thinking thet any of the larger 
gwavol deposits of Rffinghem Gounty could be outwash although some of the 
small lenses must be overridden outwashe : 

: In a letor letter to Flint I elaborated my suggestions on glacial 
motion and stagnation which incorporate some of Hobb's idoas with alterations. : 

I hope soon toget started on the revision of the outline of 
glacial geology for I havo definitely abandoned all hope of gotting a job 

. for the sumer. Dr, Leighton told mo at Torent that he wanted mo back but I 
never heard anything more of it. 

lire. Thwaites and I were both much pleased to learn of your 
recont marriage. 

Sinsersly, 

; Lecturer in Geology



June 5, 1982 | 

Doar Pr. kodghtons . ; 
: In Looking over my separates I fail to find a copy of Bevan's 

Report of Investigations on the Glenwood formation, Gould you ploase 

: send me a copy? 

: i em plaming on steying home this summer aad revicing my : ee 

Outline of Gleciel Geology. I have burned my bridges behind me on this 

by destroying the old stencils so mst do thié before February anyway, - 

I also hope to get up to central Wisconsin with a few students aad eomoect 

"ny old district with Alden's, With these facts in mind, os wol as 

personal, reasons for wanting to be at homo this sumer, I did not write vii 

you about a summer job. Would be glad to know, however, if I om passing up 

anything. ; 

Vory truly yours, 7 

Lecturer in Geology 

| 

L :



June 6, 1932 , 
_ Ds Me Me Leighton, Shier, : 

ween Bie 
Dear Dr. Leighton 

I om writing you in reference to the application of Br, Janos : 

: M. Hansell. who 4s applying to you to see if you have any position open 

under your program of expansion which we hear has now gone through the 

logisleture. Dr. Henseli, is one of those who is thrown out of work by é 

She sees vote of eptegtlaltinn for the Wisconsin Geological Survey. \ 

sin aueriaune ink tndula bins 1b Migellas vee Wah be es le 

considerable Phoistocene work having writion his doctor's thesis on the 5 

: glaciel lakes of northwestern Wisconsin. He wes married lest sumer. 

; If you have any opening I au sure you would find hin a good worke r. 

Vory truly yours, S 

z Lecturer in Geology
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STATE OF ILLINOIS SPE i coantes M. THOMPSON 

STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 
M.M.LEIGHTON, CHier 

305 CERAMICS BUILDING 

SECTION OF ENGINEERING GEOLOGY ee eee 

GEORGE E. EKBLAW. GeoLocist IN CHARGE a 

“December 21, 1929 

Mr. F. T,. Thwaites 
Wisconsin Geological Survey 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaitess 

In making a study of the well logs that might be in- 
cluded in our report on the Oregon quadrangle, we have one well 

near Amboy, Illinois, in which there are reported 1965 feet of 
sandstone in the basal portion of the Cambrian System. According 
to present classification, this would be the Mt. Simon formation, 
as it is overlain by a regular succession of 170 feet of Hau Claire, 
170 feet of Dresbach, 95 feet of Mazomanie-Franconia, 90 feet of 
Trempealeau, and only 5 feet of Jordan, as Mr. Workman and myself 
correlate them. We are amazed at this thickness of the Mt. Simon 
and wonder if it might not include or actually be truly Potsdam. 
We note that in Winchellts report in 1873 he separates the St. Croix 
and Potsdam series. 

It would probably interest you to know that the upper 
75 feet of the Mt. Simon, as we correlate it, is fine-grained, 
dolomitic sandstone; that the next 70 feet is light colored, medium 
sandstone; that the next 100 feet is gray, fine to coarse sandstone; 
and that below that we have very coarse grained sandstone and fine 
conglomerate, pink, yellow, purple, and red in color, with not in- 
frequently red shale. This lower 1700 feet of coarse sandstone strong- 
ly suggests a distinct series, but as it is impossible to separate the 
lighter colored, finer grained sandstone in the upper part from the 
lower, coarser part, we believe that the entire 1965 feet should be 
considered as a single unit. Further, we have some evidence that 
there is an unconformity at the top of this unit, on which basis we 

e separate the Hau Claire from it. Therefore, we are tempted, as I 
said before, to consider the basal unit truly correlative with the 
Potsdam. 

I should like to know what your ideas are in regard to 
this question. Specifically, I might ask what do you know about the 
Mt. Simon formation in Wisconsin - its thickness, its color, charac- 
ter, et cetera? Have any arguments been propounded controverting 

PLEASE ADDRESS YOUR REPLY AS FOLLOWS: STaTE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, URBANA, ILLINOIS, ATTENTION OF THE WRITER.



Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
No. 2 

Winchell'ts contentions, which I mentioned before, that the St. Croix 

and Potsdam are distinct series? Do you have any true Potsdam in 
Wisconsin or is all the Cambrian Croixan? Do you consider that the 
Potsdam in Michigan is the same as the Croixan in Wisconsin, or is 
it the same as the Potsdam in New York? On what basis is the Mt. 
Simon formation included in the Croixan? I should appreciate your 
answers to these questions and any additional discussion that you 
might wish to make. I wish that you would express yourself freely. 
I assure you that I will respect anything you may have to say at 
this time as confidential and not publish any reference to it unless 
you wish it and even then not until you have had opportunity to pre- 
pare it in such form as you would like to have it used. In other 
words, I wish you would write now just as if we were discussing it 
in person. 

You realize that the data provided by this well record, 
in the shape of a complete section of the Cambrian, give us cause 
to consider the possibility of dividing it into Croixan and Potsdam, 
and as this is a considerable departure from the practice heretofore 
generally followed, we should appreciate any contributions you can 
make from your own knowledge or any references you can cite as 
bearing on the question. 

With very best regards of the season, I remain 

Cordially yours, 

A ct . 

Geologist
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Ur. George EB. Ekblaw, ; : 

‘State Geologeal Survey, 4 = 

‘Urbana, TLlinois ES ° 

Dear Mr. ikblaw: > i ; 
A ; ; ! TI delayed answering yours of Dec. “1 for two ronsons. First I 

wished to talk ovor the matter with Mr. Raasch who has done much work on the 
Cambrien fossils and secoal I net with an aceidsa} the Sunday after Ghristmass A 
which has partially crippled me. I will heave to go to the hospital for an 
operation during the two weeks between semesters before I will be fit to do any 
hard work again. / : : ; 

The Mount Simon formetion in Wisconsin is only vaguely known except in 
-wells. In fact it should aot bo regarded se 9 defininte wit since 14 is simply 
the coarser grained sandstones which are charactoristic of the lower part of 
a great thickness of alternating sandstone dnd shale which occurs beneath the ; 

: Dresbach. In central Wisconsin no division between Dresbach, Bau Glaire, and % 
&t. Simon is possible. I ofton think that the division into three formations 

was made prematurely so far as knowledge of their outcrops is concerned. In places 
‘ we have assigned a thickness of 250 fect to the DPreebach only to find a few miles 

away that a well-defined shale bed has pinched out in the interval and that we 
have therfore included possibly 150 feet of what at the cther locelity was definitely 
‘classed as Eau Glaire. Very little work has thus far been done in areas where the 
base of the Eau Claire is exposed, In Illinois, however, the deep wells seem to : 
show a much more definite lower limit to the Hav Claire. It is obvious that 

, nowhere in Wisconsin can we possibly expect te seo more than e smeji fraction 
of the “t. Simon beds which deep wells show to the south. : 

Now as’ to the lower liait or total thickness of the Mt. Simon, Winchell‘s 
work is so old and so hezy es to details end definitions that it shold undoubtedly 
‘be disregarded. “e included even the Animikie and Sioux quartzite formations in 
his Potsdam. Ulrich says thei the original Potsdam of New York ic really the 
Madison or very high Upper Genbrien. Stauffer hes recently found Middle Caubrian 

: ‘fossils in the red rocks bara the light colored Upper Cambrian or Croixan. : 
_In State Survey Bull. 25 I Glassed these rocks, the Red Clastic Series of Hell, : 
as an extension of the seadsisnes of the weet ent cf Lake Superior, ‘The age of 
these formations is still unsettled. They seem to be wholly nonemearine and in : 
Monography 5% Van Histe and Leith suggest the possibility thet they may be deposits 
in en enclosed basin during the time of the formetion of tae marine Cambrian. 
My conclusions of 1919 cn the inclusion of the red candstones with the recognized 
Upper Keweenawan, whatever iis real age may be, seem to still stand. Hotchkiss~ 
has recently thought that he hed found an unconformity between the red sandstones 

P of northern Michigan and the overlying Upper Gambrian marine deposits but his 
observations were very slight so this is serely a suggestion. The oller geolo~ 
gists certainly would not have noticed such a contact if it exists. '
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In my paper of 1923 I suggesved that the red sandstones below the light 
: colored rocks might be Kewosnawan, whatever the real relations of that be to the 

i marine Gambrien. In 1926, however, I ignored this suggestion on the ground that 
red rocks are my no means confined to either the “ewoenawan or to noa-marino 

© . ‘* sediments as was once thought. They simply represent conditions of sedimentation 
‘> 2 such that the supply of iron oxides was too great for the availablo reducing 

matter. Red rocks occur in the Trempealeau, “agomanie, and Bau Claire not to 
: mention red sandstones and shales in what must certainly be Mt. Simon, Since 

writing my Illinois report, however, I was struck with the profound difference 
: ; between the red beds at Rockford and the overlying strata. These red rocks are 

found at different stratigraphic horizons in different wells. I therefore now 
think it possible that we have two unconformable sandstone series in Illinois. 

: The Lower or red series might easily be either Keweonawan non-marine, or Middle 
: Cambrian marine es suggested by Stauffer in a recent paper before the G, S. A, - 

I would not regard the old subdivisions seriously but would ‘use the term 
Groixan if at all as meaning. the light colored Upper Cambrian with its included. . 
red beds. I am sure that no underlying red bed series outcrops in Wisconsin | : 

fi unless it might be tho Barron quartzits. Tais would make all our Cambrian of 
j Croixian age although I admit that it is very. hard to tell just what was orignally 

‘ intended to be included under this name, I em sure that in northern Michigan 
see there is both Groixan, as defined above, and an underlying series of red non- 

marine sandstones. I have sever seen the New York Potsdam so cannot say anything 
about that. The “t. Simon is included with the Groixan on the base of its con- 

i formable contact with the overlying Rau @leire. I advise conservatism in any. ; 
published statements about the deeply buried sandstones of Illinois. I started 
to prepare a paper last spring on the surface of the concealed pre-Gambrian of 
Wisconsin in which I hoped to discuss. a number of these.problems but, this fall 
I was ontirely too busy to touch it and now my accident has still furter defered 
completion. However, I thoroughly appreciate thet all conclusions Lie in the 

realm of conjecture. : 

_I used to lay stress on the fact that the known Keweenawen had suffered : 
in many places from faulting and folding but later work has shown thet the 
recognized Paleozoics are by no means free from such disturbances. A geologist 

who has visited Glover Blufi, 75 miles north of Madison, would certainly no longer 
be impressed by differences in amount of disturbance? I had just completed a : 
paper on Glover Bluif before I was hurt 

4 It just occured to me that I have never had the réfund for cont of inspections 

on the Ford truck last summer, I wrote Miss Nyberg about it lest fell. Whbn at 
: Mt. Vernon the dealer gave us a free greasing and a free front wheel bearing. 

Possibly they thought this squared the account. ‘ : 
‘ ‘ s 

. With Res regards, i : , 

Very truly yours, 

Behe TE: : Geologist
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STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 

M.M.LEIGHTON, CuHier 

SECTION OF ENGINEERING GEOLOGY Ungeeaity Ur teragiacANeos 
GEORGE E. EKBLAW, GEOLOGIST IN CHARGE 

URBANA 

November 18, 1930 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Wisconsin Geol. & Natural Hist. Survey 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: : 

I have your letter of November 13 and note your 
’ remark about the work you have been doing, as well as your 

request. I am sending to Mr. Wascher a copy of the photo-— 
~ graph he wanted. 

In mounting maps such as you used last summer we 
have used ordinary book binders’ glue which dissolves in hot 
water. However, I wish to warn you that this glue causes 
maps to curl and wrinkle in damp weather; at least it did so 

. this summer but I am not positive whether it was due to the 
glue or the cloth on which it was mounted. Until the last 
two years we have used a mixture of flour and water to which 
is added a small amount of glue. The latter process gives 
maps that lie straight and somewhat stiffer, but as the cloth 
must be stretched and soaked before mounting ,the process re- 
quires time for drying, usually a full day. 

With best regards to you and Mrs. Thwaites, I re- 
main 

Co ally yo 5 p 

Geologist in Charge 
Section Engineering Geology
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May 13, 1931 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Department of Geology 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

Your letter to Dr. Ekblaw was received in his 
absence. He is on a vacation of about two weeks; we ex-— 
pect him back in the office about May 27 or 28. Your 
letter will have his attention then. 

Yours very truly, 

Secretary {Yo Chief sats ee



: May 9, 1931 

Mr. Goorge E. Ekblaw, z 
State Geological Survey, 
Urbana, Illinois : 

Doar Mr. Ekblaw: 

Enclosed is letter from Wayne County Farm Burcau with uy reply. | 
Z suppose the information must have been dorived from the hotel since 
thoy had my name so correctly. 

; I have boon mooning to write for some time about your method of 
mounting maps with gluo. Our men tried it and found that the cloth stuck i 

3 fast to the board, Wo would appreciate knowing how you prevent this 
whether by kind of cloth or by a coating on the board. 

: Also I was wondering about the chance for work during the sumer. 
Our survey, as you probably know, agrood to a heavy out which would have e 
shut mo out in any caso and thon the govenor vetoed what was loft. 
They are trying a special bill but chances are slin.s Iwould Liko - Z 
to stey homo for once and rewrite my Outline of Glacial Goology and 
possibly take a few students, many of whom cannot get jobs for the swamer, 
for a months work in the torritory which I was obliged to abandon in 
1929 but I wonder if I can afford such a luxury. If you have a chance of 3 
on oponing I would like to know about it soon for I must make plens before 
long. = 

: Ficld trips aro in full swing, We go to the Forest Bed in the 
morning. I persuaded Alden to route the 1933 International Gongress trip 
that way. Now I have to wort out dotails of that route, also coperate 
with the Kansas eles re a north-south detailed cross section g 
of the United States. will pass through Galena, Illinois and I will 
show the log of tho well there as givon in my Report of Investigations. 
So you can see that my time will bo taken up until July first, myway! 

“With best regards, 

Vory truly yours,



Mr. Lester L. sorrie 

iene Sunty Tam Duroc, 
_—-s“ Fairfield, Miinois — 

: ' In roply to yours of tho 6th I havo no notes of ny work lost sumer : 

. end so an-forwarding your lottor to Mr. George BE. tkblaw of the Illinois ; 

State Geological Survey at Urbana who has charge of the survey of redd 

: materials for seeodary highways. e | 

: oe Vory truly yours, 

F. 2. Thwaitos, Looturor in Goology
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= - Sete 15, 1930 

Dr. Goorge B. Ekblaw, ae 

State Geological Survey, : 

Urbena, Illinois 

: Dear Mr. Ekblew: ¢ 

aie : Enclosed please find one set prints end negatives of Roll lio. 8 Prints 

- . ere identified on the backs I think that this is sae last of tho photograhs as. 

I do not want'any personal prints from the first two rolls so far as I can 

s : recall them. I-did not charge for the lost roli nor for the second set of | 

prints which was made by mistake. 

. We asaved eately et Madison at 8:30 Thursday night and were very glad 

ie to get home again, Am now getting my well record work ain shapes Ye hope to 

~ go to Hamilton founds end to the “orest Bod lator in the woo. 

es If you find an old automatie pencil with the tip scarrad by plicr warke == 

- which was left in your office it is mine. It slipped out of ay pocket after 

: Ubtorback returned it to me. : as ; ‘ ‘ea 

T look back on ay association with the Illinois Survey gith great phoma : 

The sumuary of tue two yoars work will be started soon. sorted Sues all relorts 

; : today in preparation but it took most of the tine to catch up on Llotivcrs which 

_ | I have to do ayself. : ‘ : : 

: Ur. Hansell, Aléricnés assistant, just announced his marriage %0 one 

of the girls in the office, . oo 

li Very truly vente i a : a 

P, Se Am sending a copy of "Multiple glaciation” under separate cover, 

. ‘ : * é :



June 12, 1930 a 

ins George B. Bkblew, 

State Goologieal Survey, ; . 

Urbana, TMLiinois ; es 

Deer Mr. Ekblaw; oo i. 

-  Texpect to leave Madison early on the morning of June 19 whieh will 

- _ get me into Urbana about noon. I intend to express or mail some of my equipment 

to your office. Gan you kindly store it for we ustil I arrive. 

+ EwAll have to buy a fow things in Urbana after I arrive, 

/% am feeling ali right although my side is stiff. The doctor thinks 

it will sodn be all right ia the varm clinate of Illinois, I cen walk end clinb E 

all right but still have to be careful about Lifting heevy wibghts. d 

- \ Very truly youre i Se ‘ : 

é A Koes ee ef I . 

Qe : Ef | 

ot / : f 4 5 

; | : p | ve j : 

4 By a : 

AN ae Ap a 7 woe 

: / Ss
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URBANA 

June 3, 1930 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Wisconsin Geological Survey 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Thwaitess 

I have your letter of May 31. Your presump- 
tion that you are to report June 19 is correct. I said 
nothing about it in my letter to you because you had made 
a definite statement that that was the date when you would 
report. 

: Looking forward to seeing you at that time, I am 
with best regards, 

Cordially yours, > _D 

o E Fle 

Geologist in Charge : 
Section of Engineering Geology 

PLEASE ADDRESS YOUR REPLY AS FOLLOWS: STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, URBANA, ILLINOIS, ATTENTION OF THE WRITER
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GEORGE E. EKALAW. GeoLosist IN CHARGE 
URBANA 

January 31, 1930 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Wisconsin Geological Survey 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

I trust that the operation which you mentioned 
in your recent letter has been performed with evident 
suceess. I should like to learn how you are progressing. 

In my letter to you two weeks ago, I mentioned 
that I should like to know the dates between which you 
ean work next summer in order that I can lay out for you 
an area that you can cover in that time. As I hope that 
we will be able to formulate our plans in the next few 
days, I should appreciate it if you would let me know 
promptly these dates. 

With very best regards to you and Mrs. Thwaites, 
I remain 

Cordially yours, — ay ‘ 

Y fp 

ae ope 
Geologiét in Charge 

Section of Engineering Geology 

PLEASE ADDRESS YOUR REPLY AS FOLLOWS: STaTE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, URBANA, ILLINOIS, ATTENTION OF THE WRITER.
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ily, George E. Exblaw, oe ; 

State Geological Survey, : 

Urbana, Tllinois é 

Dear “r. Ekblaw: ; 

I am sorry that I have been unable to reply sooner to your letters ; 

of Jan. 16 amd 31. I was in the hospital two weoks and still confined to my 

home although I feel much imprdved. The hernia doubtless started lest summer 

if not previously. It was not noticed because plugged by a fabty tumor. - I hope 

that the repair will be permanent this time but for several months I will be : 

unable to do any heavy work or to ride over rough roads. On this account I am 

‘ obliged to put the date of going to Tllinois as late as possible, Exams last 

‘ through June 17 and grades aust be in the next. day. I therefore cannot start ; 

before June 19. I sens that by then I can safely undertake everything but the 

hardest lifting. The doctor told me that the first time the place was not 

sewn up tightly enough so that failure was inevitable someday. I was lucky to . 

find it out while at howe rether than down in Egypt. ee 

I cannot imagine how Dr. Ulrich can possibly form any opinion na te the age 

of strate which do not outcrop within hundreds of miles. Only a small part of | 

the “t. Simon reaches the surface in Wisconsin and none in Missouri. ; 

3 It*s all right about the inspection expense as the amount involved is too 

small to bother about. ry cee 

t Very truly yours, a 

F, %% ee Geologist bee a
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URBANA 

: November 26, 1929 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites, Geologist 
Wisconsin Geological Survey 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaitess 

We received in due course the additional seven 
cents to pay for the additional print. 

Mr. Krumbein's initials and address are as 
followss W. €. Krumbein, Comptroller, U. S. National 
Building, 3408 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois, Dr. 
Brown's initials are I. C. but I do not have his present 
address as he has not sent it to us since he arrived in 
Washington, presumably on November 1. 

I can appreciate your busy work as I find myself 
frequently in the same situation. But as you do, I manage 
to get in a few opportunities for recreation which enables 
me to keep up the requisite duties. 

With best regards, I remain 

Sincerely yours, 

EL. at FE é bhkba ae 

Geologist 
Section, Engineering Geology 

PLEASE ADDRESS YOUR REPLY AS FOLLOWS: STATE GEoLoGicAL SURVEY, URBANA, ILLINOIS, ATTENTION OF THE WRITER:
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Uavene ice nets ooarus 

URBANA 

November 9, 1929 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites, Geologist 
Wisconsin Geological Survey 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaitess 

I wish to acknowledge the receipt of your check 
for $2.59 in payment of 37 photographic prints. 

I am sorry that the envelope in which the prints 
were inclosed misled you as to the number and amount due. There 
were a total of 38 prints costing $2.66, but when we first sent 
the negatives to the photographers they neglected to print one 
of them and sent us the bill for only 37. We then later sent 
them the negative which they had failed to print at first and then 
sent all 38 to you at once. If you wish you may send the additional 
7? cents in stamps at any time it is convenient, as we will now 
settle with Duncan's direct. 

* I am not certain which set of films was taken in Clinton 
County, but I do know that one set of your films must have been 
slightly mistreated in developing as the negatives as well as the 
prints show scratches and other mars. 

Mr. Sellin, who served as Mr. Brown's assistant the 
latter part of this season and who is continuing the work for a few 
weeks, has encountered some very interesting situations in Logam 
County where he is working. The area there is nearly as complicated 
as the ridged drift in the Kaskaskia basin, 

With very best regards, I remain 

Cordially ae G 

See 
Section; Engineering Geology 

PLEASE ADDRESS YOUR REPLY AS FOLLOWS: STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, URBANA, ILLINOIS, ATTENTION OF THE WRITER, }
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: : Nov. 25, 1929 ; 

tie. Goorge %. Bkbhaw, = : 

State Ggological, Survey, 

Srbsna, Tlinois : 

Dear Yr. Bkblow: Ts reply to yours of the 9th I evidently miscounted 

the number of prinss for 2 cheek showed that the lerger sum wes correct. I : 

= em onclosing tho 7 cents in stamps. 

Oould you please give the the initiale and pragent eddresses of Brown 

end Krumbain for T wish So send thom copies of my report on ¥ilas Gounty. I 

have mailed you one usder separate cover. 

My clans keeps me so husy thet I often wonder whet wii] happen during 

the second semester when IT will have two others with lots of field trips. - 

our $rips sus far total obout 600 milos and just now I am strugeling through 

25 reports. ‘We took two days off to go to the game at Chicago on the 3th —_ 

ao I folt that T necded a Little ohaags, ; 

with best regards, _ : 

Very truly yours, : 

RF. Te t : Seologist . ;
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December 4, 1929 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites : 
Wisconsin Geological Survey 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaitess 

I was very glad to receive a reprint of 
your paper “Glacial Geology of Part of Vilas County, 
Wisconsin” and I thank you for it. I gather that 
this is the paper that includes the outwash plain and ‘ 
associated deposits which you were talking about last 
summer. 

There is nothing particularly new that has 
occurred about here in recent times. I presume that 
you are having the same sort of real winter weather 

: in Madison that we have had here in the past week, 

With best regards, 

Cordially yours 

Geologi 
Section, Engineering Geology 

PLEASE ADDRESS YOUR REPLY AS FOLLOWS: STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, URBANA, ILLINOIS, ATTENTION OF THE WRITER. 5
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SECTION OF ENGINEERING GEOLOGY Mivccn ee er keine comple: 

GEORGE E. . Soune 

May 17, 1930 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Geological & Natural History Survey 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Thwaitess 

I note your preference of areas and shail plan 
accordingly. Your preference for a car other than a truck 
has been noted and I believe that we will be able to arrange 
this. 

I have forgotten whether you had your own Brunton with 
you last year or not, but we find that our supply of Bruntons 
is not sufficient to take care of the needs of all of our par- 
ties this summer and it is doubtful if we can obtain enough 
to fill the need. Consequently, if you wish to use one I should 
advise you to bring your own if you have one. 

I am glad to learn that you are getting along all right 
and I hope that nothing will develop to prevent your carrying on 
the work this summer, 

With best regards, I remain 

Co ally yours, 

Geologist in Charge 
Section of Engineering Geology 

PLEASE ADDRESS YOUR REPLY AS FOLLOWS: STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, URBANA, ILLINOIS, ATTENTION OF THE WRITER.
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STATE OF ILLINOIS DEAN CHARLES M. THOMPSON 

STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 
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BOS CERAMICS BUILOING 

SECTION OF ENGINEERING GEOLOGY UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS CAMPUS 

GEORGE €. EKBLAW. GeoLosist IN CHARGE 
URBANA 

May 27, 1930 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Geological & Natural History Survey 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Thwaites: 

In following up my letter of May 17, I 
wish to inform you that your assistant this year will 
be Mr. D. D. Utterback, a graduate student at the Uni- 
versity of Illinois. He will report to you in the field 
after you get there, as he will go out earlier with Mr. 
Foster who will work southern Illinois. I might mention 
at this time that you will take with you into the field 
Mr. David Hunter, who will become Foster's assistant when 
Utterback transfers to your party. 

With best regards and anticipating a fine 
summer's season, I remain 

Cordially es - 

< 2 

Geologi in Charge 
Section of Engineering Geology 

PLEASE ADDRESS YOUR REPLY AS FOLLOWS: STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, URBANA, ILLINOIS, ATTENTION OF THE WRITER.
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— STATE OF ILLINOIS en anes anes 

STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 
M.M.LEIGHTON, Cuter 

305 Ceramics BuILoinG 
SECTION OF ENGINEERING GEOLOGY UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS CAMPUS 

URBANA 

May 14, 1930 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Wisconsin Geol. & Nat. Hist. Survey 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Thwaitess 

In making plans for this season's work on Road 
Materials Survey, I find that we can give you your choice 
of two areas adjacent to the one that you completed last 
year. The one area, which is outlined in red on the in- 
closed map, is the area which was laid out for your work 

last year and will take you into the southern counties of 

the State where the margin of the Illinoian glacier crosses 
and where there may be more bedrock exposures. The second 
area, which lies mainly east of the area you completed last 
summer and which is outlined in blue, would give you a chance 
to study the relations of the Wisconsin outwash to the Illi- 
noian drift and also a chance to study the physiography near 
the Wabash valley. I leave it entirely to your preference, if 
you have any choice between these two areas, and I should like 
to hear from you at the earliest possible date with regard to 
it. 

The Road Materials project this year promises to be 
an extensive one as we shall have ten parties in the field. 

I hope that you are recuperating from your operation 
and that you will be in fine trim to do a real season's work, 

With best personal regards, I remain 

Cor@ially yours, 

Geologist in Charge 
: Section of Engineering Geology 

PLEASE ADDRESS YOUR REPLY AS FOLLOWS: STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, URBANA, ILLINOIS, ATTENTION OF THE eee.
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: : : Mey 16, 1930 

Mr. George B. Ekblew, oa 

State Goological Survey, es . 

Urbane, Tlisnoia ; : 

- Dear tir. Ekblew: me i 

In reply to yours of the 14th I prefer the northern area, the one 

marked in blue on the map which you sent. J think that this will give me wind | 

glacial geologiy than the othor district, ‘ 

I am now Suakans ell right but aust bo careful to avoid undue strains ) 

for some time to come. This asans thet x will neve to Leeve most of the augering . 3 

end slodging te the assistant, In this connection would it be too auch to ask 

; , for somo other cay than a truck? Iam afraid of the severe jolts end jars of 

: those vehisies. I have ucw been out on several oxpeditions and ss0m to be able : 

to walk ond climb all right although I vill have to be careful about felle for 

: some tine more. Uy doctor assured ms, however, that he thought there vill be : 

little danger of demage by aext month. Neverthelese, as the place cannot be fixed 

again I desire to be on the safe sido. : : 

: I was up to see tho newly asnewtioes pre-Ganbrian quartzite monadnock 

in Adams Gounty last week. It covers about a square axe ead is being exploited 

for road materisl on a lerge sesle, This week I teke a class to tho Forest Bed. ; : 

Yory truly yours, ' ; 

' Ns Geologist in charge of well records :
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URBANA 

January 27, 1931 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Lecturer in Geology 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin s 

Dear Thwaites: 

I was very glad to receive the summary of your 
work in Illinois the past two seasons. I am sure that it 
will be quite satisfactory for the purpose for which it 
was prepared. It is a matter for your own judgment whether 
you will want to prepare any papers from it. 

I was sorry that I could not attend the G. 8. A. 
meeting at Toronto, as I should have liked to have visited 
the interglacial beds myself. I shall postpone that privi- 
lege until some later time. 

The preparation of the maps and the final reports 
is not progressing rapidly but I hope that it will be ac-— 
complished in due time. 

With best regards to you and Mrs. Thwaites, I remain 

Cordiadly yours, — 

Geologist in Charge 
See tien At Engineering Geology
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* URBANA 

June 22, 1929 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Wisconsin Geological Survey 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

I am pleased to inform you of your appointment 
for the summer as associate geologist and head of one of 
our parties in the investigation of road materials for 
the State's secondary highway system, under the general 
supervision of Dr. George E. Ekblaw, at a salary of $225. 
a month and field expenses within the State. You will 
be provided with an assistant, a car, and accessory 
equipment. I should be glad if you will report at this 
office early in the afternoon of July 1. 

Please write me your acceptance. 

Very truly yours, 

oS 
- Chie :
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June 25, 1929 = 

«Mir. i, Me Leighton, Ghie#, 

: Tliinois State Geological Survey, - : 

3 Urbana, Tlinois 5 

Dear iir. Leighton: In reply to yours of the 28nd X will eocept z F 

: the position offered and will arrive in Urbana on the noon trein on July 

: 1 unless en accident should cause me to miss gonnestions in Chicago. 

: Yery truly yours, 

| G@eologish
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kivivenarre Gr enicia Consus 

URBANA 

June 6, 1929 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Geological and Natural History Survey 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Thwaites: 

I have your letter of June 4, and in reply I 
desire to say that if you can let me know by June 11 that 
will be satisfactory. 

I realized that the salary which 1 mentioned 
was probably considerably less than you had been receiving, 
but it is the maximum that our appropriation for this work 
will permit. However, I hope that this will be satisfactory 
to you in case your other conditions will allow you to 
consider the appointment. Upon receipt of favorable word 
from you regarding your desire to accept the position as 
outlined in my letter of May 29, I shall be glad to 
recommend you to our Geological Board. 

With personal regards, I am 

Very t y yours, 

, a 

* Ghie



June 4, 1929 

My, M. M. Leighton, Chief, 

Tllinois State Geological Survey, 

‘ Urbana, Illinois 

Deer Mr. leighton: I wieh to thank you for the offer in your letter 

of May 22 reply to which was delayed on account of my having been out of town 

for a few days. I am much interested in the job you offer and the only thing 

which prevents immediate acdeptance is that before your letter came I had 

~ started negotiations for another summer job with a higher salary. The salerty 

_- you mention is considersbly lese than I had while the survey of northern : 5S 

: Wisconsin was in progresses ‘Could you please hold the matter open for a 

25 gue Gaps? 0% db tot heay fon Sie other job this weck 1 Witt enleubtelly 

take the position you offer. If you camnot hold the matter that long please 3 

/ | Let me know as T would rather take something which is certain then wait any 

i ‘longer on the other matter. . 

The new Highway Commission has not been appointed so that we do not know. 

its attitude on road material surveys. However, there will be no work for me 

in the north this year at least. : 

Z Thanking you, 

Very. truly yours, : . 

Pe 8. Be 3 " Geologie :
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May 29, 1929 

Mr. F, T. Thwaites 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Tnwaites: 

I note from your recent letter that you may not be able 
to continue your glacial geology at the Wisconsin Survey and 

if this is true, 1 should like to inquire if you would be interested 
in having your name considered in connection with a summer position 

on our Survey. 

At the suggestiong of the State Highway Division for 
a geological study of the road building materials for secondary 
highways, I have outlined,two-season program which in effect will 
be something more than a road material study. Although adequate 
information on road materials is to be one of the primary 
objects, there is an equally important second object, namely: 
the study of the outwash conditions of the various ice sheets 
which invaded Illinois. In other words, the study is to be 
a scientific Pleistocene study as well as a road material study. 

We will have four or five parties in the field, Son 
operating under the supervision of Dr. George E. Ekblaw who 
knows a great deal about the Pleistocene of the State as well as 
the bed rock stratigraphy. Would it be to your liking to be 
the head of one of these parties with an assistant and a 
Survey car? Since you have already had more Pleistocene experience : 
than most of the other heads of parties that we will have, I 
would consider making your salary the maximum, nemely: #225 per 
month and expenses. The work would begin July 1, and could be 

_  ¢losed when you need to begin your teaching. 

I should appreciate an early reply for I shall soon 
be obliged to make my recommendations to our geological board. 

With best wishes, I am 

Very truly yours, 

‘Chief 

=



June 15, 1929 

Mrs Me Me Leighton, Chief, ~ 

Tllinoie Geologicai Survey, 

Urbana, Illinois 

. Dear Mr. Leighton: In reply 40 yours of the 11th I will report 

in Urbane not later than noon on July 1. I will bring with me the same 

photographic apparatus I used last summer. I have made an extensive study 

of field photography the last two summers an@ now use Agfa roll film 

with filters in a Special Kodak. The films were kept in sealed tins and 

mailed in for development as soon as taken. I had very poor results with 

panchromatic films although MacClintock repotts good work with them. ue 

I also have a larger camera for cut films but will probably ncéd- only 

the Kodak. I do not know just what the work in Illinois will require 

‘but suppose that if I bring anything which will not be needed it can be 

stored at Urbana for the summer. I have also provided my own drawing 

os instruments, ete. c= 

With best regards end thanks for the job, 

5 : Very truly yours, Z 

PF, T, & : Geologist
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BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
AND CONSERVATION 

wee agen oe Ficieune- ge ase 
STATE OF ILLINOIS SATE EAN CHARLES M. THOMPSON 

STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 
M.M.LEIGHTON, CuHier 

Giiveneeee ORiLuincls Caneue 

URBANA 

June 11, 1929 

Mr. F, T, Thwaites 
: Geological & Natural History Survey 

-Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaitess 

I am very glad to have your letter of June 8 
and to know that you will accept the position I offered, 
subject to the action of our Geological Board. Please re- 
port July 1 in Urbana. It will be all fagnt if you arrive 
on the noon train from Chicago. It will, be quite all right 
if you wish to furnish your own photographic apparatus. We 
will supply the car and assistant. At present it looks like 
we have our assistantships filled, but I have not heard from 
one or two, and in case there should be a slip-up, I shall 
keep in mind the fact that one of your students might assist 
you. ; ; 

Dr. Ekblaw and I are very glad, indeed, that you 
can take charge of one of the parties. We will all have a 
conference with the Highway Department before you enter the 
field. 

With personal regards, I am 

Very truly yours, 

‘Chief 

PLEASE ADDRESS YOUR REPLY AS FOLLOWS: State GEoLocicat Survey, URBANA, ILLINOIS, ATTENTION OF THE WRITER.



BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
AND CONSERVATION 

M.F. WALSH, CHAIRMAN 
GEOLOGY — EDSON S.BASTIN 
1OLOGY = WILLIAM TRELEASE 

Knee eee ae ee 
eo sec eerier Se sie = 

STATE OF ILLINOIS DEAN CHARLES M.THOMPSON 

STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 
M.M.LEIGHTON, CHler 

305 Ceramics BUILDING 

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS CAMPUS 

URBANA 

November 2, 1929 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Wisconsin Geological Survey 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaitess 

Herewith I am sending you the prints which 
you desired and the titles to go with them. The 
cost of these prints is $2.66. If you will make out 
a check to Duneants for this and send it to us we will 
see that it is turned over to them. 

With best regards, I remain ; 

Cordially YOUrEs — = 
4“ 4 

(Ss > es A A 2 
Veonge &, &7 x 

Geologist ; 

Section of Engineering 
Geology 

PLEASE ADDRESS YOUR REPLY AS FOLLOWS: STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, URBANA, ILLINOIS, ATTENTION OF THE WRITER.



lov. 5, 1929 

ir. G. E. Ekblaw, 

Tilinoss State Geological Survey, ; 3 

‘Grtere, Tilinois 

ae beer ite. Ekblew: Toure of the 2nd with the photographs arrived : 

yesterday and [ wish to thank you very much for heviag then prinied. Enelosed ' 

is a check for $4.59 whish on reecomputing the amount, 37 prints at 7 cents 

. each seems to he correct, I am aise sending the envelope on which two differ- 

: ent sung seem to be given through some mistake. If the amount is no’ correct 

: sheues let me know, é ; 

3 ‘Most of the pictures seem to be very good but one roll teken in Clinton 

Gounty seems to have been exposed to moisture before developing. At leat 

euch is the usval ceuse of spots such es appear there. As the weather was 

Jory gry at thet time I am peuttive that the trouble originated after the 

film leit my hands, that is either in the mail or at the photographors.. I 

had not seen any of these photos before so did not heiow thet anything was 

‘wrong with them, The last picture ve the season exon with are filter 

was shaken. I have experimented with the biue or G filter since my return 

home and have hai good. results with it. 

Have just returned from whet I trust is the last field trip of the 

season for the days are now s0 short that one canacot get very much done. 

ie Very truly yours, i % 

Be Fe Be Geologist



“Oct. 26, 1929 

Mr. George E. Ekblaw, f 

; State dasiighenl Survey, 

_ Urbana, Tilinois _ 

Dear ftir, Ekblaw: 12 wish to thenk you for your letter of tue 18th in 

regard to werk 4n TLitnote next summer. co. d 

ss I an very busy this'fall revising roading lists, réeding ayself, 

planning and going on field trips, and catching up om weli record work ; 

so that I an very clad thet I finished ail reports while in tue field. 

With best regards, , 

Very truly yours, 

oe Goolociat 

/ : 

; . F 

e e : ie



BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
AND CONSERVATION 

M.F. WALSH, CHalRMAN 
GEOLOGY — EDSON S. BASTIN 

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY -— WILLIAM TRELEASE 
REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION BOTANY = HENRY C. COWLES 

M. F. WALSH, DIRECTOR ENGINEERING ~- JOHN W.ALVORD 
SPRINGFIELD CHEMISTRY - WILLIAM A.NOYES STATE UNIVERSITY 

STATE OF ILLINOIS DEAN CHARLES M. THOMPSON 

STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 
M.M.LEIGHTON, CHier 

305 Ceramics BuILoING 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS CAMPUS 

URBANA 

October 18, 1929 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Geological & Natural History Survey 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaitess 

We have received your check list of the 
photographs for which you wish prints, and we are 
sending the negatives over to have them developed. 

I am very glad to receive your acceptance 
for a position next summer. This will give me some- 
thing from which to start my plans for next year's 
organization. 

Dr. Brown checked in last week and is taking 
up a position with the U. S. Soil Survey at Washington, 

on November 1. 

With best regards, I remain 

PoEpees ae yours;> ,- 7 
/ / 

vv F Geta 

ae 

Geol st 
Section of Engineering 

Geology 

PLEASE ADDRESS YOUR REPLY AS FOLLOWS: STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, URBANA, ILLINOIS, ATTENTION OF THE WRITER.
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BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
AND CONSERVATION 

M.F WALSH, CHAIRMAN 
GEOLOGY — EDSON S. BASTIN 

REGISTRATION AND EQUCATION oe a eee 
M. F. WALSH, Director ENGINEERING — JOHN W.ALVORD 

SPRINGFIELD CHEMISTRY - WILLIAM A.NOYES 
STATE UNIVERSITY 

STATE OF ILLINOIS DEAN CHARLES M.THOMPSON 

STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 
M.M.LEIGHTON, Cuter 

305 Ceramics BUILDING 
Univensic? OF ILunais Camus 

URBANA 

October 5, 1929 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Natural History & Geological Survey 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Thwaitess: 

I am inclosing a list of the titles of the 
photographs whech you took this summer. If you will 
check the ones, which you wish prints, we shall have 
them taken and send you a bill for same as you request 
it. 

With best wishes, I am 

ge ee 
Geologist 
Secti of Engineering 

Geology a? 

® 

PLEASE ADDRESS YOUR REPLY AS FOLLOWS: STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, URBANA, ILLINOIS, ATTENTION OF THE WRITER.



: Oct. 16, 1929 \ aa 

ir. George %. Ekblaw, ; j es ‘ » 

State Geological Survey, Een ; 

Urbane, Tlinois : 

"ene Mrs Ekbbaws ‘Thask you for the list of photos eacloscd in your 

Levier of the 3th. I am veturning it enclosed with 39 pistures checked. ‘ 

Ordinary 7 cent prists on glossy paper will be all right. Yoo bad one got - : . 

Lost; maybe it te around the office or mixcd with somebodys photos. ; 

| I Have telked with ur.‘ Bean about next sumer and he seys that he - 

consot take up the matter with the Highway Comiesion until efter the first ; 

of the year. As I do uot wish to ask you to hold your offer so long I will : 

} - eecept your offer of a panithies for next Guuser. 4r. lean advises this as 4 

he thinks thet the Gommigsion may not authorize work in the unsettled 

northera partici of this state where no new consiruetion will be needed = 

for ® long tine. : e 

We had a plensent trip hone and I an now busy with uy work at the 

University. Just took ay class of 25 on a. trip to the oueahiias area bis 

around Wausau. ; : 

= With dost wishes, } 

Vory truly yours, : ee 7 

ee : Ceclogist no



den. 8, 1931 i 

Mr. George B. dkblaw, fe 

State Geological Survey, > 

Urbans, TLlinois j : 

- Dear Ur. Ekblew: ~ - , 

; ZI am enclosing summary of my work in Illinois whiten I think you — 

asked for when Z left. It is not all Z could desire but Mra. Thwaites was 

| kind enough to proof it for me. — 

I want to Toronto and was very sorry to learn there. thet you were 

unable to attend the necting. While there I visited the Sorento ihderglecial ee 

beds end although we were not able to stay long found then aks inttuetive. 

With regard to writing up the scientific results of the vork in : 

“TLlinois the only subjects which I think of are (a) Origin of drift or tun = 

plains, end (b) Effects of glacial floods on the valley walls, Both dt these 

are treated in the summary and seem rather too short for the subject of a 

paper. However, if you feel that either or both would be of interest to others 

: I will work up what materiel I have. I havnt checked the literature on the 

é underfit rivers but possibly Davis covered this point years ago. - 

I have been busy finishing the paper on the Buried pro-Cambrian 

of Wisconsin but have the illustrations for a short note on the recent case 

of intercision at Two Creeks, Wisconsin. . — : 

: This year I have only 15 in Physiography of the U. 8. and four ‘ 

in Advanced Physiography. : 

. With best regards, : : 

Lecturer in Geology y
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Science Hall, 

> Nov. 14, 1930 : 

Mr. W. G. Krumbein, : 

6704 Merrill Aves, : 
Shicago, Illinois Sars 

Moar Ur. Krumbeins 

In reply to yours of the llth I do not think that all breaks in 

moraines shovld be clessed as outlets of subglacial channels. . They may or may 

not have been such et first. If they were you should find remants of a fan 

_ of rather coarse grevels which had beendeposited just outside the opening. ; 
Such aa outlet which wes not later used by waters from the retreating ice front 

: might be found to slope down es followed back from tine ice front. The drainage 
outlet just sorth of Prairie du Gas, Wisconsin, is apparently of this type 
although it deboeuches isto «a channel in the outwash plain and does not seem : - 
to be associated with any coarse gravels. I have seen several other such outlets . 
through the Johnstown Moraine farther north. Where ponded waters later used 
an old outlet which discharged the waters from « tunnel in the ice they cut q 
away the fan and deposited sand or fine gravel in the bottom of the break in 
the moraine, This fact has led to many disappointments on the Road “aterial 
Survey alnce they failed to understand the difference Bimitainace outlets used 
at the time of formation of the moraine and those which carried waters from 
Later moraines. I have in mind one such oublet.in Portage County, Wisconsin, 
which ovidently carried water for a long time through the Johnstown Moraine 
from the outlet of a subglacial tunnel in the ice back of the Milton Moraine. 
At the crest of the Milton the slope is reversed aad the channel descends 

toward ite source, 

I use as criteria, therefore, (a) reversal of slope, aad (b). nature 

of depesit outside of and in the break of the moraine, 

one Tm Sumberland Gounty, aie: whish I completed last sumser, I think 

: most) if not all, of the breaks wor ed by waters from the ice front when it 

stood north of the Shelbyville Morafae. ‘However, ia oae valley, Hurricane 
I think, there seemed to be nothing but the cuarse gravel deposited when the : 

ico front was nearby. *he Bubarrase valley showed terracing by saters from 
much farther north. Your work to the north would undoubtediy clear up these 

points. 2 
- n 

In general I dapricate the use of too many techical verms. I therefore, 

do not look with favor an the invention of more. It is possible that Woldstedt's 

book, Das Ris zeitalier, may discues thie point but I do not read German well = 
enough to get much out of it. 

Wy work in “sconsin is off for good unless I can got any support through 
the University. I expect to go to Toronto and hope to see you among others 
of the Illinois Road 4aterials Survey group. 

Very truly yours,
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6704 Merrill Ave., 
Chicago, Illinois, 
November 11, 1930. 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

I have been attempting to compile material on certain outwash 

features that I came across during my work on the Survey during 

these last two summers. The features are deposits of gravel that 

are associated with channels in moraines; the channels may either 

head up in the moraines as re-entrants, or they may cut entirely 

through the moraines. 

Mir. Ekblaw refers to these channels as "sub-glacial channels", 

as you may recall, but I am not certain that they are sub-glacial. 

In your "Outline of Glacial Geology" (1927), you mention these : 

channels on page 57, under the heading of Drainage Outlets. I have 

also found references to them in tne literature on moraines, but so 

far I have found no critical discussion of tneir origin, or any 

definite term by which to distinguish them from channels due, say, 

to subsequent cutting by dammed waters. ; 

The subject interests me as having possibilities for research, 

and I am accordingly taking the liberty of writing you about them. 

I wonder whether you know of any critical article such as I have 

mentioned, and also whetner the term you use is of your own deri- 

vation, or whether it has already occurred in the literature asa 

standard name for tnese features. 

I would sincerely apvreciate any information you could give me 

on the subject, and I should be pleased to let you know the results 

of my further studies if it should prove a field open to further 

study. : 

Respectfully, r x 

Ww. C. Krumbein. ‘ aes ae



OFFICERS COMMITTEEMEN 

F. W. LOGAN, President, Louisville Clay County Farm Bureau ZACK KESSLER, Ingraham 

LEONARD FROST, Vice-Pres., Louisville Siicsemmerss renee or Louisville 

i. B. , Aenia 
HUGH UTTERBACK, Secretary, Clay City C. S. LOVE, Farm Adviser DALE GAMMON, Louisville 

GEO. McELYEA, Treasurer, Louisville GARNET SEFTON, Office Secretary LEO LYBARGER, Noble 

Phone 166 Office, Court House Office Day, Saturday 

LOUISVILLE, ILLINOIS 

Oct. 6, 1930 

Mr. F. T. Thwates 
Department of Geology 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwatess: 

I wish to thank you for the picture of the lLimestane 
train. This is appreciated very mucy. 

Mr. FP. W. Wascher, Effingham, Illinois, a represent- 
ative of the Lehigh Stone Co. was the man who wanted 
a picture of the train. 

If you have another picture I am sure hw will apprec- 
late it. 

Very truly yours, 

CSL'GS Farm Adviser 

t



: Nov. 13, 1930 ; 

Ur. George & Ekblaw, : 

State Geolegical Survey, 

Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Mr. kblaw: ; 

This is to say thet Z have not had tine thus far to got at either 

the summary of my work in Illinois or any of the purely scientific results. 

I hope before Long to *e able to get at this. I nave been finishing @ paper 

on the concealed pre-Cembrian of Wisconsin whieh I hope to present at Toronto. 

I sent a copy of the picture of the Winter quarry in Effingham 

Gounty and just had a nice letter thanking meefor it. Winter says they have 

: now moved te a location 3 miles north and i mile east. He found they wanted —_ 

$1000 for the crusher at Neal but they secured one at Elgin for $75. I also 

sent a copy of the picture of unloading the train of limestone in Glay Gounty 

to G. &. Love, Louisville, Uounty Farm Advisor. His reply says thet lr, F. W. 

; Wascher, Effingham, Illinois, a representative of the Lehigh Stone Go. ene 

would like a copy. If you have an extra print I would be pleased if you would 

send it to him 

I would like to know what kind of glue you use in mounting maps as 

we wish to do the same way. : ; 

Hoping to see you at “oronto, , 

: ‘ory truly yours,
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M. G. WINTER & SON ae 
WE DO ALL KINDS OF : : ee a 

ENGINE AND MACHINERY REPAIRING : aes 5 

ALTAMONT, ILL. ee 

11/12/30 a 

Mr. F, Thvaites, ae 
Madison, Wis, E ee 

Dear Mr, Thwaites: 2 

We received your letter of Sept, | a 
29th, And are a little slow in answering t, We nae 
thank you very much for your picture and the imterest ea 
you have taken in our work, ee 

s aie In regard to the machinery you had nee 
located for us, wish to say that they only asked us Se 
a $1000 for the crusher, We located a crusher in ee 
Elgin, I11, whth an 8 x 12 opening for $75,00 in A-1 oe 
shape, ; ; rs a0 : 

We have moved to a new location _ 
3 miles north and 1 mile east, Should you ever happen oe 
to be down our way again don't fail to look us up, ee pee 

5 2 Hoping to hear from you again some- = oa 
: time, and wishing you success,we are, = 

Yours very truly, : os 

WHY ky F fo~ 3 : a



BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
AND CONSERVATION 

ee STATE OF ILLINOIS Siam ONE SUNS uamuomesen 

STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 
M.M.LEIGHTON, CHIEF 

305 Ceramics BUILDING 

SECTION OF ENGINEERING GEOLOGY ee er ainy Gm er aia Cameo 
GEORGE E. EKBLAW, GEOLOGIST IN CHARGE 

URBANA 

September 24, 1930 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Geological & Natural History Survey 2 
Madison, Wisconsin : 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

: When I returned to the office from a trip 
in western Illinois last week, I found your letter of 
September 15 and the photographic prints awaiting me. 

I was glad to learn that you arrived home 
safely and have got well into your winter's work. 

We have searched for your pencil but have 
been unable to find it in the office or about the place. 
If it should turn up later I shall be certain to send it 
to you. 

, _1 Wish to thank you for your copy of tultiple 
Glaciation which you sent me. I hope to get a chance to 
really examine this at no distant future time. 

I am gratified to know that you had a pleasur— 
able time with the Survey. I have realized all along that 
it was an intensive job and consequently had some disadvant- 
ages. 

With best wishes to you and Mrs. Thwaites, I 
remain 

: = 2 Zp wae 
Geologist in Charge 

: Section of ineering Geology
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M.M.LEIGHTON, CHiter 

di ee Sepanics: Sees 

se September 23, 1930 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Geological and Natural History Survey 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: : 

I was very sorry that I was not able to be here 
at the time you closed your work. I hope, however, that 
you enjoyed your summer. I shall keep you in mind with 
regard to your wishes for employment next summer, but it 
is too early to say definitely now. 

In regard to your undertaking work for Mr. EB. C. 
Willis, the policy of the Survey is that no member of its 
staff shall do private consulting work in the State. I am 
sorry that it affects you but it is the only safe policy for 
our organization.For such work we usually recommend Professor 
U. S. Grant, Mr. Le A. Mylius, Professor J. J. Runner, Uni- 
versity of Iowa, and Mr. Carl B. Anderson, but you handle the 
recommendations as you like. 

Chief



ten Bh, Sept. 26, 1930 

Mr. EB, 0. Willis, 

402 Security Bidg., 

_ Davenport, Towa 

Dear Sirt ‘ 

Ag I surmised information from Urbana is that there are no exceptions to the 

rule that ox~employees of the State Geological Survey are debarred from private : 

: practice in Tllinoig. TI therefore cannot do any work for you. I recommend Prof. 

W. H. Twenhofel, Science Hell, Uadison, Wisconsin to do this work if you desire to 

go ahead, His charge will probebly be somewhat higher than mine but he has had more 

experience in the Mid-Gontinont ofl fields. , 

; Since writing you the first time I looked up thé published information on 

the area. | Most of the arda under lease is show on the map with Bulletin 38¢ of the 

Tllinois State Geological Survey. You can obtain a copy by writing them at Urbana, 3 

Possibilities of oil end gas ere discussed on page 82 and it is steted that there 

is evidence of a favorable structure neer Gable, The discussion of oil possibilities, 

however, is far frow adequate. I fell that detailod work in the field is needed to 

. give a satisfactory opiaion on the oil question in this territory but I do not 

feel thet conditions are anywhere near es favorable es farther southeast in Illinois. 

Very truly yours, :



E. © WIiEcElsS 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 

402 SECURITY BUILDING 
PHONE KEN. 4043 

DAVENPORT, IOWA 

Sept. 16, 1930. 

F. T. Twhaites, Geologist, 
Science Hall, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir: : 

Clients of mine have oil leases on approximately 
1500 acres of land lying in the west half of Richland 
Grove Township and the bast half of Preemption Township, 
Mercer County, Illinois. Richland Grove is Township 
15 North of Range 1 West of the Fourth Principal 
Meridian. The leases lie principally in Sections 6, 

17, 18, 21, 22, 27, 28, 29, of Richland Grove Township, 

and in Section 1, 12, and 36 of Preemption Township. 

Preemption Township is Township 15 North of Range 

2 West of the 5th Principal Meridian. Clients interests 

were caroused in obtaining these leases, due to the fact 

that for several months in the spring and early summer 

of this year representatives,of what they believe to be 

the Shell or some other large Vil Company, leased several 
acres in this vicinity, promising the lessors that they 
were going to drill on the leased land at once. 

After procuring all the leases that they wanted 

or could get, these representatives of the O11 Companies 

left the commnity and have made no efforts to drill, and 

it is now apparent to everyone that they have no intention 

of drilling,.but have merely tied the land up for a possible 

reserve, or to prevent others from drilling. 

Seeing there is going to be no developement on the part 

of the large Oil Company lessors, my clients have decided 

to take some steps toward drilling, and in that they will 

need the services of an expert,practical Oil Geologist. 

The nearest producing field is in the Colmar-Plymouth 
field in McDonough County some 50 miles almost due south of 

the region my clients have leased where the oil is found 
: in the Hoing sand which is found at the base of the 

Silurian System and the top of the Ordovician System. 
So you see my clients are put to it to drill quite blindly 
as the larger companies, which were very much interested in 
the leasing are not at all interested in the drilling. 

We would like your best off-hand opinion and would like 
to know what would be your charges for looking the field over. 
You were referred to us by Mr. J. Kgerer, Secretary of the 

; Gray Well Drilling Company of Chicago and Milwaukee. 

ECW: KS Very Tigao 3 a



Sept. 17, 1930 

Mr. E.G. Willis, 3 

Davenport, Iowa 

Dear Sir: ; 

In reply to yours of the 16th I have done some geological work on the 
territory in Mercer Gounty, Illinois about whieh you ask. I have examined 

: the records of deep wells at Roek Island, Aledo, and other points not far 
distant. So far as I am aware none of these wells gave even a show of oil. ; 
The Chester sands which produce in the southom part of Illinois are absent 
in Mercer Gounty. The only productive horizons are the N®ara limestone 
whieh may include the very spotted Hoing sand, and the "Trenton" limestone. : 
The lower sandstones contain water. Although the existing information is not 

~ very favorable it must be realized that the geological formations of Mercer — 
Gounty are oil producing in a number of other places so that given a favorable 
“structure” or oil trap oil might very well be found, Field examination is the 
only way to tell if sueh a structure exists on the leases held by your clients. 

My charge for a trip of a dey or so is fifty ($50.00) dollars a day. 
If the work takes longer, say a week or more,this charge will be reduced 
considerably. Living and travel expense, cost of maps, typing, and an assistant, 
if needed, will also be charged for. Tise spent in traveling is included but : 
not time spent at home in preparing a report. ‘ 

However, I am not sure that I can undertake any private work in Illinois 
since for the last two summers I have been employed by the Illincis State. 

'. @eologicel Survey. Their rules forbid ex-employees fim engaging in private 
: priactice for some time after leaving the State service. I will write the 

Chief of the Survey and see if the fact that I did not work in the part of the 
State where your leases are is any reason for waiving this rule. If he will 
not permit me to work for your cliants I will find someone else who can do this 
work. I will write you again when I hear from Urbana. : 

. Very truly yours, 

F, T. thwaites



gept. 17, 1930 

Dr. Me Mey Leighton, 

: Ghief, State Geological Surepy, ~ 

; Urbana, TLlinois 

Dear Dr. Leighton: ce 

Enclesddis copy of a letter and my reply which need no explanation. 

: I will greatly value you edvice in the matter. — 

f I was sorry not to see you when I checked out lest Thursday. As 

there seems to be no possibility of work in Wisconsin next sumuer would be 

glad to hear of any opportunity with your Survey. ; 

Very truly yours, 

: 5



BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
AND CONSERVATION 

M.F. WALSH, CHAIRMAN 
GEOLOGY —- EDSON S. BASTIN 

REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION 
ps = ee 

M. F. WALSH, Director ENGINEERING ~ JOHN W.ALVORD 
SPRINGFIELD CHEMISTRY - WILLIAM A.NOYES Tare UNIVERSITY 

STATE OF ILLINOIS DEAN CHARLES M.THOMPSON 

STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 
M.M.LEIGHTON, CHter 

305 Ceramics BuILoING 

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS CAMPUS 

See aN September 17, 1930 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Geological and Natural History Survey 
Madison, Wisco nsin ; 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

In the absence of Mr. Ekblaw, I wish to acknowledge 
receipt of your registered letter of September 15, containing 
one set of prints and negatives of Roll No. 8. 

I am asking Omer to make careful search for your 
automatic pencil. If he is successful in locating it, I 
Shall see that it is forwarded to you promptly. 

Yours very truly, 

£9 
Chief Clerk - :
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BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
AND CONSERVATION 

M.F WALSH, CHAIRMAN 
GEOLOGY — EDSON S. BASTIN 

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY me WILLIAM TRELEASE 

REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION BOTANY —' HENRY C.COWLES 

M. F.WALSH, Director ENGINEERING — JOHN W.ALVORD 

SPRINGFIELD CHEMISTRY - WILLIAM A.NOYES 
Stare University 

STATE OF ILLINOIS DEAN CHARLES M.THOMPSON 

STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 
M.M.LEIGHTON, CHler 

30S Ceramics BUILDING 

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS CAMPUS 

URBANA 

August 19, 1930 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Hotel Litzelman 
Newton, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

I am enclosing herewith State Warrants for $33.00, 
$24.82, $38.36 and $30.66, making a total of $126.84. 

Under separate cover we are sending you a supply 
of manuscript paper. 

Yours very truly, 

Chief Ly



Gare lirs. Allie Stewart, 

Greenup, Illinois, 

Sept. 3, 1930 

Mr. George B, Ekblaw, : 

Hotel Raleigh, 

Bffinghem, Ilinois - z : os 

few Mir. Ekblew: 

In reply to your telegram of this soendag we es to neon — 

at the Raleigh on Friday morning, With this in mind we will come over, or 

else Iwill come alone, us carly Friday morning as is possible. je have a 

good place for you to stay here in case you wish to remain over Fridey night. 

We are making good progress in this county but still have the 

slower part to do. Have one limestone and one gravel sample so far. 

__..__ 4 will probably be able to take care of Mr. Phillips request 

either when we go down to Jasper County or early next week. Will vrite him 
soon, However, I have small hopes although it is in the area I outlined in 

my report as favorable for small gravel deposits. 

Hoping to see you soon after you get this, 

Very truly yours, 

. Associate Geclogist 

e : aa



PATRONS ARE REQUESTED TO FAVOR THE COMPANY BY CRITICISM AND SUGGESTION CONCERNING ‘ITS SERVICE 1204 

CLASS OF SERVICE RN SIGNS 

This is a full-rate = 

Telegram or Cable- 

gram unless its de | 
ferred character is in- 44 
dicated by a suitable | ~ > 
sign above or preced- ; 

NEWCOMB CARLTON, PRESIDENT J.C, WILLEVER, FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT 

‘The filing time as shown in the date line on full-rate telegrams and day letters, and the time of receipt at destination as shown on all messages, is STANDARD TIME, 

Received at ; : 

be AS Ok, 10. 
Golcohda, T1ll, 945 A.m, 3, 

F.T.THvWaites, care rs Allie Stewart 
Greenup, T1l. 

meet me plen to stay reéleigh hotel effingh@ém thursday 
night . 

George E, BHkbiew. 

1056 A.M. 

RS) ; 

Se ae 

Urs” 
/ \ 

A 

THE QUICKEST, SUREST AND SAFEST WAY TO SEND MONEY IS BY TELEGRAPH OR CABLE



i 
1207-4 

CASH OR CHG. 
z 

Fesonr | [roe el 
|_| | : CHECK ola | MESSAGE LETTER 

LETTER LETTER : 

I O 
desired; otherwise message will be 

transmitted as a full-rate 
communication. NEWCOMB CARLTON, PRESIDENT J.C. WILLEVER, FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT 

SNe eee eS SS SSS 
Send the following message, subject to the terms on back hereof, which are hereby agreed to 

CG aa, Greenup, | Se4ai 2 1930. 

on Corn To Talal es aia a 
‘ 

~~. - : 

Street and Nox: siamadantet ese OF aati 

Place a ncn KM. AL + 7 
(] ~~ oe ~— a ¢ , 

GAL AA. AMA OHA Qinrand era pn AAS Fore Art ~ ; 

% io : Ps ey 
icp AAS OL LIN A PAA NQes rater, ALL JANG 

rf 2 < 3 ‘ = : a. yas A eg Pg LIEKLLAI FD AA LLAMA Juste i} OX QU K. VW irre 

Be oe Lee | f 9 
KL 9) 1 ALK Aawr2 Wu An on8 PHolhsck o LOOK _ 

cs ~ (j > 5 s 9 
iY NAA-IA Ct Ap Bb ALM | pAoAnfT ¢ 4 ALA JAI wb _ 

ALL aye Nea [rosin prc}, Sa“ CRsL4rJ pide An 
ep 

| inc orA 2 a: 

pola Sn eam eit ve AE et ee RR Rae SY SS eA ae ee 

Gio ee ee eee 
Sender’s address Sender's telephone : 

for reference THE QUICKEST, SUREST AND SAFEST WAY TO SEND MONEY rane 
IS BY TELEGRAPH OR CABLE



ALL MESSAGES TAKEN BY THIS COMPANY ARE SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING TERMS: 

To guard against mistakes or delays, the sender.of a message should order it. repeated, that is, telegraphed back to the originating office for comparison. For this, 
one-half the unrepeated message rate is charged in addition, Unless otherwise indicated on its iace, this is an unrepeated message and paid for as such, in 
consideration whereof it is agreed between the sender ofthe message and this company as follows: 

1. The company shall not be liable for mistakes or delays in the transmission or delivery, or for non-delivery, of any message received for transmission at the unre- 
peated-message rate beyond the sum of five hundred dollars; nor for mistakes or delays in the transmission or delivery, or for non-delivery, of any message received for 
transmission at the repeated-message rate beyond the sum of five thousand dollars, wnless specially valued; nor in any case for delays arising from unavoidable interrup- 
tion in the working of its lines; nor for errors in cipher or obscure messages. 

2. In any event the company shall not be liable fordamages for mistakes or delays in the transmission or delivery, or for the non-delivery, of any message, whether 
caused by the negligence of its servants or otherwise, beyond the sum of five thousand dollars, at which amount each message is deemed to be valued, unless a greater 
value is stated in writing by the sender thereof at the time the message is tendered for transmission, and unless the repeated-message rate is paid or agreed to be paid, 
and an additional charge equal to one-tenth of one percent of the amount by which such valuation shall exceed five thousand dollars, 
ted 3. eae company is hereby made the agent of the sender, without liability, to forward this message over the lines of any other company when necessary to reach 

lestination. 
4. Domestic messages and incoming cable messages will be delivered free within one-half mile of the company’s office in towns of 5,000 population or less, 

and within one mile of such office in other cities or towns. Beyond these limits the company does not undertake to make delivery, but will, without liability, at the sen- 
der’s request, as his agent and at his expense, endeavor to contract for him for such delivery at’ a reasonable price. 

5. No responsibility attaches to this company concerning messages until the same are accepted at one of its transmitting offices; and if a message is sent to such 
office by one of the company’s messengers, he acts for that purpose as the agent of the sender. 

6. Thecompany will not be liable for damages or statutory penalties in any case where the claim is not presented in writing within sixty days after the message 
is filed with the company for transmission. 

7. Itisagreed that in any action by the company to recover the tolls for any message or messages the prompt and correct transmission and delivery thereof shall be 
presumed, subject to rebuttal by competent evidence. 

8." Special terms governing the transmission of messages according to their classes, as enumerated below, shall apply to messages in each of such respective classes 
in addition to all the foregoing terms. — ‘i 3 

9, No employee of the company is authorized to vary the foregoing. THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH: COMPANY 

INCORPORATED. 
NEWCOMB CARLTON, PRESIDENT 

CLASSES OF SERVICE 
ard telegram rate for 10 words shall be charged for the transmission of 50 words 

TELEGRAMS or less, and one-fifth of such standard telegram rate for 10 words shall be charged 
A full-rate expedited service. z for each additional 10 words or less. 

N IGHT MESSAGES SPECIAL TERMS APPLYING TO NIGHT LETTERS: 

——— = . In further consideration of the reduced rates for this special Night Letter serv- 
Accepted up to 2:00 A.M. at reduced rates to be sent during the night and deliv- ice, Ube following special terms in addition to those enumerated above are hereby 

ered not earlier than the morning of the ensuing business day. agreed to: $ 
Night Messages may at the option of the Telegraph Company be mailed at des- _ Night Letters may at the option of the Telegraph Company be mailed at 

tination to the addressees, and the Company shall be deemed to have discharged destination to the addressees, and the Company shall be deemed to have dis- 
its obligation in such cases with respect to delivery by mailing such night messages charged its obligation in such cases with respect to delivery by mailing such Night 
at destination, postage prepaid. Letters at destination, postage prepaid. _ : re 

DAY LETTERS No employee of the Company is authorized to vary the foregoing, 

‘A deferred day service at rates lower than the standard telegram rates as fol- PURE BOT EeCAGLES 
lows: One and one-half times the standard night letter rate for the transmission An expedited service throughout. Code language permitted. 
of 50 words or less and one-fifth of the initial rates for each additional 10 words 

or less. DEFERRED HALF-RATE CABLES ;. 

Fe eee ‘ Half-rate messages are subject to being deferred in favor of full rate messages 
In further consideration of the reduced rate for this special Day Letter service, for not exceeding 24 hours. Must be in language of country of origin or of destina- 

the following special terms in addition to those enumerated above are hereby tion, or in French. This Class of service is in effect with most European countries 
agreed to: and with various other countries throughout the world. Full particulars supplied 

‘A. Day Letters may‘be forwarded by the Telegraph Company as a deferred on application at any Western Union Office. 
service and the transmission and delivery of such Day Letters is, in all respects, 
subordinate to the priority of transmission and delivery of regular telegrams. CABLE LETTERS 

B, This Day Letter is received subject to the express understanding and agree- NS an nee es e 

ment that the Company does not undertake that a Day Letter shall be delivered . For plain-language communications. The language of the country of des- 
on the day of its date absolutely, and at all events; but that the Company’s obliga- tination may be employed, if the Cable Letter service is in operation to that country. 

‘ tion in this respect is subject to the condition that there shall remain sufficient Subject to delivery at the convenience of the Company within 24 hours if telegraphic 
time for the transmission and delivery of such Day Letter on the day of its date delivery is selected. Delivery by mail beyond London will be made if a full mail- 
during regular office hours, subject to the priority of the transmission of regular ing address is given and the words “Post London” are written after the destina- 
telegrams under the conditions named above. “ tion. Rate is approximately one-third of the full rate; minimum 20 words. 

No employee of the Company is authorized to vary the foregoing. WEEK-END LETTERS 

» NIGHT LETTERS Similar to Cable Letters except that they are accepted up to midnight Saturday 
Accepted up to 2:00 a.m. for delivery on the morning of the ensuing business for delivery Monday morning, if telegraphic delivery is selected, Rate is approx- 

day, at rates still lower than standard night message rates, as follows: The stand- imately one-quarter of the full rate; minimum 20 words. 

‘ * yeee 

ee



BOARD RNG CONSERVATION = 
DEPARTMENT OF GEO ac eRe Nee 

Fee WALSH Dinserse BOTANY — NENRY C.CowLES 
eee ENEmISTRY ~ WILLIAM A-NOWES 

STATE OF ILLINOIS ea Chan es M. THOMPSON 

STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 
M.M.LEIGHTON, Cater 

305 Ceramics BUILDING 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS CAMPUS 

URBANA 

August 30, 1930 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
General Delivery 
Greenup, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: : 

I have your letter of August 328 and note what 
you have to say about the battery. As I said before, it 
will be up to you to carry it through or to get along with 
it. 

I am having the cement sacks sent to you at 
Greenup, as you ask. 

I note that you are planning to go back to Rattle 
Snake Den to study the stratigraphy there. We have just 
received a letter today from Mr. Phillips, County Superintendent 
of Highways at Olney, a copy of which I am enclosing, I wish 
that you would look into this matter if you can possibly find 
time to do so, if you have not already seen the locality where 
it occurs. 

I note what you have to say regarding coming in 
on the night of the tenth and going home the next day. As ; 
it happens, I have to be in Chicago the tenth of September. 
It will suit me perfectly if you check in on the eleventh 
and I shall plan on that. 

I am still hoping to get down to see you the 
latter part of next week, probably Friday, or Saturday, 
or Sunday. If I can possibly arrange it, I wish to be with 
you Friday and Seturday, or such portions of those days that 
I can spare. 

Please wire your Greenup address to me in care 
of Western Union at Golconda as I shell be there Wednesday. 

Very truly yours, 

Geologist in Charge 
Section of Engineering Geology



Ed. A. Phillips 
County Superintendent of Highways 

Richland County, Olney 
Illinois 

Aug. 29, 1930 

Geological Department 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Sirs: : 

About three weeks ago you had two men in this county 
making surveys, with the prospect of locating gravel pits. 

I don't think they found any encouragement, except 
Claremont, Illinois, as to their examination. I was with them 
two afternoons. And we found so they say good prospects over 
in the East and South part of the county. Near Claremont, S. W. 

Since the boys have left the county we have 
discovered what I think a good prospect on the State road No. 130 
Two miles north of Olney. Where the hill was cut down for the 
grade a streak of gravel is showing up which is 2 ft. thick and 
about eight feet wide. At the foot of the hill. Some have been 
digging in to get gravel and sand. The gravel is there but it 
is not very large, but I think if it was tested out thoroughly 
we might find a good bed of gravel right on the highway. The 
farther one goes down the batter the gravel shows up. 

If it is not asking you too much I wish you would 
send some men down and investigate. This cowty is planning to 
build a system of gravel roads under the Motor Fuel Tax, and 
if we can find a gravel bed it will mean thousands of dollars 
to Richland County. And I think the location at Claremont 
was marked for farther investigation. Please let me hear 
from you in regard to this. 

Just let me know and I will furnish you some help 
for investigation. 

Yours truly, 

Ed. A. Phili ips



; Hotel Raleigh, 

: Effingham, Illinois, - 

nae Sept. 1, 1930 

ur. George E. Ekblaw, 

State Geological Survey, : 

Urbana, Illinois 

Dear ir. Ekblaw: 

: After I hed sealed the expense accounts I remembered that I had 

not written e report on the lest two weeks work. uring that time we finished 

Jesper Gounty, finding only a little gravel in the Bubarrass River bars and 

then completed Effingham County. The latter has been interesting in that we 

had considerable limestone end drift gravel as well as a lot of creek gravel. 

— Tais couty has show more enterprise than any to the sowth and has surfaced 

: _& gongiderable amount of road with local material. 

_ We move to Greenup in the morning and hope to hear from int adh. . 

5 vegidk Skee Gk es and is ny a er ey. tes es 

eek: the-ttied of Staing Wak eeekl ant base bees Sealed ty tes wala 

The battery cost $8.50 so if only used 850 miles its cost would be a cent a 

mile. The car runs better andstarts better than for @ long timo, Expoct the 

trouble started when the battery carrier broke at Fairfield. —-—- 

— ~ Shall we semple gravel pits which you did in 1920 : 

; Hoping to see you soon, aes ts Bes. : 

Very truly yours, 

imecetate Geologist



} 

Raleigh Hotel, 

Effingham, TLlinois, 

. dug. 28, 1930 

Mr. George K. Ekblaw, 

State Geological Survey, : 

Urbena, Illinois ee 3 

Dear Mr. Ekblews  ~ — : : 

In reply to your lasi letter we took the car to a battery station 

and found that the beviery is using too much water, a sign of age. It ves 

loose in the carrier and had nearly broken the connection to the frame, One 

: corner had also been slightly broken on a rock or bridge. It then picked up 

s _ end was ald right for two days bul was dowa again this morning. i it is still 

down tomorrow wiil go for eathins test. 2 

Please send ue a dozen cement sacks to Greenup, General Delivery. 

We will almost undoubtedly move Tuesday morning at Latest. 

I plan to put iu part of the holiday in going back to Rattlesaake 

Den to try to clear up some of the stratigraphy. 

We have found little commercial linestone in this county but quite 

_@ lot of good gravel as ia northern Fayetie County. ‘Should we sauple every pit 

or only those which ere difierent? This is if the pits are close ‘Seaeees 

= Maps and reporte-are well along and I trust will all be finteked whem 

= wo come in. If weather holds I wish to come in on the night of the 10th and 

"go home the next day. oe 

= Hove te see you soon and show you some of our fings. ~ 

‘ ee Very truly yours, 

Saas Associate Geologisé



BOARD Oho CONSERVATION 

eS ee ee ae STAT UN ERARLES M.THOMPSON 
STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 

M.M.LEIGHTON, CHier 

SECTION OF ENGINEERING GEOLOGY university oF Iucinets CAMPUS 
GEORGE E. EKBLAW, Grovocist IN CHARGE ae 

August 25, 1930 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Raleigh Hotel 
Effingham, Illinois 

Dear Thwaites: 

Your letter of August 24, addressed to Miss Nyberg, 
has been referred to me in her absence. 

I note what you say about staying at Effingham and 
moving to Greenup. I hope to visit you during the first week 
in September, probably the latter part of the week, but I shall 
let you know more definitely about this later. However, it will 
be desirable that you keep me informed precisely of your address. 

I also wish to acknowledge your letter of August 15, in 
which you report briefly about your work in Richland, Clay, and 
Jasper counties. I presume that you received the Worthen Report 
on Jasper county which I asked Dr. Malott to send you. 

In your letter to Miss Nyberg you comment that the 
storage battery in the car is no longer good, but you do not say 
what is wrong with it particularly. As you say that it becomes 
all right after the car runs awhile, I wonder if it could be 
that there is a "short" in the car which discharges your battery 
during the night. Have you had the acid content of the battery 
tested to make sure that it is up to standard? It will be 
desirable if you could get along without getting a new battery 
for this car. Without knowing more particulars about it, it 
may be that you can have it improved by inspection. 

Cordially yours, 

Geologist in Charge 
: Section of ineering Geology



Hotel Raleigh, 

Effingham, Illinois, 

Aug. 24, 1930 

Dr. G. a. Mellott, 

State Geological Survey, 

Urbana, Tllinois 

Dear Dr. Malott: 5 

I heve heen to busy to thank you for sending the copy of the Wa then 

report on Jasper Gourty. It was of considerable help to us. I think we worked 

out the section somewhat differently then he did. I have found that faulting 

may mix one up so badly that it is almost impossible to be sure of anything. 

We found a smell sass fault in Glay County. We found no commercial limestone 

in Jasper ond only one spot rocomaonded for more exploration. Had a little 

river gravel on the Babarrass. This sunt has been interesting with consider- 

able limestone so far. The rest of the county will not wun ail i fear. 

We are glad it hes turned cooler es the work goes better now but we 

have boon unable te repeet our discovery in Wayne Gounty? a 

When you pass through Urbana please ask Mr. Ekblaw for copies of the : 

recent papers which I brought downy one on the Glover Bluff structure and one 

on the varved cley at Weupaca. Latter is in the area I was working on before ss 

Mr. Bean called off the work when he left the Highwey Commission. . 

Very truly yours, 

Associate Geologist .



Raleigh Hotel, 

Effingham, Illinois, 

Aug. 24, 1930 

Miss BE. J. Nyberg, 

CG§jief Glerk, State Geoltgical Survey, : : 

Urbana, Dlinois 

Dear Miss Nyberg: 

In reply to yours of the 21st I wish to thank you for sending the 

the and the paper. We bought a new Oldfield tire (Firestone) for $6.00. _ 

I decided that inasmeh as you will undoubtedly be gotting rid of this car soon 

: it would not pay to buy a good tire. The Dayton blew gat last evening as we 

were coming in from the field. I will bring it back for inspection, It tors 

padly from the start and only did 4121 miles. - 

We had mich trouble in finding a place to stay here as this tow 

depends mainly on tourists and students. As the college is in session student 

rooms were not available so we came here which may om a little oxpensive 

but it seemed the only decent place we could find in the time available. 

Our storage battery is now gone and we have to crank the car in the 

morning. It is all right after running a while. Shall we get along with it 

or buy another? 

We plan to move to Greenup as noted on the last card on either the 

first or second of Septexber but date for coming in to the office to check out 

is still uncertain. It will depe:d largely on when Mr. Ekblaw comes down 

not to mention possible delays from weather and the old car. 

Very truly yours, 

: Associate Geologist 

an tT eet. a any more expense checks as I now have — to last c
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; August 21, 1930 

Dr. F. T. Thwaites 
General Delivery 3 4 
Effingham, Illinois 

Dear Dr. Thwaites: 

We have a copy of the log of the well drilled 
near Newton last year so it will not be necessary for you 
to obtain a copy. 

We have no more casings in stock and I suggest 
that you purchase one locally. A used tube is being sent 
you under separate cover to Effingham. 

Yours very truly, 

= Z 9) Jabs — 

Chief Clerk



Hotel Litzelman, 

Newton, Illinois 

Aug. 20, 1930 

Dear Miss Nyberg: ; 

Thank you for the checks which arrived safely today. I will 

transfer them tomorrow, Had forgotten that the auto expense came through so 

slowly. Baper has not yet come. 

We will leave here for Effinghem either Friday afternoon or 

Seturdey morning. Looked up rooms over there but did not decide definitely 

as it was so long in advance when we were there. Will send correct address 

: when settled. 

Out tires are getting bad. The new Dayton has a bad cut in 

: the side which has begun to buldgg¢ in spite of a boot. A tire wont bad today 

through a cut. Will find out just how bad it is in the morking. If you have 

another used casing and tube please sot arts me at Effingham. 

Please find if they have the log of the oil test drilled here 

last winter. If not I can get it from the land omer. 

Very truly yours, 

Associate Geologist
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Litzelman Hotel, 

Newton, Illinois 

Aug. 15, 1930 

Mr. George E, Ekblaw, 

State Geological Survey, 

Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Mr. “kblaw: — : 

ee In reporting progress of the past two weeks you already — 

imow that we completed Richland County, did all of Clay County, and have z 

now gota good stert on Jasper County during this period. So far we have 3 

found a black slate horizon and a very thin limestone but thet is all. 2 

ses SS We found this town filled with a pipe line gang yesterday 

. _ but today they seom to have thinned out for some reason. We have a good 

place to stay here. - = 

: Very truly yours, : ; > 

F, T. Thwaites, Associate Geologist 3 

3



Hotel Litzelman, 

Newton, Illinois, 

Aug. 15, 1930 

Dear Miss Nyberg: 

“hank you for the notebook paper and the tire both of which 

arrived safely. Sorry there was a misunderstanding about address as we 

were uncertain that we could get a place te stay in Flora. 

Will you please send me here early in the week all of my expense 

checks which have thus far come in, something slightly over $200 if I have 

it correctly. If you think best please register the letter. I will cash 

the checks at the local bank and get travelllers checks for them.which will 

easily carry me ahyeegh the rest of the season. 

I will need some more paper like this for reports soon but there 

is no rush about that. 

Very truly yours, 

F. T. Thwaites, Associate Geologist



Litaman Hotel 

Newton, Illinois 

Aug. 14, 1930 

tip, Clark R. Noo, 

Box 305, 

Olney, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Noe: 

: On aecount of the rain of last night we were obliged to move 

here via Effingham and were therefore unable to stop to see you. I am 

very sorry that it happened this way but guess that we are all so glad 

it rained that nobody will mind? 

I hope that you are fecling better. Will be able to talk 

thing over any evening that you care to come over after tomorrow night 

when we have to make out our expense accounts. : 

dip, Ekblaw and I had an interesting visit to the mine, 

I wish to thank you again for all that you have done for us. 

Very truly yours, 

F, T, Thwaites, Assoiate Geologist, State Geological 
Survey
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é August 12, 1930 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
215 Hast Fifth Street 
Flora,--Lildinois 

Dear Mr. Thwaitess 

I am sorry that you did not receive the notebook paper 
sent to you at Olney on August 4th. Another supply was rushed 
to you on August 9th. I am asking the hotel at Olney to return 
the package to this office. 

I believe Mr. Ekblaw has written you regarding the sec- 
ond roll of pictures. The containers are being kept here for 
your return to the office. 

Yours very truly, 

Chief Cl oe
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215 East Pifth St., 

Flora, Illinois 

Aug 7. 1930 

Dear Miss Nyberg: 

On July 30 I requested more motebook paper but none has arrived, 

I am now entirely out and will have to use the backs of sand and gravel and ~ 

quarry sheets and then copy notes later. Possibly the request was lost with 

my expense accounts but more likely the paper was sent to Olney where our 

forwarding address was gies as Urbana easince we were uncertain whether we 

would stay here or at Louisville. Prompt shipment of paper to the above 

address will be greatly appreciated. 

Very truly yours, : 

#, f. Thwaites, Associate Geologist
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SECTION OF ENGINEERING GEOLOGY = mo ae 

URBANA 

August 5, 1930 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 

General Delivery 
Flora, Illinois 

Dear Thwaites: 

I have your letter of July 31 in which you com- 
ment about your work in Richland County and intimate your 
intentions to move to Flora. I was duly interested in 
your report on Richland County. 

The prints of the second roll of films which 
you sent in are herewith ineclosed. They seem to be fairly 
good and I believe are the equal of the work that Coe did 
on the first roll. The photographer here took due care to 
number them, for which service he made an extra charge of 
ten cents. I believe that charge must have also included 
some special attention in developing. 

I expect to visit you the early part of next week; 
j probably either Tuesday or Wednesday, depending on what 

transportation schedules I can arrange. It may be that you 
will have to meet me at some station other than Flora. In 
view of my intended visit I hope that you will keep us duly 
informed if you should happen to move. 

I was glad to learn that you found a good place at 
Olney- I hope that you have equal good luck in finding a 
place at Florae 

Cordially yours : 

CZ ae i> 

Geologi in Charge 
: Section of gineering Geology 

PLEASE ADDRESS YOUR REPLY AS FOLLOWS: STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, URBANA, ILLINOIS, ATTENTION OF THE WRITER



Olney, Illinois, 

aug. 2, 1930 

Postmaster, 

Peirfield, Illinois 

Dear Sir: : 

on July 26 I mailed two mailing tubes containing exposed films 

at your office paying first class postage on both. These were addressed te - e 

MeVicar Photo Service, Madison, Wisconsin. Films which belonged to this 

State Geological Survey were being mailed in for development at my home. 

z am informed that the inside metal container from one of the tubes was 

lost in transit doubtless dus to the dry weather causing the cover to unscrew, 

This ‘iaakekone is about 4 by 13 inches with a screw cap. It contains one 

2 7/8" by 4 7/8" Agfa film, Since not many such films or containers are 

usually in the mail it occurred to me thet it ought not to be hard to trace 

thislost inside, It expect it fell out either in your office or on the 

train. Gould you kindly do what you can to trace this shipment? Please 

address reply to me at State Geological Survey, Urbana, Illinois. 

Vory truly yours, 

F. T. Thwaites, Associate Geologist, State 
Geological Survey ;



Whitmoore Hotel Annex, 

119 S. Elliott St., 

Olney, Illinois, 

July 31, 1930 

Mr. George E. Ekblaw, 

State Geological Survey, 

Urbana, Illinois 

: Dear ir. Ekblaw: 

We moved to this location Sunday afternoon after finishing odds and 

ands of Wayne Gounty on Saturday. So far it has proved a very good and cheap 

place to stay. = 

Richland County is now nearly done. We traced a coal—limestone 

horizon throughout uost of the county but the trouble is that the limestone 

is mostly absent. Southeast of here they have up to 9 feet reported although 

it is very variable in thickness as weil as in distribution. If total reserves 

reach 75,000 yards it is more than I expect. Today we speat with Mr. Phillips, 

the Gounty Highway Superintendent, in checking alleged gravel locations, 

They were all no good whatever. I am afraid that this county will not come 

anywhere near to Wayne Gounty in gravel. the supposed moraine in the north- 

eastern part of the county turned into a range of rock hills when we really 

got to it? 

We expect to move to Flora Monday morning. Have an address of 

a private house there but have had no chance to go over to engage rooms so 

far. 

Very truly yours, 

F. T. Thwaites, Associate Geologist — E



Whitmoor Hotel, 119 S. Bllioté St., 

Olney, TLiinois | 

: July 30, 1930 ) 

: Dear Miss Nyberg: 

Enclosed ploass find expense accounts for second half of July. 

Please excuse oversight in not initialing Uttierback’s accounts. Thank you 

for the expense blanks and address ecards. 

I am out of ordinary notebook paper both with and without the 

gens ot the bottom of the page. About a half inch thick will probably 

cerry me through the rest of the season. Please send me either or both kinds 

as soon as possible as I an using some other sheets instead. 

Have never heard from the second roll of pictures. List was sent 

with it in imer container, Please save the containers for me as they are 

uy personal property. 

Vory truly yours, = 

F, fT, Thwaites, Associate Geologist



‘Brown Hotel, 

Fairfield, Illinois, 

July 25, 1930 

Me. Viear Photo Service, 

723 University Ave., 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Ur, MeVicar: 

After many troublesin getting films developed in Urbana or 

Chicago I have obtained permission to send my films to you as I did with 

the Wisconsin Survey. I an mailing two filns uader separate cover. Roll 

. numbers are given on outside containers. Please number films and place same 

numbers on the prints. Urs. Thwaites will call for both negatives and prints 

whenever they are ready. If you write me in regard to anything please do 

notaddress me hore as I am on the move constantly. I will pay for the work 

when I retura or Mrs. Thwaites can pay you from time to time On second thought 

I seo that you need not number anything but the negatives as Urs. Thwaites 

will nuaber the prints before sending them to me. 

Vory truly yours, 

P. T. Thwaites, Associate Geologist
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July 22, 1930 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 

Browns Hotel 
Fairfield, Illinois 

Dear Thwaites: 

I have your letters of July 15 and 17 and note 
your comments about the car and the tires and other matters. 

With regard to the air pipe from the cleaner to 
the carburetor, I believe that you should have it replaced. It 
is true that as a car gets older there are a number of repairs 
which increase the expense but any that may have more serious 
effects should be taken care of as soon as noted and thus ex- 
pensive repairs may be avoided. 

Under separate cover I am sending you a copy of the 
print of the Mt. Vernon Southwest Highway Project for your ref- 
erence. With regard to photographs, I think that we shall try 
out Dunean's again this year without any special instructions 
and see what sort of developing work he does. Of course, we 
shall caution them to use care- His printing work seems to be 
as good or better than Coe'ts. You may send an identification 
list with the films,and if the photographer follows it, it will 
not be necessary to bother you further but it may be necessary 

; that you keep a duplicate list of titles so that if they fail to 
note your instructions you can identify the prints. : 

In accordance with the telegram which I sent you, 
I hope to spend Friday with you in looking over Wayne County. 
I do not know just how I can arrange to meet you yet and shall 
not know until I see Malott on Thursday. As soon as I see him 
I shall wire you with regard to getting in touch with youe 

Sineerely ee 

: GeologYst in Charge 
Section Engineering Geology 

PLEASE ADDRESS YOUR REPLY AS FOLLOWS: STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, URBANA, ILLINOIS, ATTENTION OF THE WRITER:



Brown Hotel, 

Fairfield, ldueis 

Suly 22, 1930 

Mr. George EB. Ekblew, = —- 

State Geological Survey, ; : 

Urbena, Illinois se 

in reply to your telegram of this afternoon we had plenned to move 

to Olney on Fridey having completed the survey of this county. However, 

we will await you here 2s you desire. Ss : 

: : Le This county shows little of interest. There is a smell deponit = 

5 : of Limestone about two miles north of hore bul that is all we heve been able 

-— 0 find or te hear of, Several of the cube: Sneek are almost undoubtedly 

deseribed incorrectly.in the report. One wes all sandstone and another all 

__ Shiuvial bettos and sandstone or till blufis, ‘Think the towsidp was given 

_: .._ ineorrestiy in this ease and that the locality is realiy the ono we Visited. | 

i eollected a series of chips from glacial beulders at the bottom of a big 

ak bank on the LittLe Vabash as I sheniiil ‘that ‘ee wed ie the make up 

of the erreticz below the zone of weathering. : 

Hoping to see you when we can talk over these matters in more 

detail, See 

: Very truly yours, — Sea 

______¥s 8, Thwaites, Associate Geologist
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School of Mines and Metallurgy 
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOUR 

ROLLA 
DEPARTMENT OF 

GEOLOGY 

July 19, 1950 

Dr. F. T. Thwaites 
Fairfield, Ill. 

Dear Dr, Thwaites:- : 

I have just received your letter and wish to thank you 
for your comments on the basal Oneota contact. 

As you doubtless know, I also am a bit unorthodox, and 
in spite of everything I have recently been able to get a few 

of my unorthodox ideas accepted, by the most unorthodox of 
all, I shall bear your statements in mind when I write up 
my discussion of the Cambro-Ordovician contact. 

With many thanks, 

Yours truly, 

{Cndys- 
— =~
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DRG Ose ose as Rasta sore ine Gwe 2.11 137,150.00 AV ASRIN CON 0:9. cerca xe 2 bee .28 18,200.00 
WBDEARCO now o nae co39 8 Senin 81 52,650.00 ——~Whiteside w%...........00+ 89 57,850.00 
Pa Wego nice eee coisas ek 23 14,950.00 UV a pole solace wrnseae as ov aa 1.67 108,550.00 

Son ee 96 62,400.00 ——Williamson V..........0.0-0- 86 55,900.00 
RR sociale one a ae'o aps aioionns 1.54 100,100.00 Winnetiar es ys sb ecient hs ce OE 124,150.00 
PAA oan wn rae aoa esse 1.70 LIOOO00—_—“Weadtord: Hie aie oe 0 siesincwe 43 27,950.00 
TSAO CC ioe onion. nino ni wieinets AL 26,650.00 —— 

es Ae hia io acacia wre eis nian oslo 68 44,200.00 POUCA 565. jn wien eerie $6,500,000.00 

a 11



\ Hl 4 i Odo- Gasoline Oil Stor- Repairs, parts, tires, labor charges, etc. 

a By | pote Gal. | Cost oe ee meet TT ct at ate Tol Lan cane 

4 bingdon | 1 12065 ae | 96 25 /1 Grease 420, 1 gal, & 
3 : : cleaning gas .24 044l/5 
Z ushnell | 2 price 5 [2,19 50 |Lock nut for rteft.wh 210] 2 
=e storia | 3 11142/3 675 50 . $ 
: shville | 4 11195 14 1,00 450 Grease in speedometer | .60]/c 
4 vane, § 12242) 4 

(ieee po ime . a. @ L353) 6 * f ae 
‘ Gafroliton La 2h 48/4 | 488 3 
= J ‘ al 

4 & * 4 12563 " holte and washers for é 
ikigo|] * 5 18596/5 [2.20 | {50 lend gate fasteners era} | 
2 |E| Sefaeyvitie 50 Recharge battery 1450]| ¢ 
2 Mey Te nee7/3 | 69 50 z 
2 Re le | ¢asing 8.00]| 2 
A ae : 
3 = po, 297 4 1.003.758 hO.74| "1 
a 1106 10 *Gas in tank | 
3 2 Total cost B3—eS6)) 6 
a. halt 66684 17,87 Total cost per mile | 3.5 || 
a Miles per galsgas 9.5 |e 

Ei | Miles per quart off 16665 || 

| Lo 
| i



_ CASING RECORD 

i Casing ' Mileage Rene 
i Make he Number Location on car Last total | For period Grand total seat 

reali ALL4039 Spare None - None: Good 
U.S,’ 12603512-0 RyFront 1165 ' 666 1831 " : 

* | L3L5765-0 Ly¥ront 1265 666 1831. I Pris ef 
° LSL6L1L7-P) LeRear 1165 666 1631 ® wet 
* | 1515629+0 R,Rear 1265 666° 1831 a ! 

(2933-200-8-28) ! ‘ \ . ‘ 

! No grease needed in differential’ 6/16/25



e e e 2 
John C. Moore Corporation, Rochester, N. Y. Binder and holes in leaves, each Patented 1906. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTOMOBILE RECORD SHEET 
(See sample attached) 

An accurate record is required by the 
Survey, in spite of the trouble involved, 
because it is necessary for us to demonstrate 
to State officials the economy of their use 
and their effectiveness, because an accurate 
record is desirable in determining when a ¢ar 
is beginning to deteriorate, and because a 
record ig needed as a basis for determining 
proper appropriations to be sought and suite 
able allotments to be made for each field 
party. i 

Study of costs by each driver, and in the 
offiee, may suggest immediate overhauling or 
replacement of cars which are making bad 
records, and the office needs a complete F 
record of important repairs and renewals to 
each car from year to year, asa guide to 
further repair work. 

The record of tire casings will indicate 
whether they meet the guarantees of the 
makers, and will guide future purchases. 

Speedometer reading should govern applica- 
tion of oi1 and grease at proper intervals. 

' 1. On receiving a cary, record the date, 
speedometer reading, amount of gasoline in 
the tank, and the number of each tire casing 
in service or in reserve. Note also that 
necessary tools are provided. Inquire as to 
time when 011 and grease should be applied, 

2. Subsequently, record in the appropriate 
column each purchase of gasoline and cylinder 
oily and every expense for storage, labor, 
new parts, grease, kerosene, or other purpose; 
and record also place, date, and speedometer 
reading. Labor charges should specify the 
kind of work done. Flace items for a single 
date on the same line if possible without 
crowding. j 

. Record each easing change and repair on



the back of the record sheet but also place 
cost items, if any, on the front. 

If speedometer stops @uring travel, re- 
cord the fact, and make careful estimate of 
mileage until it is repaired. Take the first 
Opportunity to fix it. 

5. A record sheet must accompany each field 
expense account. It should inecludé all bills 
ineurred during the period of the account and 
agree as to auto expenditures in the account. 
While a single receipted bill with the ac- 
count may cover storage or repairs on 
several dates, the items should be spread in 

their proper places on the auto record sheet. 
The finished record sheet should show 

total for miles traveled, quantity and cost of 
gasoline and of oil, and for repair items. 
Gasoline in the tank should be deducted, and 
computation be made for miles per gallon of 
gasoline and per quart of oilj also for total 
cost per mile. The miles traveled by each 
tire casing during the period should be ¢om- 
puted from speedometer readings and from esti- 
mates, if speedometer wam out of order at any 

time. Unusual mileage per gallon, or repairs, 
or accidents should be explained on the back, 

4. Initial data as to speedometer, gasoline 
on hand, and tire numbers should be entered on 
a new sheet before the finished sheet is sent 
to the office, 

5, By spe¢ial arrangement, the Ford Motor 
Company authorized all authorized Ford dealers 
to allow discounts on all parts sold, as per 

letter attached, 
6. Field men are directed to observe all 

state and local traffic regulations, They 

will remember that the Survey's local reputa- 

tion is in their keeping and may be injured by 

auto accidents due to careless or fast driving 

or by not keeping the cars clean and in good 

repair.
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STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 

Urbana, Illinois 

| | ZNSTRUGTIONS To FIELD Jom 

Field men will please note the following and govern them=- 
selves accordingly: - 

i. Address a11 mail tocThe Chief, State Geological Survey, 
Urbanas 

2e Requests for supplies should be made in separate letters, ~ 
and not included in letters reporting progress, or asking for in~ 
structions. This will insure prompt attention te such requests. 

; Se Postage cannot be included in expense accounts. When 
expense accounts are sent in, a statement should be attached showing 
amount ef postage used to date, and stating what denomination stamps 
are desired in returns 

4 All letters and packages sent te the field are numbered 
consecutively beginning with 1. if a number fails to reach you, 
notify the office promptly so the item ean be traceds 

5e mee accounts may be sent in once or twice a month as 
desireds account for the first 15 days of the month should be 
mailed as soon after the 15th as possible; that for the last half 
of the month on the first of the following month or as soon there- 
after as possible. 

6, Service reports on formal blanks provided for that 
Re ee oe oe an ene eet ee Oceasional 
detailed reports semi-monthly or monthly, 6: feild accomplishments 
and the status of field problems are requested, together with 
recommendations for furthering their solution, if such steps in- 

: volve unusual procedure or extra cost. 

%. Im eases where it seems likely that a survey man may 
more easily obtain assistance and information by supplying certain 
publications to persons interested, it is permissible te request the 
Survey to send such persons complimentary copies of bulletins, 
reports of investigations, press bulletins, list of publications, 

and also paper eopies of the base, geological, index, and county 
mapS.e Such offers, however, should be made sparingly, and in no 
ease should they include farm maps, post office maps, and quadrangle 
MApSe



-2« : 

8. If it becomes absolutely necessary to travel outside the 
State, notify the office in advance if possible, se that permission 
ean be obtained from Springfield before the expense account covering 
the trip is sent throughe 

9. Address ecards should be sent in promptly wigh dates far 
enough ahead to insure receiving supplies without unnecessary delays 
Give your rooming house or hotel address whenever possible.« Remember 
eek teeek ne ee Se aes ae Dae es Pe a 

least three days are necessary. Always go Western Union for 
telegrams immediately upon arrival < also to the post offices in ease 
your mail has been sent in care of general delivery. 

10. Make note of any new shipping coal, fluorspar, or clay 
mines; sand and gravel pits; quarries; brick and tile, pottery, and 
eement plants; oil or water wells, obtaining name of operator and - 
exact location by section, a ranges Whenever possible, 
seeure logs of wells drilled ° ae i ee 
fermations come to your attention which may be of special in’ to the 
Survey in some other line of work thah yours, kindly report same. : 

wy! ile whem samples ete. are sent in to headquarters, s shipping . 
_):) ebice should be mailed notifying that shipment has been mades Please 
\y ~ gend all shipments ef samples by freight, either collect or prepaids 
ov»  Sxpress should not be used unless there is urgent need for the material. 

» 12. The Survey has consistently followed the practice of 
‘withholding all new information of an economic nature until published. 

sshtane ter sahetions of Gn a ae ae ae 
policy vilege using any Survey papers 
published outside of Survey bulletins or for presentation at meetings 
is te be arranged for in advance with the Chief.



STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 

Instructions for making out automobile expense accounts 

venthinn Genii a ee ae ee a at ane ROD * 

cubdivisione are made on separate shoeta, in Grisitentee *Sup- 

Shemats Snnkhar snk inhGhy Suohine ante athe Suaguden” fankeles ? 
repair work of 211 kindss Oniy such items as cover actual break- 
down of parts should be included in this classification. 

2e All expenditures ~ no matter how smail - for aute- Sa 
mobiles must be accompanied by receipte. ‘ 

3e All receipts must be numbered and the numbers indicated 
on the expense sheet. 

eolumm. ly necessary ve the date receipt 
Teecainh, cad’ Gaon chon tne tekad tn Gen Sinadaenand™ aati {see 

soon 20, domnd an explanstions put tf ia ths Tos oP s footnotse seems to demand an explanation, put it in the form a footnotes 

Ss Purpose of the trip should be indicated the same as for 
ordinary traveling accounts. 

6s “Headquarters” is the same as for ordinary traveling 
accounts. 

7s Aute expense accounts must be initialed by the head of 
the party as in the case of ordinary traveling accountse 

8. All automobile accounts when submitted must be accompanied 
by an automobile record sheete No accounts will 8 passed £0r paymen 
unless the latter is sent with it see Seazmps Ne i+ Casing Gore 
i: < Sheet must be fiiled properly. 

Ge et ee ee Make known 
requests as advance as possib: an emergency purchase 

Seomnes absolutely necessary, indioste on the reapipt that such is 
Cases



STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 

Hints for mking out expense accounts 

le Im colum under transportation place initials of raii- 
road under line following the description of the trip. 

2e, Under taxi, bus, and ear items, do not write explanation — 
in the item colmm, but state what conveyance was used, and in case 
explanation seems necded put it in the form of a feetnotes 

Se Se ee seem Ser veeie ont Sees wee lecation, do 
not add details, such as "B 27th te ¥ lusive", but give name 
oF gm and number of oubwvoucher witol saves deteiiee In this 
eolum use the abbreviations Be De and % : bo be used for 
either hotel or boarding heuse receipts. (See Sample Mo» 3)< 

See aetneee aes voeggnge, tranet Big Four to I Ge* as Ler . 

Se A ee @ longer item seems necessary put 
it in form of a footnote. 

Sse Detailed purpose of the trip should always be indicated 
on expense accounts. 

6s “Headquarters” means the place from which travel is 
paid. In the case of permanent employees whe reside here, this 
means Urbana. In the ease of temporary employees “Headquarters” 

ce decieeenel > for te be tecontens Uae annieete as *Headquarters® 
engagea in ecoverative works Please note that expenses are not paid 
at "Headquarters® except in special casess 

~ Ta Se ot Saale 
party, this indica general approval expenditures and of the form in which they are submitted. 
Se All items of S100 or over must be accompanied by 

receipts, except railroad faree Pullman cheeks must be used for 
receiptss All receipts must be numbered, and number shown on 
yellow sheet, for example, Re fl. 

9. All accounts must be made in triplicates Nake you 
ceoounis as neatly and legibly ao possibie~ “Asoeunts. with exrore 

a ae Stetson, which means Aelay in their



BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
AND CONSERVATION 

M.F. WALSH, CHAIRMAN 
GEOLOGY - EDSON S.BASTIN 

REGISTHATION AND EDUCATION siovosy = WiLCAM tretease 
M. F.WALSH, Director ENGINEERING - JOHN W.ALVORD 
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STATE OF ILLINOIS DEAN CHARLES M.THOMPSON 

STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 
M.M.LEIGHTON, CHEF 

305 Ceramics BuILoING 

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS CAMPUS 

cepa’ July 18, 1930 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Browns Hotel 
Fairfield, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Thwaitess 

It is customary for the head of each party to okeh 
his assistant's expense accountse Will you kindly do this in 
the future in connection with Mr. Utterback's accounts. 

Yours very truly, 

Chief Clerk :



AS a rule, the identification sheets whieh accompany the 
sample, have been properly filled out with the exception of the 
lecation of the deposit. We would like this information in order 
to make our records complete and the identification slip should 
cneiee Tee seuany ae ee section and quarter section, 
and also the location ef the depeais with respect te railroads oF 
highways. The field man should also place his neme on these slips 
along with his field report number. 

oe ee Ot ee ee te ee ee ae I 
eae eaeees tae men submit at least 75 pounds of the pit 

run ma’ al or approximately one cement sack full. 

In case of the rock samples, if the quarry contains more 
: than ene type Of FooKs tae Sample should be large enough 6 ponntt 

) Fat BAe bette hy: The sample then should con- 
tein at least thirty pieces 3 in size from each type. The 
pieces should be as nearly cubical in shape as re because 
from these thirty pieces we must obtain 50-1 to 1 1/2" cubes for 
use in the tests, In some samples the pieces of rock were too thin 
to be of use. If the smaller pieces of rock are not available, it 
Will be satisfactory to send in a smaller number of larger blocks.
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BOARD BND CONSERVATION TS 

Se Segtegy — gRrOMe BAT 
weA(M- SHELTON, Binceron ENGINEERING - JONN WALVORD. 

STATE OF ILLINOIS oon En ene M. THOMPSON 

STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 
M.M.LEIGHTON, CHier 

SECTION OF ENGINEERING GEOLOGY 305 CEeRAMics BUILDING 

GEORGE E. EKBLAW, SueeueME GEOLOGIST PONE R SE oe ee ateree 

URBANA 

July 16, 1930 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
c/o Browns Hotel 
Fairfield, Illinois 

Dear Thwaitess 

I am sending you under separate cover a mounted map of 
the Effingham highway strip. This is the last map of your sete 
We have just received feeemse photographic prints for a highway 
strip southwest of Mt. Vernon. If you would care to have a copy 
of these prints for your information when writing your report, I 
shall be glad to send them to youe I am also sending you copies 
of Reports of Investigations Nos. 19 and 20. I am inclosing here- 
with a copy of an excerpt from a letter from Mr. Glover relating 
to samples and identification slips. You will please take note of 
this and follow his suggestions. 

I am also sending you prints of the first film which you 
sent in. We sent these to Almer Coe & Company and upon return we 
had prints made from the negatives at Duncan's also. As far as I 
can see there is little difference between the quality of the work; 
if anything, I think Duncan's seems better as two of Coe's prints 
are spotted. On top of that Coe charges one cent more per print. 
In view of the fact that the quality of the work seems about the 
same and in view of Coe's excess charge, we have decided that we 
shall let Duncan do the work hereafter, provided, you agree that the 
difference does not warrant the trouble nor coste We have no titles 
for these prints so that I would appreciate it if you would send us 
the titles sometime when you return them. 

I wish to remind you again that you should send in address 
ecards about four days before you expect to move from any place or at 
least send notice that you expect to movee We need four days’ notice 
in order that mail from this office is not sent to you at a place 
where you have left as this necessitates forwarding and we have dis- 
covered by experience that we cannot rely on postmasters or lodging 
house keepers to forward mail. I-also desire to have a few days! 
notice in-order that I can take it into account when planning trips 
of visite If you find that on account of weather or for other 
reasons you do not leave one place on the day that you notified us 
you would you can make the necessary change by telegraph. You may 
inelude on a single card both your own and your assistants namee 

PLEASE ADDRESS YOUR REPLY AS FOLLOWS: STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, URBANA, ILLINOIS, ATTENTION OF THE WRITER



Mr. F. Te. Thwaites 
Noe 2 

I also wish to remind you again that you should take 
every possible care of the car and if there is even the slightest 
indication that something may be wrong with the engine or car you 
should have it inspected immediately. if You do not, serious trouble 
and expensive repairs may be incurred. 

Cordially yours, ; 

Leage oe Gell. aus-



. Brarn Hotel, 

Fairfield, Tllinois : 
July 17, 1930 

~ Mir “George E, Ekblew, : 
State Geolgical Survey, 
Urbana, Tllincis : 

Dear lir. Exblaw: : : 
Yours of the 16th again qtesoa my semi-monthly report. Thank you 

for the maps and photos. I hardly think thet a copy of the Mt. Vernon map ee 
would help. I saw it in the field and it is an area which is devoid of much 
interest. I could use it to correct boundaries of alluvial fhts and hilis 
but as I recollect there is not much of this in that map. However, if it is 
convenient I would aot mind locking it over before I complete the map on which 
Utterback is now working. a 

I teke it Mr. Glover's suggestions apply mainly to gravel samples. 
Guess I have been toc short in location description heaving left that to the 
notes and reports, Will do better in the future but it must be realized that 
some thin bedded limestones will not give largepieces af rock. 

With regard to the photographs I ses that I will have mucha the same 
struggle as last year. The list was enclosed in the inner container with the 
film end contained explicit directions to be given to the photographer. ~~ 
Evidently this was not done, The directions were for the photographer te 
nusbor the negatives before cutting up the roll. As I recall it Duncan-echarged 

double to do special work and then sent it to the wholesale developer whBc 
stusk some of the file together and reported the spoiled negatives as "Lost." 
Goe wes recommended by Dr. ¥. J. Head who has had many years experience with 
photography. I know nothing of them myself. I will identify the prints and 
rebum them later, Please use your best judgment in this matter, If you 

ope prefer I can do all the indentificatien here and then will not mail the lists. 
———— Please advise what you wish. TI have not boon taking many photographs but have 
oe takea much pains with the few I have. 

If I notify the office four days in advance I can usually only give 
general delivery as an address in the next town. I will do this and then send 

_. enother card with street address after we are settled. I asked Liss Nyberg 
for more address cards, 

j With regard to the car I have tried to take the same or better 
care of it than I would with my om car, ‘Tho eccident of Saturday was due to 
slipping of,the distributor resulting in a very late spark. ‘This was not 
picked up axa Edwardsville despite a request to check the motor but was found 
after wo got here by us. Svidently we blazed the heating, which was not bad 
at first too largely on the hot weather. Many cars I have had heated under



such extreme conditions, The 23 Buicks always fired after the spark was . 
turned off if driven hard in warm weather and the Chevy did not do this so _ 
I was not alarmed. Too bad it happened and we will watch more carefully 
in the future. The tire which we scrapped yesterday had a tate in it and was 
going flat when we discarded it. In two places it was down to the last layer 
of cords so I though it very unsafe to use it longer. It only cost 25 cents 
to fix the muffler but we really should replace the air pipe from the cleaner 
to the carburetor. The trouble is that an old car means a lot of expense 
if every little thing is fixed so one gets more er less careless, It is running 
fine now and making better gasoline milaegs, 

We may move to Olney as early as Friday of next week but cannot be 
sure as yet. This county does not show much of interest so far but we have 
one report of limestone which has not been checked as yet. Ye are trying to 
get throughwith reports before it turns too hot again. : 

Very truly yours, 

a —__....._.___¥, T. Thwaites, Associate Geologist. ._—__



Brown Hotel, 

Fairfield, ILlinois 

July 15, 1930 

Mr. George 4, Ekblaw, | 

State Geolegical Survey, 

Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Ekblaw: 

This is to inform you that we reached Fairfield safely about 10 

Sunday night. Monday morning started with another accident when the battery 

carrier broke. This once can be sharged to age only as ve are sure we did 

not hit anything. Today we struck one side of a broken«dowm bridge or rather 

“a lerge culvert and this knocked off the muffler. So accidents scom to come 

in bunches$ Otherwide work has been going well and we have a good start on 

Wayne County. I do not think we will find much road material there but today : 

discovered a peculiar constriction of Horse Greek Valley which wo will inves- 

tigate more thoroughly tomorrow. I intend to scrap the much-worn rear tire _ 

. dn time to prevent a serious accident which might easily happen if we ran it 

until it blows out. The cords have worn nearly all the way through so that 

I think the decision is justified on the grounds of safety. 

Yery truly yours, 

PF, T. Thwaites, Associate Geologist



Brown Hotel, 

Fairfield, Tllinois 

duly 15, 1930 

Miss Nyberg, : 

State Geological Survey, 

enees Tliinois 

Dear Miss Nyberg: 

e Enclosed please find some of the exponse accounts for tho first haif 

of July. 

Can you please send us some more address cards and more expense blanks 

ae we have only 7 of these left. 

Very truly yours, 

F. T. Thwaites, 

Associate Geologist
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URBANA 

July 7, 1930 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Washington Hotel 
Nashville, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Thwaitess 

For your information I wish to advise you that 

your account for personal expenses for the last half of 
June totaled $30.66 instead of $33.06. 

Yours very truly, 

Chief eg



BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
AND CONSERVATION - 

M.F. WALSH, CHAIRMAN 
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UNIVERSITY oF ILLINOIS Campus 

URBANA 

July 7, 1930 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Washington Hotel 
Nashville, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

I am planning now on visiting you Saturday, 
July 12. I shall be with Foster at Marion on Friday, 
July 11, and I shall have him take me to Mt. Vernon 
Friday evening. I believe that we can make our connec- 
tions best if you will plan to be there Friday evening 

and spend Friday night at Mt. Vernon. Then we can leave 
Mt. Vernon Saturday morning and drive westward. 

Condially fo J, 

! 

Geole@ist in Charge 
Sectioy/of Engineering Geology



Washington Hotel, 

Nashville, Illinois 

Mr. George E. Ekblaw, 
State Geological Survey, 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Ekblaw: 

Yours of June 30th crossed my montly report mailed this morning. 

We found no rooms in private houses in this tow also no waterworks but this 
hotel is fairly good and reasonable in price. 

In regard to ice direction I have been able to get uo definite data, 
In Jefferson County we found a fossil in the till which I think is a Trenton 
coral. This would indicate a movement from the northwest. I have several times 
suggested a Kansan invasion from the northwest followed by an Illinoian advance 
from the north or northeast. Movement toward the west would be expected along - 
the west side of the State. I have tried to look out for whatever glacial data 

I could see but have found little in the way of good drift exposures so far. 

We can meet you at Mt. Vernon or wherever you wish. With regard to 
going over some of Jefferson Gounty I thought thet we might search again for 
some of Englemann*s limestone localities. There is little of interest in glacial 
geology in the county. There is almost no sand or gravel in tho drift. Some 
exposures of limestone and coal near the west line might be interesting and 

would not take long to visit. I went over the county fairly thoroughly and except 
for some of the limestone localities can think of little for which it would be 
worth while to go back again unless you specially desire to see the country 
yourself. 

Thank you for the tentative schedule. It is just about what I had 
in mind as you will note that I planned to leave here about the 12th. 

We visited the Radom limestone quarry today, the largest we have 
seen thus fer. I think you would like to see it if you have not done so already. 
We are concentrating on the Sho&l Greek limestone just now. At the present 
monent Utterback is busy checking the Englemamn localities so as to olmimiate 
the Byrne locations which have proven almost all mistakes in location. Guess 
maybe he got mixed on towmships or counties. 

Very truly yours, 

Associate Geologist
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URBANA 

June 30, 1930 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Washington Hotel 
Nashville, Illinois 

Dear Thwaites: 

When I made a visit with Dr. Apfel last week I 
learned that he had discovered some data which point strongly 
to a lobe of Illinoian ice moving from the east and there are 
other data which support this viewe I wish that in your work 
in southern Illinois you would be alert to observe any data 
that will serve to confirm or contradict this suggestion of 
a westward moving Illinoian lobe or partial lobe. 

I expect to visit you sometime during the week of 
July 7-12, probably after having spent a day with Foster. As 
I am now planning it I shall have Foster take me to Mt. Vernon 
in the evening and shall expect you or your assistant to meet 
me theree As I have not gone over Jefferson County with you 
I am wondering whether we should plan on spending a little time 
there. Of course, I know the county in a sketchy way from my 
work in 1921,but if you have uncovered any interesting data 
there I think that I should like to look it over again with you. 
Otherwise, we could plan on going direct to Nashville and running 
over Washington County. 

I am pretty sure that you are going to find some in- 
teresting things in Washington County and in the southeast corner 
of St. Clair County. I know that there are some morainic features 
in that county and in view of the phenomena I saw when I was with 
Apfel last week these features may become even more important in 

: our interpretation of the glacial geology. I should like to have 
your opinion about the material in Jefferson County, especially 
as to whether you think it would be worth our time to spend a 
half day or day driving over the county. I do not know whether 
you made a copy of the tentative itinerary I made in planning 
your assignment this summer. It is as follows:- Jefferson County 
isenaiozag part) 1 week; Washington County (including SE. corner 
St. Clair) 2 weeks; Wayne County 2 weeks; Richland County 1 week; 
Clay County 1 1/2 week; Jasper 1 1/2 week; Effingham County 1 1/2 
week; Cumberland County 1 week. 

fentiokia cum LEZ 4, 

PLEASE ADDRESS YOUR REPLY AS FOLLOWS: STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, URBANA, ILLIN arn OF THE WRITER.



Washington Hotel, 

’ Nashville, Ill., 

July 1, 1930 

Mr. George E. Ekblaw, 

State Geological Survey, 

Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Mir. Ekblaw: 

This is to inform you that we finished Jefferson County last Saturday 

afternoon and started at once on Washington County. Work is much more of a 

pleasure with the Chevrolet than it was with the Ford truck end is going along 

well. Utterback has proved a very satisfactory assistant. 

Two things have been bothering me, First we have failed to find any 

trace of a large number of Engleman’s limestone localities. Weller suggested 

that post~human aggradation of stream bottoms might account for many such 

failures. Another thing whieh occurs to me is that many of his outcrops were 

just “tubbling blocks" as he called them and were probably glacial float. In 

other cases I think locations were wrong and landmarks have been changed. 

Second, we find no trace whatever of many outcrops of limestone listed in this 

county by Byrne last year, Many such locations fall in open fields where no 

outcrop is possible. I do not recall where he got this information so can form 

no opinion as to the cause of the trouble. Any suggestions will be appreciated. 

The report on the south half of Jefferson County is in rough draft 

and will be mailed to you at an early date. I do not think thet this county . 

will take long once we get the matter of the reported limestone localities out 

of the way. Very truly yours, Associate Geologist



MEMO TO DRIVERS OF STATE OWNED CARS June 28, 1930 

The following paragraph is being added to Revised In- 
structions to Travelers, State of Illinois, Section 8, Special 
Conveyances 

“When State owned automobiles are used, it will be 
necessary to submit with each expense account for gas and oil, 
speedometer readings for the period covered in the expense 
account," 

This new ruling will be effective on expense 
accounts after July 1, 1930. 

Please be guided accordingly. 

Me. M. Leighton, Chief



BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS E. F. BEAN 
DIRECTOR OF SURVEY AND STATE GEOLOGIST 

WALTER J. KOHLER ¢ tt OFFICE, SCIENCE HALL 

GOVERNOR OF THE STATE GEOLOGY DIVISION 

GLENN FRANK, PRESIDENT grate * Brongi, es Napanee ersioouy 

so scsiremeenoenror roaue nmatnueron GEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY a 'since mcunoe 
S. A. BARRETT, SECRETARY SURVEY = Since eo nonsine 

PRESIDENT OF THE WISCONSIN ACADEMY OF SOIL SURVEY DIVISION 

PE NSER Ree cy MADISON, WISCONSIN A. R. WHITSON, IN CHARGE 
OFFICE, Sols BUILDING 

June 23, 1930 

Mr. F.T.Thwaites 
Hotel Emmerson 
Mt. Vernon, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

4m enclosing here with a blank form which must be filled out by 
all persons on the Survey pay roll. If the Medical Certificate 
on the last page can be filled out without too much inconvenience, 
this should be done by those who are new employees. All those 
who have been in the employ of the Survey for one season or more 
need not fill out this certificate. All of these applications 
should be returned to this office as promptly as possible. 

Very truly yours, 

WISCONSIN GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

ee EFB GH ‘ 4 

Director



ALBERT FLESCH, PREs. PHONE HARRISON 4108 

CAMERAS, KODAKS AND PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES 

230 S. WABASH AVENUE, NEAR JACKSON BLVD. 

CHICAGO, ILL. 
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Science Hall, 

E Madison, Wiseondin, 

Sept. 19, 1929 

Gentral Gamera Go., 

230 §. Wabash Ave., 

Ghicago, Illinois 

Gentlemen: Please find attached the 2 in. square filter "¢" 

which you mailed me last week. As mentioned in my letter from Mt. Vernon, 

Tll., where I was working, I used this for a few experimental pictures 

but will not be able to use it permanently becuse the holder for square 

filters is not satisfactory for field work. As mmntioned then I desire to 

exchange this filter for a "G" in cell 1 5/46 inch dianter. As the cost of 

this is higher I am returning herewith the cheek for balance which you sent. 

Please let me know when I can expect the other style of filter. Please mail 

it to me at SCIENCE HALL, MADISON, WISCONSIN. 

Very truly yours, 

F. T. Thwaites, 

Department of Geology, 

University of Wisconsin



f STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
URBANA, ILLINOIS 

prin ROAD MATERIALS STUDY
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716 East Main St., 

Mt. Vernon, Illinois, 

Sept. 14, 1929 

Mr. George BE. Ekblaw, 

State Geological Survey, 

Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Ekblaw: In terminating my work on road material during 

the season 4f 1929 I wish to herewith submit (1) report on the north half 

of Jefferson Gounty, (2) map of north half of Jefferson County, (3) map 

of eastern Clinton County, (4) map of Marion County, (5) map of eastern 

Fayette Gounty, and (6) uncolored strip maps as follows: (a) two protions 

of St. Elmo quadrangle, (b) Centralia reservoir, (c) highway project east 

of Salem, (d) highway project south of Salem, and (e) highway project north 

of Mt. Vernon. Although these) maps have not be®bolored the data on then 

has been transféred to the county maps. Within the areas on county maps 

where the topography has been surveyed no symbols for topography have been 

shown. The portion of Marion County covered by the Centralia quadrange 

is also included as no. 7. No legends have been placed on the strip maps 

except a reference to the county maps for explanation. 

During the ‘ois two weeks of the season the sane kind of work was 

done as before. CGlinton County was completed on Sept. 3 and J efferson 

County was begun on the following day. Delays by rain caused us to finish 

only the north half of the latter county. Despite the conclusion of Mr. 

Payne, the County Highway Superintendent, that there is no road material 

in Jefferson County we made a rather thorough search along the roads. 

This work served to confirm hes assertion. Work was ended at noon, Sept. 

-“ so as to allow of time to complete maps and reports. 

‘ I desire to make the following recommendations for future work. 

First: It — to me that the adoption of a uniform system of symbols and
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abbreviations would be an immense help. Such a system has been used on the 

Wisconsin Survey since about 1910. Second: Quadrangle maps should be 

mounted in eight section eash 5 by 8 inches. Then they could alsways be 

kept with cloth outside and yet opened with only one motion. Alden used 

this system many years ago. For that matter it is best to mount all maps 

with an EVEN number of sections both ways. Some of the earlier maps pre- 

pared for this season had the sections much too close together to fold well. 

Third: The technique of caring for photographs in the office weak still 

bear much improvement. Service from Urbana is of good quality as far as 

developing and printing goes but is miserable as to speed and accuracy” 

of identification. I do not know just what the fault is but the results 

are not at all satisfactory. Other recommendations as to tools and equip- 

ment of the cars were contained in my letter of Sept. 1. 

In leaving the service of the Illinois State Geological Survey 

I wish to express my appreciation of the kindness and cooperation shown 

both by you and others at the office. I hope that our work will prove of 

value both to road building and to science and that those who come after 

us will appreciate the difficulties under which it was done, the miserable 
the ineccurate base maps, 

roads, the necessary —- well _as other drawbacks to life in Little 

Egypt and will not judge too harshly any shortcomings which their more 

detailed work may discover. 

Very truly yours, 

Associate Geologist



Langenfeld Hotel, 

Gentralia, Illinois, 

September 1, 1929 

Mr. George E, Ekblaw, 

State Geological Survey, 

Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Exblaw: In response to your verbal request I am sending herewith 

summary of our work during the past calendar month. In that time we surveyed all but 

a small part of the district assigned to me in Fayette County, report on which &s 

enclosed, and all of Marion Gounty, and a small part of the portion of Glinton Goumty 

which I am to cover. In all over 900 square miles were looked over in this time. 

it is evident thet such speed did not permit of following every ravine on foot but it 

is believed that @l2 4h&> important sources of road material have been found and 

investigated in sueh detail as the means at our disposal permitted. Fayette County 

eontainsseveral important gravel deposits the true value of which can only be 

ascertained by much more thorough exploration than we could make such as test drilling. 

The limestone deposits of this region, however, are worth very little if anything. 

In Marion Gounty two areas of good limestone were found and one where the rock is of 

inferior grade. No gravel was discovered. Exploration of the limestone deposits 

before development must include testpitting and blasting out of faces neither of which 

we could do. With our inaccurate base map it was hard to locate all the small spurs 

where quarries might be located but the general nature of the deposits has been | 

definitely ascertained. No good read material has as yet been found in Clinton County. 

We expect to leave here for Mount Vernonin a few days but will let you know the 

dete more definitely as soon as we finish our part of Clinton Cowmty. 

- In connection with this summary I would like to suggest that the garden spade 

with which we were furnished, however useful for its original purpose, has been of 

no good to us. I suggest thet the seoop shovel also be exchanged for @ real long- 

handled shovel and the spade also. Moreover, I suggest that a real pointed ditch-
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diggers pick be substituted for one of the little Sidietenie picks. én oak bar 

say a 2x4, as long as wili fit in the box would often be useful in extracating the 

truck from holes in the so-called roads. The geological hammers might very well have 

longer handles although that is not as important as the foregoing points. A crowbar 

would also be very useful in getting our limestone samples, in fact it is impossible 

to sample some ledges without one. Please do no be offended at these suggestions 

but try to do a little digging in this hard ground after the dry weather and you 

will soon find why they were made}. Another handy thing would be a fow of the slip- 

on chains whieh you can put on while stuck in a mud-hole. Sometimes whan the pairs 

of wheels are tilted in opposite directions the brakes set and you get stuck. 

Otherwise the Ford has worked well. 

If not convenient to come dow again I know of nothing important at present. 

I think I have evidence of a structure southeast of Gentralia for we have a westward 

dip in one outcrop but test drilling would be needed to check this fact. 

Very truly yours, 

Fr. T. T. Associate Geologist
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STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 
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: URBANA 

September 10, 1929 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
716 East Main 
Mt. Vernon, Illinois 

Dear Thwaites: 

Mr. Workman informs me that you studied the samples 
of an oil test well near Leaf River in Ogle County, Illinois. 
This well is located in the Oregon quadrangle, a report on which 
we are preparing for publication. The log of the Leaf River 
oil test appears to be the best record--in fact the only good 
record we have in the quadrangle--and we should like to publish 
this if it can be released. We note that the log is marked 
confidential and we wonder if you could arrange to have this 
released for our publication. The well was drilled by A. C. 
Phillips. 

Cordiadly yours, 

George Ekblaw, Geologist 
Section”’of Engineering Geology
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URBANA 

September 10, 1929 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
716 East Main Street 
Mt. Vernon, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 
‘ 

I was glad to receive your reports on the eastern 
Clinton and Marion counties. I have not yet read them in 
detail but I feel confident that they will be satisfactory 

: for the immediate purpose. 

In view of the facts that few localities are 
important and that I am already acquainted with the general 
terrain in which you have been working I shall follow your 
advice and not plan to make a trip to visit you this week. I 
shall be looking forward to talking things over with you next 
Monday. 

Cordially —— 

Marge Geologist 
Section of Engineering Geology



. Eakin Hotel, 

Vandalia, Til. 

Aug. 14, 1929 

Mr, BE. T. Apfel, 

2020 N. Walnut St., 

Shelbyville, Tll. 

Year Apfel: We have now finished our part of Fayette Coaunty 

and are planning on leaving here for Centralia on either Friday or Saturday 

morning. I spoke to them about the room and that will be reserved for you. 

We have been considerably delayed by rain and suppose that you also have been. 

I had a letter saying that the Triax tripods have been sent to Urbana and 

hope that you get yours all right. 

Hoping to see you again before our parties get too far apart, 

Sincerely,



Eakin Hotel, 

g Vandalia, Tll., 

Aug. 14, 1929 

Mr. George E. Ekblaw, 

State Geological Survey, : 

Urbena, Tllinois 

Dear Mr. Ekblaw: Ye have now finished our part of Fayette Co. with the 

exception of a couple of hills west of Patoka which we plan to reach tomorrow. 

The limestone on Little Hickory near Old Loogatee fizzled out right where we 

left it. The rock on Dismal is mainly a firm sandstone but we took a 

sample from near the old quarry. We did find a couple of sonih \inieia in the till 

south of Vandalia but that was all. I seriously doubt the ight terraces along 

the Kaskaskia. The first draft of the report is done. 1 2 

Another batch of photos with negatives came which had been\injured in 

mailing. On thinking the matter over wouldnt it be better to send to films to 

Madison for developing and printing. I covld got them done *specieh” there for 

half of what Duncan charges and more promtly besides which they know about 

numbering the films and watever else I want. If it is all right to send this 

work out of the state I will do so. 4 \ J 

We plan on leaving here either Friday or Saturday and going to Centralia. 

I will write for more paper when I get settled there. my 

Very truly yours, } 

pe o® 
rT. T Associate Geologist pis 

Aa 
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ILLINOIS STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

SUGGESTIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS TO NEW MEN UNDERTAKING 

DETAILED QUADRANGLE STUDIES 

I. Introduction 

Reconnaissant studies have been essentially completed in Illinois 

and the geologic. studies of quadrangles in which we are now seriously 

engaged, are a part of the Survey's effort to search the State for the 

detailed information now demanded by the specialized industries of 

our complex civilization. 

It has been our experience in carrying on this part of the Sur- 

vey4s program that new men feel unfamiliar with the aims and adminis— 

trative procedure of the Survey, as well as the geological problems 

which are now claiming the Survey's attention, The State auspices of 

the Survey require a careful accounting of all expenditures and use 

of equipment, and the activities of the Survey require a complete file 

df information and a systematic procedure in obtaining and preparing 

the data for the files and for publication, 

It is believed that this memorandum will answer some of the 

: questions raised by the above requirements, will economize time and 

effort expended in compliance with them, will produce a more complete 

and comprehensive report and geologic map of each quadrangle studied, 

will permit the Survey to render better service in giving information 

to the industries, and will advance the solution of our state-wide 

geologic problems, It has been most gratifying to note the splendid 

manner in which new appointees have endeavored to fit into the routine
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of the Survey, have very generally made themselves a part of the 

Survey family, have applied their own technical training and initiative 

to the geologic problems they face, and have endeavored to look at 

their problems from a practical as well as purely scientific point of 

view. 

The Survey acknowledges this cooperative attitude and invites 

suggestions toward perfecting the plan which is herein outlined for 

our quadrangle studies. 

II. Preparation for the Field 

Securing Equipment and Supplies 

All equipment and supplies are to be secured from the Chief Clerk. 

These include cars, instruments, carrying bags, notebooks, maps, 

cameras, sacks for samples, expense books and blanks, office supplies, 

et cetera, 

Expense records - You will also obtain fromthe Chief Clerk in- 

formation as to what sort of automobile and personal expense records 

are to be kept. Three weeks should be allowed for reimbursement after 

submitting expense accounts. 

Maps - For most part of the State Photolithographic copies of 

topographic maps on the scale of 1:48,000 are generally satisfactory. 

If larger scaled maps are desired, enlargements will be made, upon 

request to the Chief Clerk. 

Several copies of the map of an area are usually needed: one for 

the field, a second for a headquarters map upon which will be recorded 

the progress of mapping from day to day, a third for a headquarters 

map showing daily traverse and position of reference points,and a 

fourth to be reserved for an error map showing corrections of topog-—
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raphy and culture. Please notify the Chief Clerk in advance regarding 

how many maps you want mounted and how you want them cut to fold. 

The working map may be dissected and mounted on cloth to be car-— 

ried in the hand or bag, or mounted on notebook paper tobe carried 

in the notebook, as preferred. If a 1:48,000 map is used, a quarter 

township will go conveniently on a page; if a 1:62,500, one-half 

township. 

Before going to the field be sure that the Survey's system of 

enumeration for each township in a county is put on the maps in order 

that locations may be given according to the Survey's method (p.6). 

This is necessary in order that data in notebooks of various geolo-— 

gists may be located according to a uniform system and reference to 

them may be facilitated. 

Notebooks — The Survey prefers loose-leaf notebooks, which it 

provides at your summer headquarters. You should also use a large 

binder of the same type, so that you may keep the larger part of 

your notes at headquarters and not carry them about the field. 

Preliminary gathering of data at the Survey Office 

The Survey usually possesses a certain amount of information, 

partly published and partly unpublished, about each quadrangle and 

this ehould be obtained before the party goes to the field. You may 

wish to take a small selected library with you to the field. If so, 

secure from the Chief Clerk a small carrier for the protection of the 

volumes. Consult the index in the Survey's List of Publications for 

published material, and obtain fromthe Technical Files Clerk un-— 

published data, such as well logs, mine notes, and portions of manu- 

scripts, and publications which are out of print, such as the Worthen 

reports, of which excerpts are available. (Gonfer with the Chief or
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section heads regarding previous work which has been done in’and ad- 

jacent to the area. 

III... Field Work 

General Information 

Headquarters ~ It is generally advisable in quadrangle work to 

make field headquarters at a private house rather than at a hotel. . 

In small towns, however, a hotel may provide the most satisfactory 

headquarters and may not be more expensive than a good room in a large 

town. It is generally possible to obtain quarters at $20 per month 

or less. Headquarters should be close to the area of mapping. 

Relations to the public - It is to the advantage of the Survey 

to have warm friends in the area where field work has been done. It 

is important that inquiries in regard to your work be answered court— 

eously and to'the satisfaction of the inquirer. . Contact should be 

made with mine operators, clay workers, quarrymen, drillers, etc., 

residing in the area or operating some deposit in the area. . Usually 

local information of much value can be secured from such contacts and 

particularly in respect to the economic resources. . 

Contact with Survey office ~- All field parties are expected to 

maintain close contact with the Survey office. Tentative field 

addresses for the receipt of telegrams should be handed the Chiéf 

Clerk before departure for the field, and complete residence, mail 

and telephone addresses should be forwarded to the office as soon as 

headquarters are established. . 

Holidays, Leaves of Absence, etc. —- You may follow your own pre— 

ference in observing legal holidays, but the Survey must be informed 

of any change of address to facilitate the transmission of important 

communications. Leaves of absence from regular work should, of course,
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be arranged for an@ any illness reported. Saturday afternoons are 

not regarded as holidays in the field and work on Sundays is not or- 

dinarily favoreds 

Monthly reports — Forms for monthly service reports should be 

obtained from the office, filled out and mailed to the Chief promptly 

after the close of each month. These constitute the Survey's record 

of employment and the amount of time to be charged against the project. 

The report blank contains a diagram on which the progress of mapping 

may be indicated. The area mapped during the previous month should be : 

hachured in pencil, the current month in ink. 

Automobiles - All Survey cars should have the Survey name painted 

on them according to the form provided by the Chief Clerk. If, for 

any reason, this is not done before going to the field, it should be 

done as soon as possible after reaching the field. It identifies the 

Survey organization in the area, is a protection to the car and the 

equipment, and usually affords admission to property without question. 

Repairs should be made promptly, and attention should be given to 

the appearance and effective operation of the car. Water in the bat— 

tery, air in the tires, grease in the differential, transmission, and 

bearings, and tightening of loose bolts are matters that should have 

watchful attention. The cost records which you are requested to keep 

are very important. In most instances private garages are found to be 

more convenient and economical than public garages, 

Accidents must be reported immediately to the Chief. Claims for 

damages should be referred to the Chief, and full explanations pro— 

vided him. 

The use of private automobiles on the mileage basis may be granted 

by special arrangement if a Survey car is not available.
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Information to the Press —- It is desirable that the local news-— 

papers be given two or three news items regarding the work during the 

field season... Experience suggests that such items be prepared in 

writing by the geologist in charge and that they contain information 

of interest to the community without committing the Survey to any 

statement of policy... Clippings or copy of items should be sent to the 

office.. 

Confidential Information — It is very important that all egonomic 

information should be transmitted in writing, across the Chief's desk. 

Premature information on structures favorable for oil accumulation 

and other economic data should be avoided. 

The Survey annually receives official detailed production data 

for all mineral products in the State, and hence you need not seek 

such information. No production figures are to be quoted unless they 

are totals for more than two operators. 

Occasionally citizens possess geologic information, such as well 

logs, which they wish kept confidential The Survey strictly honors 

their requests. 

Taking Notes - Needless to say but important nevertheless, the 

prime requisites are that notes should be legible and that they 

should be complete in regard to all pertinent data. As a recorder of 

scientific information you should not attempt to "carry information 

in your head", A note in the notebook is worth two in the fog of 

one's memorye 

Abbreviations —- It should be borne in mind that the field notes 

will be probably consulted by persons other than the author, and 

therefore only common abbreviations should be used. A list of such 

abbreviations is herewith appended.
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The Survey's Method of Locating Points - For locating points in 

notebook descriptions the Survey uses a coordinate system in which the 

townships of a county are numbered systematically according to the 

basic numbers in the Survey files. Assuming a location in Champaign 

County, Township number 8, and section number 9, the index number to 

the section would be 0809. Locations in sections are made by coord— 

inates of 1/64 of a section, each side of a section being divided into 

eight units. In other words, each forty acre-tract of a standard 

section is divided into four squares of ten acres each; these units 

are numbered and lettered as shown in figure 1; the location of point 

A would be given as 0809,7b; Point B, 0809.3h. It will be observed 

that the intercepts are read first on the x axis, using numerals, then 

on the : : 

ee ad 

ote ke 
CE ieee fas td ee 
Behe ooo 

or Index No, 2 

Figure 1 
vertical or y axis, using letters. 

It is emphasized that the reference numbers do not indicate exact 

positions. Outcrops are tobe located precisely on the map and the 

index numbers are to be regarded as of assistance in identifying these 

points on the map. The notes should contain, in addition to the index 

number, additional information by which the outcrop will be more pre- 

cisely located, as for example: so many feet from a school house or 

bridge or fork of two streams, et cetera. 

‘The Survey provides notebook paper with location chart and blank 

form at the bottom of the page for giving the location (See Fig. 1). 

This permits only those notes on a page that pertain to a given section,
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and requires that each note be preceded in the margin by the appro- 

priate decimal index number. 

Listing of Problems and Questions - It is desirable that you 

make a list of the active problems and questions that arise during 

the course of your work, and that you add to this list any information 

that contributes to their solution of these problems and any reference 

to notes that concern them. These problems should be all cleared as 

far as possible by field work before the end of the season, 

: Stratigraphy 

Mapping — Most geologists prefer to spend at least one day ina 

rapid reconnaissance of the territory with an idea of learning some- 

thing about the roads, the general "lay" of the land, the number and 

general character of outcrops, et cetera. It will then be possible 

to plan a systematic mapping. It is important that so far as possible 

mapping be advanced systematically and in compact areas so that there 

will be no tag ends and isolated unmapped areas to be finished up at 

the end of the season, 

Because of the general mantle of Quaternary materials in the 

State, outcrop maps should be made for most quadrangles. However, 

there are areas in the Ozarks of southern Illinois, in northwestern 

Illinois, and elsewhere where the outcrops are so numerous that 

mapping the limits of the outcrops is not necessary. 

The boundaries of outcrops and of geologic formations are tobe 

drawn in the field. You should also place on the map as much detail 

as possible with a view of making it increasingly serviceable as the 

study progresses and also of having as large a mass of data as pos— 

sible for preparing the final map.
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It should be kept in mind that engravers require boundartes for 

guidance even where lines of contact are not definitely established 

and are not to be shown on the engraved map. 

The headquarters copy of the field map should be kept up-to-date 

and available for inspection at any time. If there are not enough 

rainy days on which this work can be done, take a half-day off when 

necessary to bring it up-to-date. 

Description of stratigraphic sections ~ The most important sort 

of observation and the one having the greatest permanent value is the 

detailed description of a stratigraphic section. Stratigraphic sec-— 

tions are best described by a sketch showing the relationships from 

the grass roots downward. Graphic notations greatly enhance a simple 

: list of beds eventhough the important portion of the section makes 

up but a small part of the whole interval represented inthe sketch. 

Every stratigraphic section should be accompanied by notations 

in regard to the estimated or otherwise determined altitude of sone 

definite horizon marker in the observed section. These notations 

should be made systematically. 

Lateral variations in stratigraphy from place to place, involv— 

ing unconformities, correlations, and lithologic changes, may be 

matters of observation or of interpretation. Your attack on problems 

involving these points should not be postponed until "some more 

convenient time", certainly not until the report is written. The 

section should be carefully described on the ground. 

The degree of excellence of the record of a stratigraphic sec— 

tion usually determines the character of the final report and the 

value of the contribution to the Survey's fund of information. It is 

important, therefore, that the notations and diagrams be complete
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and easily interpreted. 

Compiling a standard columnar section ~ There should be a deter- 

mined effort to obtain a standard columnar section of the outcropping 

rocks of the area. When this is finally accomplished, the various 

sections used in its compilation should be designated inthe notes. 

Until the standard section is compiled, each section observed should 

be measured in detail, After it 4s compiled and the general succes— 

sion is known, sections can be described by reference to the standard 

section to a great extent, although any differences should be care-— 

fully noted and particularly excellent sections should be adequately 

described, 

Important graphic sections as, for example, sections used in the 

compilation of the columnar section or sections in which unusual or 

critical stratigraphic successions are exposed or which includes beds 

of economic importance, should be inked in, and colored if desired. 

Description of sedimentary rocks —- It is recommended that in de- 

scribing sedimentary rocks, the Survey's schedule, proposed by L. E. 

Workman should be followed in general. Copies of this can be obtained 

by applying to the Chief Clerk, It is also recommended that reference 

be made to "Schedule for Field Description of Sedimentary Rocks", 

prepared by the Sedimentation Committee of the National Research 

Council as a guide for describing sedimentary rocks. 

Physiographic Studies 

Your report should contain an adequate treatment of the physio-— 

graphic features of the area. This is an important phase of the 

assignment not to be overlooked. If possible, a map showing the top-— 

ography of the bedrock and its relations to the present surface should 

be made for quadrangles in which drift covers the rock.
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Collections 

Fossil Collections - Each man should number his fossil collec-— 

tions by consecutive stations, irrespective of the limits of the 

area he is studying. This means that the collections made by one man 

will be numbered consecutively, possibly through a series of years. 

In addition to its individtal, collection number, each station should 

be designated by its location index number. Such collections should 

be duly referred to in the notes. It is suggested that those who 

are unaccustomed to making systematic fossil collections should con- 

sult with the Survey's paleontologist, Dr. J. Marvin Weller. Col- 

lections of all kinds are the property of the Survey unless official— 

ly released, 

Discovery of localities where good collections of animal and 

plant fossils and coal balls may be made should be noted and, at the 

close of the season, forwarded to Drs. Weller and Nod. 

Rock collections for examination and analysis —- These shouldbe 

labeled with station and index number as it appears in the notebook 

and on the map. Collections should not ordinarily be made for 

analysis that will involve considerable expense unless the matter has 

been taken up with the Chief. Notes should contain a careful descrip— 

tion of the bedrock samples collected and a statement of the purpose 

for which they were collected. 

Logs of drill-holes and shafts, and diamond-drill cores — Logs 

of as many reliable drill-holes as possible should be collected; 

these should be copied from written records if possible, but oral 

records may be satisfactory. Each well or shaft shouldbe carefully 

recorded and the elevation of the surface should be determined. The 

care to be used in determining locations and altitudes depends upon
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a number of considerations, as will be pointed out in another place, 

and if careful leveling is required, prepare for Mr. G. F. Moulton, 

Geologist in charge of Oil and Gas Section, a memorandum indicating 

the localities at which such levels are desired. - 

If diamond-drill cores are available, or if splits may be made 

so that the Survey can share in the core, or if core drilling is 

going on in the area or will soon be undertaken, collection boxes 

may be obtained by writing the office. If there is any question about 

the advisability of collecting cores, please communicate with the 

Chief. ‘The Survey will pay freight charges. Express charges are 

usually too high, unless the shipment is very urgent. - 

If deep-well drilling is in process in the area, Mr. L. Ee 

Workman, who looks after subsurface data, should be notified, and an 

attempt should be made to have the driller save well cuttings, as 

prescribed after conference with Mr. Workman, and keep a written 

record. .The Survey supplies sample sacks and well-log books free of 

charge and will pay express onthe cuttings. 

Corrections 4n the Topographic Maps 

Although every effort has been made to have the topographic maps 

accurate, it occasionally happens that small areas in a quadrangle 

are not correctly mapped. This is not always the fault of the topo— 

graphers, because the detailed traverse necessary to obtain requisite 

data, especially in wooded tracts, would increase the cost of mapping 

beyond the allotment. Where such errors are discovered, and are not 

too numerous or concern too large areas, the following procedure 

should be followed. 

1. Sketch the topography correctly and indicate the geologic 

data onthe sketch.: These sketches will be included as corrections
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on the contour map published with your report. 

8. Indicate on a special field map that you have for this 

purpose the areas in which the topographic errors occur and note the 

character of the error. This map should be submitted to the Chief 

at the end of the season for copying and forwarding to the U. S. 

Geological Survey. : 

3. If the engraved map of the quadrangle has not been published, 

notification and information concerning the errors should be sent to 

the Chief as soon as possible, in order that the areas can be cor— 

rectly remapped before the engraved map is printed. 

If the errors are numerous and concern large areas, the Chief 

should be notified, in order that steps can be taken for a topograph— 

ic party to revise the map. 

Corrections or revisions in the mapping of culture, such as 

roads, town limits, houses, subdivisions, etc., and of drainage can 

be usually made without much difficulty, but they should be noted 

and included on the corrected map. 

Photographs 

An adequate list of photographs of discreetly chosen subjects 

should be available for the report. Photographs of both geologic and 

scenic features should be taken; the Survey is especially short on 

scenic photographs. Please send your films to the office to be de- 

veloped and printed and accompany them with your instructions. The 

plan of postponing the taking of all photographs until the close of 

the field season is not usually wise, on account of the weather 

hazard. 

Progress Reports and Field Conferences 

Progress reports —- Progress reports should be sent to the
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Chief at frequent intervals, not oftener than weekly nor more seldom 

than monthly. 

Field Conferences —- During the field season, new quadrangle 

geologists should plan for field conferences on (1) bedrock strati- 

graphy and coals; (2) Quaternary stratigraphy and Physiography; and 

(3) economic geology of non-fuel products. Usually, Dr. G H. Cady 

should be called upon for (1); Dr. M. M. Leighton for (2); and Mr. 

J. E. Lamar for (3). Accounts of:such conferences should be sent to 

the Chief. 

Conferences with men who are working adjacent or near-by areas 

are encouraged, 

Examination of Type Sections —- If in the course of the field 

work, it appears desirable to visit type sections, located within t he 

State or immediately adjacent to the State, this may be done provided 

the Chief is notified a few days in advance. Such inspections are 

encouraged for the sake of the valuable background that they afford. 

Tavel outside the State, other than just across the line, requires 

special permission. 

Economic Geology 

The term economic geology is used here in the broad sense to 

include data on the possible economic mineral products or deposits 

of the area and data which may have a bearing on engineering projects 

now: being undertaken or soon to be undertaken in the area. 

Coal - If coal beds are present in the area, consult with Dr. 

G. H. Cady regarding those features which should be included in an 

economic report of them and the advisability of sampling them for 

analysis. It may be that the Survey already possesses adequate chem 

ical data.
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Petroleum Resources — Data pertaining to petroleum resources 

should also be gathered. For the purpose of reaching conclusions re— 

garding possible occurrence of favorable structures, it is desirable 

to determine the structure with a considerable degree of precision. 

Locations and elevations should be obtained for as many points as 

possible, especially outcrops whose stratigraphic position is recog— 

nizable and wells, whether drilled for water, for oil, or for coal 

exploration, which penetrate pre-Pleistocene rocks and for which logs 

can be obtained. In case of regions where there are many outcrops 

it is not desirable to run elevations on an excessive number of points 

in one area, and judgment should be exercised in choosing points as 

well distributed as possible for running levels and for affording 

control ona structure contour map. 

First the hand-level or barometer should be used for vertical 

control and traverses should be paced between points shown on the 

topographic maps for horizontal control. Then, if a structure favor-— 

able for oil is indicated, the planetable and alidade should be em- 

ployed as a more refined method to check and amplify the less accur— 

ate determination of structure, The latter will be performed under 

the direction of Mr. G. F. Moulton, in charge of oil and gas studies, 

who should be notified as soon as practicable. He should be provided 

with a list of all points, adequately described, whose elevations 

are to be determined by planetable and alidade. Where structural 

datum points are relatively closely spaced, as in wells, outcrops, :: 

quarries, mines etc., say 85 or more to the square mile, it is de~ 

sirable that a special map be prepared by the use of planetable and 

alidade on a scale of 2,000 feet to the inch or larger. 

For purposes of filing, planetable sheets should be properly
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labeled as to location (rownahip, range, county), scale of map, names 

of instrument man and rodman, date of field work, and number of tra- 

verse notebook. Township and county boundaries should be indicated. 

Features like roads, streams, etc., that will aid inthe future loca- 

tion of datum points in the field should be sketched in on the map. 

In the remarks column in the notes, a description of bench marks such 

as culvert, floor or bridge, step of building, ledge of rock, etc., 

should be given wherever convenient. Cross reference between notes 

and maps should be made. In the case of datum points on rock strata, 

a clear and unmistakeable description of points used should be given 

in the geological field notes so that someone will be able to return 

later and find the points whose elevation has been determined. 

When logs are collected, locations of the wells should also be 

included and elevations should be run. In areas where coal has been 

mined, detailed structure of the coal may be obtained for mines in 

which levels have been run. In planning underground work to obtain 

stratigraphic and economic information, it would be desirable to make 

observations on dips and faults at the same time with a view to making 

structure contour maps. In the case of mines for which levels have 

not been run, reliable information concerning the dips of the coal 

stratum in the mined area can usually be obtained from the mine super— 

intendent or engineer, whose knowledge is based on the behavior of the 

coal cars and on the drainage of the mine. For the purpose of making 

a structure contour map of the mined area, these estimated grades 

should be entered on a copy of the mine map when they are received, 

Non-Fuel Products — The Survey has a special section devoted to 

the investigation of non-fuel products of the State. Inthe geologic 

mapping of quadrangles and the preparation of reports, these mineral
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products often do not receive full justice. There are five equally 

important principal points of interest, bearing on the value of a 

non-metallic mineral deposit, which are only partially outlined as 

follows: 

A mineral deposit is not valuable unless it can be profitably 

worked. If a deposit is to be profitably worked it is necessary that 

the overburden can be easily and cheaply removed, or that the deposit 

be suited to mining. The deposit should also be so located as to be 

free from flooding by streams and should not interfere with town 

property. 

In considering a deposit which is to be developed for local con- 

sumption only, it is not generally necessary to consider transporta= 

tion facilities. These are supplied dy wagons and trucks. A deposit 

which is to be worked for wider distribution, however, should gener-. 

ally be located within half a mile of a railroad. The country inter-— 

vening between the deposit and the railroad should be sufficiently 

level to permit the building of a spur at a reasonable coste 

If it seems thet there is a market for the product, and that it 

can be obtained economically, a thorough sampling is desirable. 

Samples should be representative of the deposit. If there be several 

kinds of material in the same deposit, take a sample of each kind. 

Samples should include within the sample sack a container bearing a 

label giving by township, range, and section the location of the site 

from which the sample was taken and indicating for what the sample is 

to be tested and what proportion of the general exposure it represents. 

This information is of interest to the man who tests the sample and 

is highly desirable in preventing the loss or misidentification of 

a@ sample. In every case the sample should be of fresh, unweathered,
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unmodified material. Weathered samples, particularly of shales and 

clays, are likely to be misleading. If there will be a number of 

bulky samples, it is advisable to let them accumulate and make a lot 

shipment by freight; small samples may be shipped by express. 

It is desirable to estimate carefully the amount of material 

available in a deposit. The reserve offered by a particular area is. 

avery important point involved in its commercial development. Esti- 

mates on reserves should indicate the amount and character of the 

overburden as well as the amount of mineral available. 

Although a determination of potential markets is not specifically 

within the province of a geologist, any data indicating what may be 

done with the mineral after it is quarried or mined, what is the like-— 

lihood of ready sale, and what price may be expected, are very valua- 

ble adjuncts to a report on a given site and its possibilities. 

Limestone — Outcrops of limestone less than five feet thick are 

not generally quarriable except for supplying local demands. About 

one foot of overburden can be removed to secure one foot of stone 

and still leave a profit from qugrrying operations. Samples are of 

two sorts, namely those for physical analysis and those for chemical 

analysis. The taking of either should be done only after consultation 

with Mr. Lamar. 

Sand and Gravel —- A sand and gravel sample should weigh about 

fifty pounds. It may be taken by digging a trench down the face of 

the deposit to expose fresh gravel and obtaining an equal amount from 

each point of the entire trench. The sample should be collected ona 

piece of canvas at the base of the cut, and then quartered down to 

the requisite fifty-pound sample. About half a foot of overburden 

can be economically removed for one foot of sand and gravel.
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Molding Sand —- Molding sand may be sampled inthe same way as 

sand and gravel. The amount of overburden which can be removed eco-— 

nomically is about the same as for sand and gravel. In describing 

potential molding sand deposits, note the size and shape of grain and 

the approximate amount of clay present. Calciumcarbonate is gener— 

ally to be. avoided in molding sand. 

Clay - Little can be told from a field examination of a clay or 

shale deposit. Laboratory and burning tests of clays and shales are 

expensive; consequently only those deposits which show good promise 

should be sampled for analysis. It is suggested that sampling of 

clay deposits be left until after the field conference with Mr. Lamar. 

Clay containing calcium carbonate, marcasite, pyrite, or considerable 

amounts of organic material is not generally valuable. About one foot 

of overburden can profitably be removed for one foot of good clay. 

If the overburden is heavy it may be feasible to mine the clay. Con— 

siderations of mining possibilities should include the character of 

the roof, the thickness of the clay, and inclination and configuration 

of the bed. 

Qcher - Ocher is clay impregnated with red, brown, or yellow iron 

oxide. It should be free from grit or sand which may necessitate 

washing before the product is marketable. Ocher deposits less than 

two feet thick are probably not of commercial importance. Deposits 

may be either mined or quarried. About three feet of overburden can 

be removed for one foot of ocher. 

Building Stone —- Granular limestones, colored limestones, or 

limestones with irregular stylolitic or clay veinings are of consid— 

erable interest for interior decoration purposes, The stone should be 

free from incipient fractures and should be in beds at least three
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feet thick, About two feet of overburden can be removed for one foot 

of stone. Truck haulage to railroads is possible if the haul is not 

too long and roads are good. Stone in beds of even and uniform tex- 

ture may also be valuable for exterior construction purposes. 

Cement Materials - Associated beds of limestone and shale con- 

taining less than four per cent of magnesium carbonate are potentially 

of value as cement materials. The material should exist in the ratio 

of about one foot of shale to three feet of limestone. 

Visiting non-metallic industries : 

If your quadrangle possesses non-metallic industries in operation 

a great deal can be learned about the potential value of the non— 

metallic deposits by visiting and becoming thoroughly acquainted with 

the industries. In general you will be well received, particularly 

if you make clear your desire to learn about the industry. It is sug— 

gested that you first introduce yourself to the official in charge, 

who will likely save you time and put you in touch with the intelli- 

gence behind the operation. The geology of the quarry or mine ex- 

posure should be studied thoroughly. Often one sizable quarry will 

reveal data not seen in the outcrops of your quadrangle. Descriptions 

of the plant and its operation are to be written at the plant, and 

then submitted to someone who will be able to perfect it. This will 

save time later and make your work more exact. 

Concluding the field work 

Before concluding the field work, the mapping should tie in 

with adjacent maps or you should be prepared to justify your points 

of difference. In case the points of difference are equivocal, the 

new map should be made to agree with the old, but a statement should
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be given the Chief. 

Advance notice of your intention to return to the office should 

be given the Chief in order that conferences may be arranged for. 

Before leaving the office after the season, copies of all new logs 

should be left with the Technical Files Clerk, arrangements should 

be completed with the Chief regarding identification of fossils and 

analyses of laboratory samples, a copy of the geologic map should be 

made and submitted to the Chief, and an outline of your report 

: prepared for the Chief's acceptance, after discussing with your field 

conferees those parts of it in which they would be interested. 

Writing the Report 

Before undertaking the writing of the report, please obtain 

from the Chief Clerk, a copy of "Instructions and suggestions for 

writing quadrangle reports", 

M. M. Leighton 

Chicet



130 “ast Madison, St., 

: Vandalia, Illinois 

lr. MH. HM. Ldighton, Ghief, 

Tlinois State Geological Survey, 

Urbana, Dllincis 

Dear lr. Leighton: In sceordance with your instructions we are 

herwith reporting a slight accident to our car No. 14. The damage was 

very slight and was due to a car with Wssouri No. 5-717 cutting in too 

close in front of us without warning. The left front fender and left 

front Jhub cap were slightly bent. Byrne was driving and the accident 

took place on highway 11, about 4 miles east of Vandalia at about 5:45 

P. M. today. I am encesing extrac copy of this statenent for the insurance 

agents, Burton and Trelease on Green 3%. if you think it desirable to 

send it to them, I do not think that the other party will moke any clain. 

Very truly yours, 

Associate Geologist



130 East Madison St., 

Vandalia, Tl. 

Mr.George BE. Ekblaw, 

State Geological Survey, 

Urbana, Illinois 

Dear ir. Ekblaw: 

In reply to yours of the 30th the sereens came today and I 

wish to thank you for sending them. I dont quite remewber the specifications 

for the pebbles for Krumbein but think that they were to be taken from fresh 

till of different ages. 

. We have been making fair progress in spite of heat and 

4 very rough country but have to date seen no more road material which could 

profitably be exploited. We have quite a few outcrops of thin limestones but 

scarcely any gravel. We are aiming to finish the country north of Route 11 

first but it will take the rest of this week. 

I have heard nothing of the tripods for Krumbein and Apfel 

but hope they will come soon. 

Hoping to have a visit from you soon, 

= Very truly yours, 

Associate Geologist



STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

Urbana, Illinois 

M. M. Leighton, Chief 

July 30, 1929 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
130 E. Madison St. 
Vandalia, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

Under separate cover we are sending you 
the set of screens about which I spoke to you. 
The small screen is for your use when collecting 
pebbles for Mr. Krumbein and the larger screens : 
are for use in getting pebble counts. 

I trust that you are having no undue 
difficulties in persuming your work. 

Cordially yours 

Y /, wee = beaux 

Geo ist, Section 
Engifeering Geology



STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
URBANA, ILLINOL 

M. M. Leighton, Chief 

July 31, 1929 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
130 E, Madison St. 
Vandalia, Illinois 

My dear Thwaites: : 

Your letter reporting a slight accident to car 
No. 14 was received. Thank you for writing me so 
promptly. 

I am returning the carbon of your letter which 
you enclosed for the information of Burton and Trelease 
incase I felt it desirable to send it to them. I 
understand that the policy which you took out was a 
personal policy and one which does not concern the 

Geological Survey. 

: Very truly yours, : 

Hin fas oe 
’ 

¢ 

Chief :



; Eekin Hotel, 

Vandalia, Illinois, 

Aug. 4, 1929 

Mr. E. T. Apfel, 

2020 S. Walnut St., 

Shelbywille, Tlinois 
Dear Apfel: I have been meaning te write you ever since we got to the 

field but the heat has been so trying that I just couldn't get to it. I brought 

down with me @ copy of my outline of glacial geology and photographic divections 

far I had Seas to see you while working aleng our common boundary. We have 

almost finished a heathenish bit of country north of Route 11 and east of the 

Kaskaskia. In this we have taken just one sample of gravel and none of limestone. 

The thickest layer of the latter is about five fect but under very heavy cover. 

We did not find any gravel at all until yesterday. I find no evidence of 

any Wisconsin gravels along the Kaskaskia, only sand and silt. All out gravel 

is under heavy cover of till and most of the outcrops are cemented by calcite. 

Thank you for the voucher for the rent in Urbana. Please tell Mr. 

: Ekblaw when he comes that we had to move back to the Eakin as the other place 

was unsatisfactory in several respects. We hope to finish Fayette County, that 

is our part of it, by the end of the week. How I can get the Outline to you 

I dont know but could leave it at this hotel for you to get when you come dom 

this way although I would like tery much to get a chence to have a conference 

over common problems ‘along our boundary. 

I was very lonely at Urbana after you had left? 

With best regards to both of your party, 

Sincerely, 

Associzte geologist 

oJ



STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

Urbana, Illinois 

M. M. Leighton, Chief 

August 2, 1929 

ir. F. 1. Thwaites 
130 E. Madison St. 
Vandalia, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Thwaitess 

I am planning on making a visit with you 
next week. I expect to spend Tuesday and Wednesday 
with Brown and Apfel at Shelbyville and hope to be 
able to make connections so that I can leave Pana 
on the I. C. train at 4:44 ee evening, arriving 
in Vandalia at 5:37 P.M. If I can hake this I shall 
endeavor to catch the morning train Thursday, getting 
in Vandalia at 7:05 A.M. Please make necessary hotel 
arrangements for me. If you are not going to be at 
Vandalia at that time, wire,me in care of Mr. Apfel, 
2020 S. Walnut St., Shelbyville. If anything disrupts 
my plan I shall notify you accordingly. 

Under separate cover we are sending you 2 
pick-point hammers for your hard-rock work. Please 
return the one pick-point hammer which you have in your 
party. 

Cordially ie J 

= ceoighiet, Section 
Engiheering Geology
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Vandalia, Illinois 

Mr. E. T. Apfel, 2020 N. Walnut St., 

Shelbyville, Illinois 

Dear Apfel: My letter of yesterday crossed your postcard of the same 

date. Im afraid I havnt done as much office work as you have but the hot weather 

put a crimp in many good intentions. We are staying at this hotel since we have 

a real bath with hot water and a clean place free from mosquitoes all for $5.25 

each a week which I regard as all right. We stayed at a houree for 2.65 a week 

but it had the above disadvantages besides which the people were rather queer. 

We will probably finish wat we can profitably reach from here about the end of 

the present week. 

Were over in your area today to see the largest developed gravel deposit 

in Fayette County, the pit on the State Prison Farm near Vera. We wanted to 

compare it with some undeveloped deposits we have found. The County Commissioner 

says we have visited most of the known deposits already but suppose we will havé 

to go over a lot of places where he says there is nothing. Spent most of the 

afternoon with a native who insisted on our digsing in lots of hopeless places. 

Hoping to see you soon, 

Sincerely,



" Bakin Hotel, 

Vandalia, Illinois, 

Aug. 6, 1929 

Dr. Paul MacClintock, 

Illinois State Geological “urvey, } 

Urbana, TLlinois | 

Dear MacClintock: I wish to thank you for the suggestions in your 

letter of July 28 which was forwarded to mo, I think of one other, namely the 

use of the blue filter to increase contrasts between yellows and blues or grays. 

I em considering buying such a filter to use in this country for I find that 

the K2 filter which I used co well in the north makes the drift entirely too 

light a tone. Without a filter resulis ere not entirely satisfactory. Apfel 

told me that the KQ@ works well with non-color-sensitive plates for drift exposures. 

I am getting my usual good results with Agia for distant views but the photog- 

rapher complained of over expesure as usual. I have been cutting exposures to 

about half of thoseused in the north. \ , 

We have found a number of exposures of pre-ILLinolant drift ineluding 

instances of bowlders dragged along by the Illinoian. Some ‘af these suggested 

a western rather than a Lebradorian drift but havnt seen pnough tel bo: certain, 

We couldnt find the locality at the center of Sec. l, 15-25; poscktay \e is ; 

now grown over. The place described is a private road Leading awn to ‘ stream. 

We found a good exposure near the middle of the East line of ame section... 

We have found several deltas below Tlinoian till whose origin db ein unknown. : 

Very tray yours, A A 
a Pat Nee 
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Eakin Hotel, 

Vandalia, Illinois, 

Aug. 6, 1929 

Dear lir. McVicar: I have heard nothing from the two tripods which I ordered 

two weeks agoSaturday and would like to know whet has bevome of them. They were 

to be sent to ihe office at Urbana to be forwarded from there but if you write 

me in regard to the matter I will be at this place the rest of the week. 

Very truly yours, 

oJ



Eakin Hotel, 

Vandalia, Illinois, 

Aug. 9, 1929 

Mr. George E. Ekblaw, 

State Geological Survey, 

Urbana, Illinois 

Dear My. Ekblaw: Tonight I received a package of negatives andprints 

in a large envelope which had been folded in the mail. Please caution the clerks 

never to send the negatives and in no case to send prints in a large envelope 

which is certain to be folded. Prints should either be included with a letter 

or better put between catboards. There is no use in my taking pains to get 

good photographs if the results including negatives which I never need hergare 

to be exposed to such unnecessary risks of destruction. I will add that it is 

herd for me to identify the prints here for the list has been sent to Urbana 

with the film. If the photographer fails to number the films in each roll please 

have the clerks keep the list whih each batch of negatives until I return. 

We elmiminated a lot of ground today and still found a gravel deposit 

12 feet thick which had not been reported, although I am afraid it is very sandy. 

Apfel and Holmes ate supper with us. They expect to come down here about 

as we leave. 

Please tell the clerk that I have sent new address cards giving my address 

at Eakin Hotel, Vandslia. 

Very truly yours, 

Associate Geologist
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oe August 26, 1929 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites Z 
Langenfeld Hotel 

Centralia, Illinois 

S Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

I am sending prints and explanation 
sheets to you for rolls No. 6 and 7. Kindly mark 
for identification. 

A Very truly yours, 

: Technical Files Clerk



STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

Urbana, Illinois 

M..M. Leighton, Chief 

August 3, 1929 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
130 E. Madison: St. 
Vandalia, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

I-am sending you the first set of prints 
made from the second roll of your films. 

Supplementing my letter of yesterday I wish 
: to add that I intend to spend Monday with W. C. Krumbein, 

1510 - 10th St., Charleston; Tuesday with E. T. Apfel, 
2020 So. Walnut St., Shelbyville; and Wednesday with 
I. C. Brown, 110 HE. Adams St., Taylorville. Please let 
me know at any one of these places if you will not be 
in Vandalia Thursday, August 8. If you are going to 
be at Vandalia you need not notify me further but 
make tentative hotel arrangements for me Wednesday night. 
If I do not get in on the 5:37 train Wednesday evening 
I hope to arrive on the 7:05 Thursday morning. As I 
wrote you before, if my plans are changed I shall notify 
by wire. 

Cordially —— A. 

z ee 
= Geologist, Section 

Engineering Geology



STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 
305 Ceramics Bldg. 
Urbana, Illinois 

August 15, 1929 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
General Delivery 
Centralia, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Thwaitess: 

I was glad to receive your letter of August 14 reporting on : 
your progress to date. I was somewhat surprised to learn that you 
were still at Vandalia, inasmuch as I gathered when I visited you 
_ week that you expected to finish Fayette County in two or three 
ays. 

With regard to the shipments of negatives and prints, I have 
made inquiries and learn that the negatives were sent you under mis- 
understanding on the part of several of our clerical force. This 
misunderstanding has been entirely cleared up and hereafter nothing 
but the prints with the proper identifications should be sent you. I 
have also called to the attention of the boys that the negatives and 
prints were bent and injured so that hereafter they will take pains to 
send them under good cover. I do not know but what it might be a good 
thing if you should send your films to Madison, but until I can get a 
chance to discuss this with Dr. Leighton I think that you had better 
continue to follow the present scheme. 

I wish to call to your attention that we have been at a loss 
for the last few days as to where to address you. When you sent in 
your last card you distinctly specified August 10 as the last date at 
which you would be at Vandalia, and as this date coincided with the 
impression of your intentions which I gained last week, we assumed 
that you had left Vandalia and for some reason we had failed to ree 
ceive notice of your change of address. It is vitally important that 
we have accurate knowledge of your location every day if possible, and 
if you find that your announced plans are changed, you should notify 
us accordingly. I was glad to note in your last letter that you gave 
us due notice of your intentions to move from Vandalia to Centralia. 
This plan to let us know a few days before you actually move is ad- 
visable so that we do not send parcels, letters containing your checks, 
and other important mail to a station from which you have departed. 
Through bitter experience we have learned that the post office clerks 
are far from reliable in forwarding mail, even when you leave a for- 
warding address, and of course it is necessary to send additional 
postage to forward parcel post material. 

You may be interested to know that the tripods which you 
ordered for Krumbein and Apfel have arrived. We have sent one to 
Krumbein according to your instructions, and we shall send the other



F. T. Thwaites 
No. 2 

ene to Apfel as soon as we learn his location. In your letter of 
August 9, you told me that Apfel and Holmes expected to arrive at 
Vandalia about the time you were planning to leave and we assumed 
that your date of departure was about August 10. Consequently, we 
have been at a loss also to know just precisely where Apfel and 
Holmes are - whether they are at Shelbyville or Vandalia. 

With hope that you will continue your successful work, I 
remain 

— a 

Geologis 
Section of Engineering Geology



: Langenfeld Hotel, 

Gentralia, Illinois, 

_ Aug. 21, 1929 

Miss Nyberg, 

State Geological Survey, 

Urbana, Illinois, 

Dear Miss Nyberg: Please send me: 

(1) about half an inch thick of plain typewriter paper such as this letter is 

written on. 

(2) somewhat less than the above amount of notebook paper with red line and 

index plat on it. 

Please note correct spelling of name of our hotel as given above 

I will send some more films to be developed as I understand that 

the negatives and prints will henceforth be handled in the way I desire. 

Very truly yours, 

Fr. T. T. Associate Geologist |



Shelbyvil se, as. 
August 18, 1929. 

Dear Thwaites: 

Your note of the 14th received. We are moving to Vandalia 

tomorrow, and have wired for the room for which you arranged. 

Our time of leaving ws so uncertain that I did net have time to 

write after we learned when we could get away. 

Our truck came today. It is like yours, and I think we shall 

like it better than the sédan for the work we are déing. It 

only has 253 miles on it, so we will have to break it in. 

The boy who drove the car down also brought the Triax tripod. 

: Thank you for your trouble in getting this for me. 

I am looking forward to seeing you again before we leave 

the field, which will probably be three weeks from today. Please 

let me know your address and phone number. 

Sincerely 

Mp. F. T. Thwaites, ‘Eakin Hotel, 
Centralia, Illinois. Vandalia, Ill. 

= is? 
| : ia = ©
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August 20, 1929 

Mr. F, T. Thwaites 
Dangerfeld Hotel 
Centralia, Illinois 

Dear Mr, Thwaites: 

I expect to spend Friday with you, either arriving by 
train from Vandalia Thursday evening or Friday morning, or 
it is possible that Apfel will drive me down Thursday evening. 

With best regards, 

Yours very truly, 

Men ee 

a



Lengenfeld Hotel, 

Centralia, Illinois, 

Aug. 21, 1929 

Mr. E. T. Apfel, 

Eakin Hotel, 

Vendalia, Illinois 

Dear Apfel: I was very glad to get yours of the 18th and to hear 

that you have moved to our former “diggings". Our truck ought to be named 

“Teddy” since it is a Rough Rider. We have to keep at least two bags of rock 

in the back end to avoid tossing things out Am gled to hear that you have 

the tripod and am sorry it took so long to got it. 

Exblaw is coming to us on Friday and I understand that he will be 

with you the day before. If so I advise against riding three in a seat in the 

truck . I am just getting over an injury to my erm due to this the last time 

he was here, 

We have good rooms here at same cost as Vandalia but they ere 

right on the railroad where I can look dow the stacks of the engines. But we 

get so tired that a trainload of lowing cattle which parked much of one night 

under my window failed to awaken me! 

If you dont get a chance to run down here some Sunday we will 

come up to Vandalia. If convenient for you may run up this coming Sunday 

although we really should work all day on Fayette County reports. My wife 

came down to visit me last Sunday being lucky to get very low excursion rates. 

With regards to Holmes, 

Sincerly,



Langenfeld Hotel, 

‘ Centralia, Illinois, 

Aug. 21, 1929 

. Central Camera Co., 

‘ Chicago, Illinois 

Gentlemen: Enelosed please find Post Office order for $3.00. 

Please send me at above address if within 10 days (otherwidee care of State 

= Geological Survey, Urbana, I1Linois,| one blue contrast filter in cell ('2 “aban ) 

1__5/16 inch diameter. This is one of the tricolor set of Wratten filters, 

A, I think but am not sure. Please return any balance in stamps. I am basing 

the order on price of $2.85 paid last year. 

Very truly yours, 

r. T. Thweites, 

Associate Geologist, 

Illinois State Geological Survey



24. R. EB. 

I trust that you will not think that I am too fussy about these matters 

but the above method has been used by me for the two past years in Wisconsin 

with the result thattrouble to me in the field is much reduced and danger of 

loss or damage to photographs is minimized. I take pride in taking only good 

picturssinsofar as light conditions will permit at the time of visit. I 

need rather prompt returns on photographs so that if some unforeseen accident 

does occur I may possibly have a chance to return and take the picture over 

again should it be an important part of the record. I will greatly appreciate 

your cooperation in helping me with this work. I blame myself for not having 

left written instructions. 

Very truly yours, 

Associate Geologist



Lengenfeldt Hotel, 

Gentralia, Illinois, 

Aug. 25, 1929 

Miss Alma, R. Eich, 

Techical Files Clerk, 

State Geological Survey, 

Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Miss Bich: Yours of yesterday with enclosures arrived this 

morning. I am sorry to say thaé your office still does not understand how to 

take care of these photographs. Two thirds of those sent are not mine but 

were taken with another camera by someone else. I am returning them so that 

you can send them to the proper person. 

Please have the photographer number every prkmé negative before the 

roll is cut apart. This can be done on the edge where it will not show in 

the prints. It can be done either with any kind of ink or with soft pencil. 

The number of the roll need not be shown but if possible the numbers should 

start with No. 1 of each roll. If, as sometimes happens, the photographer 

numbers the wrong way of the roll it still is possible to identify the prints 

in the office because the titles will fit only with numbers reversed. 

Using the numbered uegatives please identify and lable themwith the data given : 

on the identification list and then mail the prints to me in an ordinary 

envelope with cardboards cut to just fit it on both sides. Larger envelopes 

are not needed and are apt to be folded or crushed in mailing. c 

I am returning enclosed all ny prints and negatives. The latter 

were sent out contrury to instructions and some were slightly damaged in 

mailing due to improper care. Please send no more negatives as I have no 

possible use for them here. I have suggested examining one negative with a 

hand lens to see if the fuzzyness is due to moving of the tripod by wind or 

to a poor print. If the latter you might have another copy printed.



716 East Main St., 

iit. Vernon, Illinois, 

Sept. 9, 1929 

Urbena~Lincoln Hotel, 

Urbana, Illinois 

Gentlemen: Please reserve room with beth for two persons 

for this coming Sunday night, September 15. My wife is driving down from 

Madison, Wisconsin, to meet me at the Urbena-Lincoln and I do not know 

which of us will errive first. 

Very truly yours, 

F. T. Thwaites, 

Associate Geologist, 

Illinois State Geolegical Survey



A. FLESCH, Pres. ESTABLISHED 1899 

230 SOUTH WABASH AVE. 
CAMERAS, KODAKS, LENSES {WA SOUTIX WA RASH AVENE 

AND PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

: Auge23,1929. 
Mr. F.1T.Thwaites, 
Langenfield Hotel, 
Centralia,Illinois. 

DearSir: 

We thank you for your order of the 2lst, with 
remittance of $3.00. 

We are sorry to say our stock of the filters, 
such asyou order, is exhausted right now, and we are 
awaiting a supply from factory within a few days. Just 
as soon as it arrives we will make immediate delivery 
to you. 

Very truly yours, 
CENTRAL CAMERA COMPANY. 

s FI. :



716 East Main Si., 

ii. Vernon, Tlinois, 

Sept. 9, 1929 

Centrai Camera Company, 

230 South Wabash Ave., 

Ghicago, Tiiineis 

Gentlemen: in reply to yours of Aug. 23 I have not received the 

filter ordered in my letier of the 2ist. I very mucy desire to try out 

the blue filier of the tricolor set ( 6, I think) on some features which 

I want to get while I am in this part of the country, Now I leave the 

field Saturday noon and if I do not got the filter befors that it will 

not be of any uge this season. If you de not have a filter of this kind 

in al 5/16 inch cell please let me have a two inch aquare filter to try 

with the option of exchanging it after this week for one in « cell which 

i prefer. I have a holder for the square filters although I auch profer 

the other kind in the field. If you can send the filter at once please 

address me hore but AFTER SEPT. Lg iY ADDRESS Is SCIENCE HALL, MADISON, 

WISCONSIN. : 

Very truly yours, 

F. T. Thweites, 

Associate Geclogist, 

Illinois State Geological Survey



716 East Main St., 

Mt. Vernon, Illinois, 

} Sept. 8, 1929 

Mr. George E. Ekblaw, 

State Geological Survey, 

Urbana, Illinois 

Dear “yr, Ekblaw: Enclased please find reports om the roac materials 

of eastern Clinton end Marion Counties. Trust they will be satisfactory. 

I have probably been quite conservative in my estimates of utility but 

think that this is justified in view of conversations with local highway 

; superintendents. Funds seem to be so limited that purchase of crushing 

machinery by counties seems to be a long way in the future. 

Wits regard to a conference we have already visited the best 

limestone deposit in the county and found it of no value on account of 

thinness and heavy cover. Also visited another locality where there is 

nothing. Two other reports remain to be checked up after which we can only 

run roads and see if something more turns up. I doubt that you would see 

anything new if you came down but we would be glad to have you come if you 

desire to. I ordered a filter from the Central Gamera Go., Ghicago, to be 

sent care of the office but have not yet seen it. If we do not see you 

this coming week will do so at Urbana a week from Monday. 

Very truly yours, 

Associate Geologist



Langenfeld Hotel, 

Centralia, Tll., 

Sept. 3, 1929 

Mr. George E, Ekblaw, 

State Geological Survey, 

Urbana, Dlincis 

Dear Mr. Ekblaw: We finished Clinton County today after interviewing 

Mr. Goldsmith, the County Superintendent, and putting down some 10 foot holes 

on hilltops. We decided that there is no definite evidence of gravel cores in 

the hills east of the Kaskaskia. Some ravines are over 15 feet deep in these 

hills and no gravel is shown. Some natives appear to have the idea that there 

is gravel but they have evidently been mislead by washing of silttil in ravines. 

I did nd-think the county worth any more time in view of the discouraging results 

of the holes and ravines. They have been on the lookout for gravel in wells 

but have had no results casi of the river. 

When I made the suggestions with reference to changes in equipment I did 

not mean that I wanted any change made now. We can, of course, get along as 

we have been doing but I merely suggested that another season it might be worth 

while to consider our experience in outfitting other parties. 

We will probebly move to Mount Vernon on Thursday, certainly not later 

than Friday so please address us there General Delivery for the present. 

Very truly yours, 

Fr. T. T Associate Geologist



Langenfeld Hotel, 

Centralia, Illinois, 

Sept. 5, 1929 

Mr. George E. Ekblaw, 

State Geological Survey, 

Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Ekblaw: In reply to yours of the 3rd we are moving to Mt. 

Vernon tomorrow to 716 East Main St. We were over yesterday and located a good 

room in a new and modern house. 

In regard to a conference I know of nothing important unless I learn 

of something from the County Superintendent. From what I saw yesterday and along 

the border plus notes from your former survey the most we can expect is some 

thin limestone layers. We are loosing some time this morning on account of 

rain and a broken shitck ently but in any case it is almost impossible to 

finish Jefferson County before the end of next week. I will leave the 

edge of what I do squared up as well as possible. Unless you especially 

desire to come down, therefore, there does not seem any special need to come 

but if you wish to do so it will be all right. I will report at the office on 

the morning of the 16th. New address cards are being sent. 

: Very truly yours, 

Associate Geologist



—- ERs aici See pq ances 
STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 

M.M.LEIGHTON, Cuter 

305 Ceramics BUILDING 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS CAMPUS 

URBANA 

September 3, 1929 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Langenfeld Hotel : 
Centralia, Illinois 

Dear Thwaites: 

: I was glad to get your letter of September 1 
summarizing your work during August and offering sug- 
gestions for equipment. Suggestions with regard to 
equipment are especially welcome and next year we shall 
act on the experiences we gain this past summer. 

Unless you have some special reason why I should 
come before, I shall plan on spending a day with you 
some time during the second week of September. I think 
possibly either the llth or 13th might be set as tenta= 
tive dates. I should be glad to hear from you giving me 
your opinion as to whether you desire another conference 
or whether you think another conference is advisable. 

fp t= 
< 

a Geologist 
Section of Engineering Geology 

eT é



BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
AND CONSERVATION 

M.F. WALSH, CHAIRMAN 

GEOLOGY - EDSON S.BASTIN 

pa eas 
"SPRINGFIELD ENEMISTRY — WILLIAM ANOVES 

STATE OF ILLINOIS ST can ChAnLes M. THOMPSON 

STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 
M.M.LEIGHTON, CHier 

305 Ceramics BUILOING 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS CAMPUS 

URBANA : 

August 27, 1929 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Langenfeldt Hotel 
Centralia, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

I received your letter of August 25, 1929 and the 
enclosed snapshots. I am very sorry to have troubled you to : 

3 identify them but since they were not autographed or numbered, 
it was impossible to identify them accurately. Prints from two 
rolls were mailed to you yesterday, but I am sure that this will 

- be unnecessary in the future. 

I hope that this has not been too great an inconvenience 
to you, and I sincerely appreciate your kindness. 

Very truly yours, é 

Technical Files Clerk



Langenfeld Hotel, 

Gentralia, Tl., 

Sept. 1, 1929 

Miss Alme R. Eich, 

Technical Files Clerk, 

State Geologeal Survey, 

Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Miss Eich: I am returning enclosed the prints from roll No. 8 and 

wish to thank you for straighening out the matter for me. I will wish to get 

personal prints from some of these later. 

The dark shadows along the edges of some of the pictures are due to a lens 

hood of my om invention. This is fitted rather closely and sometimes gets 

put on crooked shading the edge of the picture. Light leaks make light streaks 

and spots on the prints. We are gettingmuch better resulis from Duncan than 

Byrne gets from the photographer here and he uses the same methods and materials 

that I do. 

Very truly yours, 

i a Associate Geologist



BOARD ONO CONSERVATION > 

STATE OF Lunes ee 
STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 

M.M.LEIGHTON, Cuter 

URBANA 

August 29, 1929 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Langenfeldt Hotel : 
Centralia, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

Enclosed are prints of roll No. 8. Please notice 
that light has been let in on the left side of numbers 1855, 
1856, 1859, and 1860. These were the first four pictures 
of the roll. Possibly there is a fault in your kodak as 
the same shading shows in the negatives. 

Very truly yours, E 

Technical Files Clerk 

P. S. Mr. Duncan says that print No. 1831 is stained because of a 
defect in the film and this shading cannot be cleared. 

Are



Aug. 4, 1929 
Dear Thwaites: 

Expected to drive down your 
way today, but had too much to 
do in the way of office work 
as it has not rained enough for 
us to keep entirely up to date. 

Ekblaw expects to be here - 
on Tuesday, with Brown on Wed- 
nesday, and I am hoping that 
we can see you with him later 

in the week. Let us know where 
you live, how long you expect 
to be there, and what kind of 
a place it is to stay in. We 
may be coming down that way in 
ten days or so, to work our 
part of Fayette county. 

Regards from Holmes and me 
to both you and Byrne. 

Earl T. Apfel, 
2020 N. Walnut, 
Shelbyville, Ill. 

No phone in our house, but a 
wire will reach us--sometime.
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BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

AND CONSERVATION 

M.F. WALSH, CHAIRMAN 

GEOLOGY — EDSON S. BASTIN DEPARTMENT OF Siotocy = WitLiaM TRELEASE 
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30S CERAMICS BuILOING 

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS CAMPUS 

URBANA 

August 24, 1929 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Langenfeld Hotel 
Centralia, Illinois : 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

I am enclosing prints from rolls Nos. 3, 4, 
and 5 and title and explanatory sheets. Will you 
‘kindly identify the prints, mark the identification 
on the back, and then return to me so that I can 
index and file the negatives and prints as soon as 
possible. 

I shall sincerely appreciate your attention 
in this matter. 

Very truly yours, E 

Technical Files Clerk



Eakin Hotel, 
Vandalia, Ill., 
August 23, 1929. 

Dear Thwaites: 

It will be convenient for us if you wish to, and can, run 

up this coming Sunday. It will be less of a trip with your car 

than with ours which is still on reduced speed because of its : 

recent advent, otherwise, I should like very much to drive down 

to Centralia. We may do that later, however. 

Ekblaw was with us yesterday. We rode three in the seat, and 

as he was in the middle, and the day was one of real summer temp- 

erature, I think the starch was out of his collar somewhat before 

we let him get off in town at about 5:20. We hdd a good day, and 

enjoyed his visit. I suppose today will be the same kind of day 

for him with you. 

We are comfortable at this hotel, and the trains are near 

enough to satisfy any curiosity we might have.as to what is down 

their stacks without our being able to look in them. 

You were fortunate in having your wife with you even for a 

short visit. They do not seem to run excursions from Syracuse 

that my wife is interested in, especially with the baby. 

We will be in town Sunday, and expect you up, though that 

of course places you under no obligation to us in your plans. But 

we will be glad to gee you. 

: Sincerely, 

oer App —
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URBANA 

August 22, 1929 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Langenfeld Hotel 
Centralia, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

In the absence of Miss Nyberg, who is on her 
vacation, I am replying to your letter of August 21, 

Under separate cover, I am sending you 
the desired amount of typewriter paper and notebook 
paper. I am sorry that the notebook paper with the 
index plat has not yet come from the printer's, but 
I am sending the plain in its stead, trusting that 
it will help out until the other comes, at which 
time I shall send you some, 

We have noted the correct spelling of 
your hotel and hope that no mail has gone astray 
because of any errors we might have made in writing 
it before this. 

Precaution will be taken with your films 
when they are sent in and I believe you will need 
have no worry for them in the future. 

Very sincerely, 

Secretary
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2 ILLINOIS STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

- SUGGESTIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS TO NEW MEN UNDERTAKING 

: DETAILED QUADRANGLE STUDIES 

I. Introduction 

Reconnaissant studies have been essentially completed in Illinois 

and the geologic studies of quadrangles in which we are now seriously 

engaged, are a part of the Survey's effort to search the State for the 

detailed information now demanded by the specialized industries of 

our complex civilization, 

It has been our experience in carrying on this part of the Sur- 

vey4s program that new men feel unfamiliar with the aims and adminis— 

trative procedure of the Survey, as well as the geological problems 

which are now claiming the Survey's attention. The State auspices of 

the Survey require a careful accounting of all expenditures and use 

of equipment, and the activities of the Survey require a complete file 

of information and a systematic procedure in obtaining and preparing 

' the data for the files and for publication. 

It is believed that this memorandum will answer some of the 

questions raised by the above requirements, will economize time and 

effort expended in compliance with them, will produce a more complete 

and comprehensive report and geologic map of each quadrangle studied, 

will permit the Survey to render better service in giving information 

to the industries, and will advance the solution of our state-wide 

geologic problems, It has been most gratifying to note the splendid 

manner in which new appointees have endeavored to fit into the routine
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of the Survey, have very generally made themselves a part of the 

Survey family, have applied. their own technical training and initiative 

to the geologic problems they face, and have endeavored to look at 

their problems from a practical as well as purely scientific point of 

view. 

The Survey acknowledges this cooperative attitude and invites 

suggestions toward perfecting the plan which is herein outlined for 

our quadrangle studies... 

II.. Preparation for the Field 

Securing Equipment and Supplies 

All equipment and supplies are to be secured from the Chief Clerk. 

These include cars, instruments, carrying bags, notebooks, maps, 

cameras, sacks for samples, expense books and blanks, office supplies, 

et ceteras 

Expense records - You will also obtain from the Chief Clerk in- 

formation as to what sort of automobile and personal expense records 

are to be kept. Three weeks should be allowed for reimbursement after 

: submitting expense accounts. 

Maps - For most part of the State Photolithographic copies of 

topographic maps on the scale of 1:48,000 are generally satisfactory. 

If larger scaled maps are desired, enlargements will be made, upon 

request to the Chief Clerk. 

Several copies of the map of an area are usually needed: one for 

the field, a second for a headquarters map upon which will be recorded 

the progress of mapping from day to day, a third for a headquarters 

map showing daily traverse and position of reference points,and a 

fourth to be reserved for an error map showing corrections of topog—
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raphy and culture. Please notify the Chief Clerk in advance regarding 

how many maps you want mounted and how you want them cut to fold. 

The working map may be dissected and mounted on cloth to be car— 

ried in the hand or bag, or mounted on notebook paper tobe carried 

in the notebook, as preferred. If a 1:48,000 map is used, a quarter 

township will go conveniently on a page; if a 1:62,500, one-half 

township. 

Before going to the field be sure that the Survey's system of 

enumeration for each township in a county is put on the maps in order 

that locations may be given according to the Survey's method (p.6). 

This is necessary in order that data in notebooks of various geolo— 

gists may be located according to a uniform system and reference to 

them may be facilitated. 

Notebooks — The Survey prefers loose-leaf notebooks, which it 

provides at your summer headquarters. You should also use a large 

binder of the same type, so that you may keep the larger part of 

your notes at headquarters and not carry them about the field. 

Preliminary gathering of data at the Survey Office 

The Survey usually possesses a certain amount of information, 

partly published and partly unpublished, about each quadrangle and 

this should be obtained before the party goes to the field. You may 

wish to take a small selected library with you to the field. If so, 

secure from the Chief Clerk a small carrier for the protection of the 

volumes. Consult the index in the Survey's List of Publications for 

published material, and obtain fromthe Technical Files Clerk un- 

published data, such as well logs, mine notes, and portions of manu- 

scripts, and publications which are out of print, such as the Worthen 

reports, of which excerpts are available. Confer with the Chief or
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section heads regarding previous work which has been done in‘and ad- 

jacent to the area. 

III. Field Work 
General Information 

Headquarters ~ It is generally advisable in quadrangle work to 

make field headquarters at a private house rather than at a hotel. 

In small towns, however, a hotel may provide the most satisfactory 

headquarters and may not be more expensive than a good room in a large 

town. It is generally possible to obtain quarters at $20 per month 

or less. Headquarters should be close to the area of mapping. 

Relations to the public - It is to the advantage of the Survey 

to have warm friends in the area where field work has been done. It 

is important that inquiries in regard to your work be answered court— 

eously and to the satisfaction of the inquirer. Contact should be 

made with mine operators, clay workers, quarrymen, drillers, etc., 

residing in the area or operating some deposit in the area. Usually 

local information of much value can be secured from such contacts and 

particularly in respect to the economic resources, 

Contact with Survey office - All field parties are expected to 

maintain close contact with the Survey office. Tentative field 

addresses for the receipt of telegrams should be handed the Chiéf 

Clerk before departure for the field, and complete residence, mail 

and telephone addresses should be forwarded to the office as soon as 

headquarters are establishede 

Holidays, Leaves of Absence, etc. —~ You may follow your own pre-— 

ference in observing legal holidays, but the Survey must be informed 

of any change of address to facilitate the transmission of important 

communications. Leaves of absence from regular work should, of course,
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be arranged for ant any illness reported. Saturday afternoons are 

not regarded as holidays in the field and work on Sundays is not ore 

dinarily favoreds 

Monthly reports — Forms for monthly service reports should be 

obtained from the office, filled out and mailed to the Chief promptly 

after the close of each month. These constitute the Survey's record 

of employment and the amount of time to be charged against the project, 

The report blank contains a diagram on which the progress of mapping 

may be indicated. The area mapped during the previous month should be 

hachured in pencil, the current month in ink. 

Automobiles - All Survey cars should have the Survey name painted 

on them according to the form provided by the Chief Clerk. If, for 

any reason, this is not done before going to the field, it should be 

done as soon as possible after reaching the field. It identifies the 

Survey organization in the area, is a protection to the car and the 

equipment, and usually affords admission to property without question. 

Repairs should be made promptly, and attention should be given to 

the appearance and effective operation of the car. Water in the bat- 

tery, air in the tires, grease in the differential, transmission, and 

bearings, and tightening of loose bolts are matters that should have 

watchful attention. The cost records which you are requested to keep 

are very important. In most instances private garages are found to be 

more convenient and economical than public garages. 

Accidents must be reported immediately to the Chief. Claims for 

damages should be referred to the Chief, and full explanations pro— 

vided him. 

The use of private automobiles on the mileage basis may be granted 

by special arrangement if a Survey car is not available.
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Information to the Press = ft is desirable that the local news+ 

papers be given two or three news items regarding the work during the 

field season.. Experience suggests that such items be prepared in 

writing by the geologist in charge and that they contain information 

of interest to the community without committing the Survey to any 

statement of policy. Clippings or copy of items should be sent to the 

offices. 

Confidential Information —- It is very important that all egonomic 

information should be transmitted in writing, across the Chief's desk.. 

Premature information on structures favorable for oil accumulation 

and other economic data should be avoided. 

The Survey annually receives official detailed production data 

for all mineral products in the State, and hence you need not seek 

such information, No production figures are to be quoted unless they 

are totals for more than two operators. 

Occasionally citizens possess geologic information, such as well 

logs, which they wish kept confidential The Survey strictly honors 

their requests. 

Taking Notes - Needless to say but important nevertheless, the 

prime requisites are that notes should be legible and that they 

should be complete in regard to all pertinent data. As a recorder of 

scientific information you should not attempt to "carry information 

in your head"... A note in the notebook is worth two in the fog of 

one's memory. 

Abbreviations — It should be borne in mind that the field notes 

will be probably consulted by persons other than the author, and 

therefore only common abbreviations should be used. A list of such 

abbreviations is herewith appended,
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The Survey's Method of Locating Points - For locating points in 

notebook descriptions the Survey uses a coordinate system in which the 

townships of a county are numbered systematically according to the 

basic numbers in the Survey files. Assuming a location in Champaign 

County, Township number 8, and section number 9, the index number to 

the section would be 0809, Locations in sections are made by coord- 

inates of 1/64 of a section, each side of a section being divided into 

eight units. In other words, each forty acre-tract of a standard 

section is divided into four squares of ten acres each; these units 

are numbered and lettered as shown in figure 1; the location of point 

A would be given as 0809.7b; Point B, 0809.3h, It will be observed 

that the intercepts are read first on the x axis, using numerals, then 

on the | To ; 

Se fet Ee 
Bea ; Sete 4 
aes t Andex Ne. Lat 

Figure 1 
vertical or y axis, using letters. 

It is emphasized that the reference numbers do not indicate exact 

positionse Outcrops are tobe located precisely on the map and the 

index numbers are to be regarded as of assistance in identifying these 

points on the map. The notes should contain, in addition to the index 

number, additional information by which the outcrop will be more pre- 

cisely located, as for example: so many feet from a school house or 

bridge or fork of two streams, et cetera. 

The Survey provides notebook paper with location chart and blank 

form at the bottom of the page for giving the location (See Fig. 1). 

This permits only those notes on a page that pertain to a given section,
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and requires that each note be preceded in the margin by the appro- 

priate decimal index number. 

Listing of Problems and Questions - It is desirable that you 

make a list of the active problems and questions that arise during 

the course of your work, and that you add to this list any information 

that contributes to their solution of these problems and any reference 

to notes that concern them. These problems should be all cleared as 

far as possible by field work before the end of the season. 

g Stratigraphy 

Mapping —- Most geologists prefer to spend at least one day in a 

rapid reconnaissance of the territory with an idea of learning some— 

thing about the roads, the general "lay" of the land, the number and 

general character of outcrops, et cetera. It will then be possible 

to plan a systematic mapping. It is important that so far as possible 

mapping be advanced systematically and in compact areas so that there 

will be no tag ends and isolated unmapped areas to be finished up at 

the end of the season. 

Because of the general mantle of Quaternary materials in the 

State, outcrop maps should be made for most quadrangles. However, 

there are areas in the Ozarks of southern Illinois, in northwestern 

Illinois, and elsewhere where the outcrops are so numerous that 

mapping the limits of the outcrops is not necessary. 

The boundaries of outcrops and of geologic formations are tobe 

drawn in the field. You should also place on the map as much detail 

as possible with a view of making it increasingly serviceable as the 

study progresses and also of having as large a mass of data as pos— 

sible for preparing the final map.
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It should be kept in mind that engravers require boundaries for 

guidance even where lines of contact are not definitely established 

and are not to be shown on the engraved map. 

The headquarters copy of the field map should be kept up-to-date 

and available for inspection at any time. If there are not enough 

rainy days on which this work can be done, take a half-day off when 

necessary to bring it up-to-date. 

Description of stratigraphic sections - The most important sort 

of observation and the one having the greatest permanent value is the 

detailed description of a stratigraphic section. Stratigraphic sec-— 

tions are best described by a sketch showing the relationships from 

the grass roots downward, Graphic notations greatly enhance a simple 

list of beds eventhough the important portion of the section makes 

up but a small part of the whole interval represented inthe sketch. . 

Every stratigraphic section should be accompanied by notations 

in regard to the estimated or otherwise determined altitude of sone 

definite horizon marker in the observed section. These notations 

should be made systematically. 

Lateral variations in stratigraphy from place to place, involv- 

ing unconformities, correlations, and lithologic changes, may be 

matters of observation or of interpretation. Your attack on problems 

involving these points should not be postponed until "some more 

convenient time", certainly not until the report is written. The 

section should be carefully described on the ground. 

The degree of excellence of the record of a stratigraphic sec~ 

tion usually determines the character of the final report and the 

value of the contribution to the Survey's fund of information. It is 

important, therefore, that the notations and diagrams be complete
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and easily interpreted. 

Compiling a standard columnar section — There should be a deter-— 

mined effort to obtain a standard columnar section of the outcropping 

rocks of the area. When this is finally accomplished, the various 

sections used in its compilation should be designated in the notes. 

Until the standard section is compiled, each section observed should 

be measured in detail, After it 4s compiled and the general succes— 

sion is known, sections can be described by reference to the standard 

section to a great extent, although any differences should be care— 

fully noted and particularly excellent sections should be adequately 

described. 

Important graphic sections as, for example, sections used in the 

compilation of the columnar section or sections in which unusual or 

critical stratigraphic successions are exposed or which includes beds 

of economic importance, should be inked in, and colored if desired. 

Description of sedimentary rocks - It is recommended that in de- 

scribing sedimentary rocks, the Survey's schedule, proposed by L. E. 

Workman should be followed in general. Copies of this can be obtained 

by applying to the Chief Clerk. It is also recommended that reference 

be made to "Schedule for Field Description of Sedimentary Rocks", 

prepared by the Sedimentation Committee of the National Research 

Council as a guide for describing sedimentary rocks. 

Physiographic Studies 

Your report should contain an adequate treatment of the physio— 

graphic features of the area. This is an important phase of the 

assignment not to be overlooked. If possible, a map showing the top-— 

ography of the bedrock and its relations to the present surface should 

be made for quadrangles in which drift covers the rock,.
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Collections 

Fossil Collections - Each man should number his fossil collec-— 

tions by consecutive stations, irrespective of the limits of the 

area he is studying. This means that the collections made by one man 

will be numbered consecutively, possibly through a series of years. 

In addition to its individuad,.collection number, each station should 

be. designated by its location index number. Such collections should 

be duly referred to in the notes. It is suggested that those who 

are unaccustomed to making systematic fossil collections should con- 

sult with the Survey's paleontologist, Dr. J. Marvin Weller. CGol- 

lections of all kinds are the property of the Survey unless official— 

ly released. 

Discovery of localities where good collections of animal and 

plant fossils and coal balls may be made should be noted and, at the 

close of the season, forwarded to Drs. Weller and Nod. 

Rock collections for examination and analysis —- These shouldbe 

labeled with station and index number as it appears in the notebook 

and on the map. Collections should not ordinarily be made for 

analysis that will involve considerable expense unless the matter has 

been taken up with the Chief. Notes should contain a careful descrip— 

tion of the bedrock samples collected and a statement of the purpose 

for which they were collected. 

Logs of drill—holes and shafts, and diamond-drill cores — Logs 

of as many reliable drill—holes as possible should be collected; 

these should be copied from written records if possible, but oral 

records may be satisfactory. Each well or shaft shouldbe carefully 

recorded and the elevation of the surface should be determined. The 

care to be used in determining locations and altitudes depends upon
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a number of considerations, as will be pointed out in another place, 

and if careful leveling is required, prepare for Mr. G...F. Moulton, 

Geologist in charge of Oil and Gas Section, a memorandum indicating 

the localities at which such levels are desired, 

If diamond-drill cores are available, or if splits may be made 

so that the Survey can share in the core, or if core drilling is 

going on in the area or will soon be undertaken, collection boxes 

may be obtained by writing the office. If there is any question about 

the advisability of collecting cores, please communicate with the 

Chief.. The Survey will pay freight charges... Express charges are 

usually too high, unless the shipment is very urgent. 

If deep-well drilling is in process in the area, Mr. L.-E. 

Workman, who looks after subsurface data, should be notified, and an 

attempt should be made to have the driller save well cuttings, as 

prescribed after conference with Mr. Workman, and keep a written 

record. . The Survey supplies sample sacks and well-log books free of 

charge and will pay express onthe cuttings. . 

Corrections 4n the Topographic Maps 

Although every effort has been made to have the topographic maps 

accurate, it occasionally happens that small areas in a quadrangle 

are not correctly mapped. This is not always the fault of the topo- 

graphers, because the detailed traverse necessary to obtain requisite 

data, especially in wooded tracts, would increase the cost of mapping 

beyond the allotment, Where such errors are discovered, and are not 

too numerous or concern too large areas, the following procedure 

should be followed. 

1.. Sketch the topography correctly and indicate the geologic 

data onthe sketch. These sketches will be included as corrections
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on the contour map published with your report. 

2. Indicate on a special field map that you have for this 

purpose the areas in which the topographic errors occur and note the 

character of the error. This map should be submitted to the Chief 

at the end of the season for copying and forwarding to the U. S. 

Geological Survey, 

3. If the engraved map of the quadrangle has not been published, 

notification and information concerning the errors should be sent to 

the Chief as soon as possible, in order that the areas can be cor— 

rectly remapped before the engraved map is printed. 

If the errors are numerous and concern large areas, the Chief 

should be notified, in order that steps can be taken for a topograph— 

ic party to revise the map. 

Corrections or revisions in the mapping of culture, such as 

roads, town limits, houses, subdivisions, etc., and of drainage can 

be usually made without much difficulty, but they should be noted 

and included on the corrected map. 

Photographs 

An adequate list of photographs of discreetly chosen subjects 

should be available for the report. Photographs of both geologic and 

scenic features should be taken; the Survey is especially short on 

scenic photographs. Please send your films to the office to be de— 

veloped and printed and accompany them with your instructionse The 

plan of postponing the taking of all photographs until the close of 

the field season is not usually wise, on account of the weather 

hazard. 

Progress Reports and Field Conferences 

Progress reports — Progress reports should be sent to the
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Ghaéf at frequent intervals, not oftener than weekly nor more seldom 

than monthly. 

Field Conferences — During the field season, new quadrangle 

geologists should plan for field conferences on (1) bedrock strati- 

graphy and coals;- (2) Quaternary stratigraphy and Physiography; and 

(3) economic geology of non-fuel products. . Usually, Dr. G H. Cady 

should be called upon for (1); Dr. M. M. Leighton for (2); and Mr. 

J. E. Lamar for (3), Accounts of such conferences should be sent to 

the Chie<, - 

Conferences with men who are working adjacent or near-by areas 

are encouraged. 

Examination of Type Sections —- If in the course of the field 

work, it appears desirable to visit type sections, located within t he 

State or immediately adjacent to the State, this may be done provided 

the Chief is notified a few days in advance. Such inspections are 

encouraged for the sake of the valuable background that they afford. 

Tavel outside the State, other than just across the line, requires 

special permission. 

Economic Geology 

The term economic geology is used here in the broad sense to 

include data on the possible economic mineral products or deposits 

of the area and data which may have a bearing on engineering projects 

now being undertaken or soon to be undertaken in the area. . 

Coal - If coal beds are present in the area, consult with Dr. 

G. H. Cady regarding those features which should be included in an 

eeceinke report of them and the advisability of sampling them for 

analysis. It may be that the Survey already possesses adequate chem 

ical data. -
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Petroleum Resources — Data pertaining to petroleum resources 

should also be gathered. For the purpose of reaching conclusions re— 

garding possible occurrence of favorable structures, it is desirable 

to determine the structure with a considerable degree of precision. 

Locations and elevations should be obtained for as many points as 

possible, especially outcrops whose stratigraphic position is recog— 

nizable and wells, whether drilled for water, for oil, or for coal 

exvloration, which penetrate pre-Pleistocene rocks and for which logs 

can be obtained. Incase of regions where there are many outcrops 

it is not desirable to run elevations on an excessive number of points 

in one area, and judgment should be exercised in choosing points as 

well distributed as possible for running levels and for affording 

control on a structure contour map. 

First the hand-level or barometer should be used for vertical 

control and traverses should be paced between points shown on the 

topographic maps for horizontal control. Then, if a structure favor-— 

able for oil is indicated, the planetable and alidade should be em- 

ployed as a more refined method to check and amplify the less accur-— 

ate determination of structure, The latter will be performed under 

the direction of Mr. G. F. Moulton, in charge of oil and gas studies, 

who should be notified as soon as practicable. He should be provided 

with a list of all points, adequately described, whose elevations 

are to be determined by planetable and alidade. Where structural 

datum points are relatively closely spaced, as in wells, outcrops, «: 

quarries, mines etc., say 25 or more to the square mile, it is de- 

sirable that a special map be prepared by the use of planetable and 

alidade on a scale of 2,000 feet to the inch or larger. 

For purposes of filing, planetable sheets should be properly
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labeled as to location (township, range, county), scale of map, names 

of instrument man and rodman, date of field work, and number of tra- 

verse notebook. Township and county boundaries should be indicated. 

Features like roads, streams, etc., that will aid in the future loca-— 

tion of datum points in the field should be sketched in on the map. 

In the remarks column in the notes, a description of bench marks such 

as culvert, floor or bridge, step of building, ledge of rock, etc., 

should be given wherever convenient. Cross reference between notes 

and maps should be made. In the case of datum points on rock strata, 

a clear and unmistakeable description of points used should be given 

in the geological field notes so that someone will be able to return 

later and find the points whose elevation has been determined. 

When logs are collected, locations of the wells should also be 

included and elevations should be run. In areas where coal has been 

mined, detailed structure of the coal may be obtained for mines in 

which levels have been run. In planning underground work to obtain 

stratigraphic and economic information, it would be desirable to make 

observations on dips and faults at the same time with a view to making 

structure contour maps. In the case of mines for which levels have 

not been run, reliable information concerning the dips of the coal 

stratum in the mined area can usually be obtained from the mine super-— 

intendent or engineer, whose knowledge is based on the behavior of the 

coal cars and on the drainage of the mine. For the purpose of making 

a structure contour map of the mined area, these estimated grades 

should be entered on a copy of the mine map when they are received. 

Non-Fuel Products — The Survey has a special section devoted to 

the investigation of non-fuel products of the State. Inthe geologic 

mapping of quadrangles and the preparation of reports, these mineral
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products often do not receive full justice. There are five equally 

important principal points of interest, bearing on the value of a 

non-metallic mineral deposit, which are only partially outlined as 

followss 

A mineral deposit is not valuable unless it can be profitably 

worked. If a deposit is to be profitably worked it is necessary that 

the overburden can be easily and cheaply removed, or that the deposit 

be suited to mining. The deposit should also be so located as to be 

free from flooding by streams and should not interfere with town 

property. 

In considering a deposit which is to be developed for local con- 

sumption only, it is not generally necessary to consider transporta= 

tion facilities. These are supplied dy wagons and trucks. A deposit 

which is to be worked for wider distribution, however, should gener— 

ally be located within half a mile of a railroad. The country inter- 

vening between the deposit and the railroad should be sufficiently 

level to permit the building of a spur at a reasonable coste 

If it seems that there is a market for the product, and that it 

can be obtained economically, a thorough sampling is desirable. 

Samples should be representative of the deposit. If there be several 

kinds of material in the same deposit, take a sample of each kind. 

Samples should include within the sample sack a container bearing a 

label giving by township, range, and section the location of the site 

from which the sample was taken and indicating for what the sample is 

to be tested and what proportion of the general exposure it represents. 

This information is of interest to the man who tests the sample and 

is highly desirable in preventing the loss or misidentification of 

a sample. In every case the sample should be of fresh, unweathered,
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unmodified material. Weathered samples, particularly of shales and 

clays, are likely to be misleading. If there will be a number of 

bulky samples, it is advisable to let them accumulate and make a lot 

shipment by freight; small samples may be shipped by express. 

It is desirable to estimate carefully the amount of material 

available in a deposit. The reserve offered by a particular area is 

avery important point involved in its commercial development. Esti- 

mates on reserves should indicate the amount and character of the 

overburden as well as the amount of mineral available. 

Although a determination of potential markets is not specifically 

within the province of a geologist, any data indicating what may be 

done with the mineral after it is quarried or mined, what is the like- 

lihood of ready sale, and what price may be expected, are very valua- 

ble adjuncts to a report on a given site and its possibilities. 

Limestone — Outcrops of limestone less than five feet thick are 

not generally quarriable except for supplying local demands. About 

one foot of overburden can be removed to secure one foot of stone 

and still leave a profit from qugrrying operations. Samples are of 

two sorts, namely those for physical analysis and those for chemical 

analysis. The taking of either should be done only after consultation 

with Mr. Lamar. 

Sand and Gravel - A sand and gravel sample should weigh about 

fifty pounds. It may be taken by digging a trench down the face of 

the deposit to expose fresh gravel and obtaining an equal amount from 

each point of the entire trench. The sample should be collected on a 

piece of canvas at the base of the cut, and then quartered down to 

the requisite fifty-pound sample. About half a foot of overburden 

can be economically removed for one foot of sand and gravel.
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Molding Sand —- Molding sand may be sampled inthe same way as 

sand and gravel. The amount of overburden which can be removed eco- 

nomically is about the same as for sand and gravel. In describing 

potential molding sand deposits, note the size and shape of grain and 

the approximate amount of clay present. Calciumcarbonate is gener-— 

ally to be. avoided in molding sand. 

Clay - Little can be told from a field examination of a clay or 

shale deposit. Laboratory and burning tests of clays and shales are 

expensive; consequently only those deposits which show good promise 

should be sampled for analysis. It is suggested that sampling of 

Clay deposits be left until after the field conference with Mr. Lamar. 

Clay containing calcium carbonate, marcasite, pyrite, or considerable 

amounts of organic material is not generally valuable. About one foot 

of overburden can profitably be removed for one foot of good clay. ; 

If the overburden is heavy it may be feasible to mine the clay. Con- 

siderations of mining possibilities should include the character of 

the roof, the thickness of the clay, and inclination and configuration 

of the bed. 

Qcher — Ocher is clay impregnated with red, brown, or yellow iron 

oxide. It should be free from grit or sand which may necessitate 

washing before the product is marketable. Ocher deposits less than 

two feet thick are probably not of commercial importance. Deposits 

may be either mined or quarried. About three feet of overburden can 

be removed for one foot of ocher. 

Building Stone — Granular limestones, colored limestones, or 

limestones with irregular stylolitic or clay veinings are of consid— 

erable interest for interior decoration purposes. The stone should be 

free from incipient fractures and should be in beds at least three
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feet thick, About two feet of overburden can be removed for one foot 

of stone.. Truck haulage to railroads is possible if the haul is not 

too long and roads are good. Stone in beds of even and uniform tex- 

ture may also be valuable for exterior construction purposes. 

Cement Materials - Associated beds of limestone and shale con- 

taining less than four per cent of magnesium carbonate are potentially 

of value as cement materials. The material should exist in the ratio 

of about one foot of shale to three feet of limestone... 

Visiting non-metallic industries 

If your quadrangle possesses non-metallic industries in operation 

a great deal can be learned about the potential value of the non- 

metallic deposits by visiting and becoming thoroughly acquainted with 

the industries. In general you will be well received, particularly 

if you make clear your desire to learn about the industry... It is sug 

gested that you first introduce yourself to the official in charge, 

who will likely save you time and put you in touch with the intelli- 

gence behind the operation. The geology of the quarry or mine ex- 

posure should be studied thoroughly. Often one sizable quarry will 

reveal data not seen in the outcrops of your quadrangle. Descriptions 

of the plant and its operation are to be written at the plant, and 

then submitted to someone who will be able to perfect it. This will 

save time later and make your work more exact. 

: Concluding the field work 

Before concluding the field work, the mapping should tie in 

with adjacent maps or you should be prepared to justify your points 

of difference. In case the points of difference are equivocal, the 

new map should be made to agree with the old, but a statement should
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be given the Chief. 

Advance notice of your intention to return to the office should 

be given the Chief in order that conferences may be arranged for. 

Before leaving the office after the season, copies of all new logs 

should be left with the Technical Files Clerk, arrangements should 

be completed with the Chief regarding identification of fossils and 

analyses of laboratory samples, a copy of the geologic map should be 

made and submitted to the Chief, and an outline of your report 

prepared for the Chief's acceptance, after discussing with your field 

conferees those parts of it in which they would be interested. 

Writing the Report 

Before undertaking the writing of the report, please obtain 

from the Chief Clerk, a copy of "Instructions and suggestions for 

writing quadrangle reports", 

M. M. Leighton 

Chief
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LIST OF THOSE ALRWADY SENT 

INQUIRY, 1932 

Alden, W. ©., Us 8. survey D. Gs 
Allen, Vietst Ts, #21 0. rand Bivas, st. Louis, itesourt 

1, Berl t3- University, “reunion New York 
a, We i, Clark University, ‘Worcester, ee -" 

Bisskeulder, Kiiet, Stanford Wateeraity, Peis Alto, California 
) im 4. tone. - ° oy : 

event, lic Ea Sac Genttclenk Survey Toronto, Canada 
5 Gapps, Stephon KR Ue Ss Survey } Db. ¢. 

Garman, J. Ernest, Ohie eease taivovetin’ lemurs onls 
Chadwick, (0. H,, Gatektii, New York “3 

Gondra, ¢. Be, University of Nebraska, Lineg in Netraske 
orreey> evans B. (Prof.) 6 Beacon Street, , Mass. 

t Foster, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut 
rrp, Fe Mey Augustana ee Rock Island 

St eri. deena ie iti, 1m ine 
Johnston, We As, on dig ye of Mines, Canadian beological Survey, Ottawa 
Kay, ¢. ¥,, Univer sity of Tow, Towa City, Towa 
Kindle, E.'M., Vic Memorial Museum, Ottawa, Canada 
Lane, Litrea é. a cen anery 9 gna - 
Levere Prank * ers. Avenue Arbor chigan 
Lougee, Rh. 3., Dartmouth Settles, ‘Mesneae "New Hampshire 

lintock, Paul, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 
Melott, Clyde A., University of Indiana, Slowsingvon, Indiana 

Seuntee, Jenn "Dest. of Gookogy, Herverd Universi ph Me. * Yor : 89 
Perkins, Edward H., Colby College, Waterville, males . 
Petty, 3+ Jey University of South’Carolina, OSlmbia, 8.0. 
Reeds, Chester A., American Museum of Natural pone Mero York Gity 
Rothrock, EK. P,, State Geologist, Vermillion, South 
Sardeson, F. P., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Bayles, Robert fi,, Chestmt Hill, 265 Hamond Street, Massachusetts 

2, Walter, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas 

cnippen as ba. weskbnatten Guivareity, ber lindas wlaaeee 
sinpomm, HB, University of North bikots, Grand Forlte,N.D. 

faylor, F. B ‘the boccing, lames Pee tokens tesieen 
Theis "6. Va, University of Cineimetd, “Feasheatd, ohio 
Thwaites, F. f., Wisconsin Natural History Survey, Madison, Wisconsin 

ag dh lig Neg hy Ames des te a 
vextrerth esky Wauhingten University, St. Louis, Kisseurt 
Westgate, Lewis G., Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware, Ohio 
Whitnall, Nareld 0., Hemilton, New York



July 22, 193 

ee te 
Urbana, TLlinois ; 

Dear Dr. Leighton: 

In roply to yours of July 15 the fh@ld season of 1930 was spent on 

your survey and I progume thet Dr. Ekblaw will furnish the sumuary of that work. 

- fm Wisconsin I had Me. L. R. Wilson of the Biology Departmont work on 

the Two Greeks Forest Bod for his masters thesis. Mo has completed a report for 

: publgcation in the ransestions of the Wavonsin Academy and now plens to con- 

; time the work for his doctors thesis. He found that the Forest Bod 

_has a vory imnature soil profile with practically no leashing. ‘he trocs 

" dnelude spruce, jackpine, birch, ond others, ell but the first found as pollen. 

Fungi, mites, bect%o excavations, lichens, mosses (19 speoios), and mollusks 

( 7 species) make up the vost of the Lists The history of this life checks _ 

verywell, the geological evidence. “he forest suffered poor growing conditions 

f60 tha Lenk 80 youre of Sie Lise teh tne Green wore W142) stenting Af tet 

alive when the Late Wisconsin ice overwhelmed them, New exposures of the Bod 

: were thaberarik <hken dpe tia abferk of phankes eee big Hemeae aa 

ir, Kerl 8. Kurtonacker wrote his bachelor thesis on the oublet of 

Glacial Lake Oshkosh. He gould find no evidonse of tilting of the beaches 

= of either the early or later pahse of this Lake, 

= Mir. E. E. Wilson tabulated the sereen analyses made by the Wisconsin 

road material survey dividing them as to origin of deposit and type of rock 

_ whieh predominates in the deposit, The results were not os striking os 

I had hoped for but I think that the origin of deposit has probably not, 

always beon determined correctly. ie 

: ly personal observations were limited to trips vith these and other =. 

oe students and wore therefore very slight. = ee |



rs ile Me Loighton, “niet, : 
Birao Ceniogiech vey 
Urbana, 2. . If absont can be given to Dr. Ekblaw 

Moor boy Leightons é 
ae Z wes sorry uot to bo able to join you in the opening of tho 
nov leboretories but it was quite impossible to got away now, 

\ X em now busy writing my now taxt of glacial goology, This 
will bo illustrated with block diagrans and Line drawings to save oxponse, J 

: ‘ dabend to have 4% done by tho photographic mimoograph proceat. 

oS Ta this connection Iwas wondering if anyone had over made any. 
= mep showing the éistribution of locas 4n this country. 2 se I heave never seon 

one, If you know of such a mop vould be grostly plonged to lear of ite 

You will not rosognize the nov text as having beun writen : 
= ty tho seme person as the old one you have. “iscussion of tho soveral drifts 

will follow modern ideas as expressed by Dr. Kay end you. Attention will bo given 
2 See Se Sime Eine. ae forces $8 le oeeney Wy Tite Se epatin ot Se 
fee shoot. I have evolved theotiies to explain this and criteria for iis 
recognition, I would like to gob the ideas of obhersa on some of those subjects 
before getting then in prixt tub the manuscript is so Large thab 2 simply 

: cent ask enyone cise to road over eyon portions of tty : 

Last sumer I managed to got in two weoks field work on 
gleaial geology in Wisconsins Probably the present well known condition of 
paar Iwas wondering if there is amy chance 
for work on your t 

® 

2 I promised the sponsors of tho Gross Section of tho Gaabral 
United States which was prepared for the Fifgth Amusl, Field Gonforonce of the 
Kongas Geological Soaiety that I would call your attention to the fact that they 
heve extra copigs still available. None wors distribuies free and although I 
Was ono of tho eoutrSbutors I had tg purehase @ copy. Tho section just touches 
the northyvestern tip of "opies may bo prosured from the Kansas Geological 
Soeiety, Yaion Netionel Bank Wichita, Kensas for 95.00 

Hod you hoard of the arrival of Thomen Surville Tuwaites ab 

Teak ite tah colt ts aaah bs ee arta ta an adn A cae | = He ne ued gpe and apd eam: "enor than go aloape AHA Win Wee 
| Vory truly yours, : ; 

eae ss by . * in
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BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
AND CONSERVATION 

M.F. WALSH, CHAIRMAN 
GEOLOGY — EDSON S. BASTIN 

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY — WILLIAM TRELEASE 
REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION BOTANY — HENRY C.COWLES 

M.F. WALSH, Director ENGINEERING — JOHN W. ALVORD 
SPRINGFIELD CHEMISTRY - WILLIAM A.NOYES 

e Stare UNIVERSITY 
STATE OF ILLINOIS DEAN CHARLES M.THOMPSON 

STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 
M.M.LEIGHTON, Cuter 

305 Ceramics Buinoine 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS CAMPUS 

URBANA : 

June 10, 19351 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Department of Geology 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: ~ 

: I have your letter of June 5 and 
am glad to send you,under separate cover, with the 
compliments of the Geological Survey Report of In- 
vestigations No. 9, by Dr. Bevan. 

. I note your plans on staying home 
and sincerely hope that you have a pleasant and profit- 
able summer. I guess you are not passing up anything 
this summer. However, I shall be glad to hear from you 
any time you care to write. 

With best personal regards, I am 

Cordially yours, 

. é é Chief
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jf BOARD OND CONSERVATION 

/ a ee 
REGISTRATION AND EOUCATION : plotoe’ =. feney'c.cowes 

MF Spminorievo SNS MISTRY. = WILLIAM A.NOVES 
STATE OF ILLINOIS * ein Sines M. THOMPSON 

STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 
; M.M.LEIGHTON, Cuter 

: toaster ineie Gaius 

URBANA 

July 15, 1931 

Dr. F. T. Thwaites 
Wisconsin Natural History Survey 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Z My dear Dr. Thwaites: 

Professor W. H. Twenhofel, Chairman of the Com- 
mittee on Sedimentation of the National Research Council, has 
again requested me to serve on his committee to report on the 
studies which have been carried on during 1930 on glacial 
sediments in North America, regardless of age. 

This includes either sediments made by the ice 
itself, by waters associated with the ice sheet, by icebergs 
or other forms of ice, and by winds whose work is or was in- 
fluenced by glacial conditions. Structures of deformation 
produced by glacial or quasi-glacial agencies and secondary 
changes made by weathering are also subjects to be included, 
but naturally distinction should be drawn between glaciation 
and glacial sediments. 

I am wondering if you would be good enough to 
write me regarding any such work that you have been carrying 
on during the past year. In case you are not ready to state 
your interpretation, I should appreciate a brief statement 
regarding your problem and any other information you desire to 
give. The report will probably be published some time this 
year by the National Research Council. 

It is important that this report should include 
: the results of every worker on glacial sediments in North 

America. I should appreciate it if you would send me names 
of such workers of whom you may know additional to those on 
the enclosed list, to whom inquiries have been already addressed. 

Can you conveniently send me your report by 
August first? I shall greatly appreciate it. 

# Thanking you and with best wishes, I am : 

et Yours very truly, 

Wunbanfiee 
Chief :
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STATE OF ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY | M. THOMPSON 

STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 
M.M.LEIGHTON, CHier 

URBANA : 

December 23, 1951 

‘ ‘ 
Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Lecturer in Geology 
The University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin : 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

Thank you for your kind letter of December 14. I 
regret that it was not possible for you to be present at 
the opening of our new Mineral Research Laboratories on 
December 9th. The dédication program was an outstanding 
success. 

- I am indeed interested to hear that you are working 
s on your new text of glacial geology which includes modern 

: ideas and theory. I am sorry, but I do not know of any map 
adequately showing the distribution of loess in this country. 

I regret, but at the present time I cannot definitely 
say whether or not there will be any opportunity for you to 
work for the Illinois State Geological Survey next summer, 
but I shall be glad to keep you in mind. 

Thank you for calling to our attention the fact that 
there are extra copies available of the Cross Section of the 
Central United States which was prepared by the Fifth Annual 
Field Conference of the Kansas Geological Society. 

Congratulations on the arrival of Thomas Turville Thwaites 
at your home. I am sure that he must be quite a fine boy and 
will soon be of great help to you on your field trips. : 

With kind personal regards and with best wishes for 
a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year, I am 

Very truly yours, 

_ -Chief a '



May 29, 1933 : 

Dr. Goorge Ee Keble, x teen : 
State Geological Survey, - : 
Urbena, ELlinois 

= Dear Ekblew: 

If wishes were ( to be up to date) aeroplanes I would be only too S 
happy to be with you on dime 3 but es they are nob I regret that time doos not g 

: suffico. Bosides in those days of outs in salery, defaulted bowls, delinquent 7 ae 
mortgages, thon more cubs, more dofeulis, aud so on ad infinitws one mst think : 
not twice but several times before undertaking a long journey. = 

I shall never forget my association with the Illinois Survey iu those : 
last years of prosperity, Often my mlad goes bask to some of tho things I sav ; 

: oon s ioeaed Cath tee tice at eon a: ee ee 
and ere Looked bask upon as glimpses of snother world, I too, upon the 
things I learned but most often upon my associates in the work end the many 
kindnosses viich wore showa mo. Tho bitterness is gone now from the resollection 
of thane millions of bumps, the mud holes, the scoriching winds, and those - a 
stifling nights whieh were only partially alleviated by the evorfeithful eleciae 
fen. ify wind does not go back to those things of itsolZ and it is with pleasure 
end pride that I look back upon uy pert in a groat projoct. 3 

When working last yoor in Now York State I drove over to Syraduse oe 
end spext a weekend seeing the Finger Lekes with Holmes, Apfol was to come out Sat 
but failed us at the last minuto. : 7 

-Qne of my studeats this yoar io Je M. Trefebhen who was ot Urbana - 
last yoar and knows Utterback and othera. 

Enclosed is all the coutribusion Z ean afford in those trying times. oe 

Please expresa to Dr. Loighton my rogrots at boing unuble to come, 

Q If tho Congress trip for glacial geology materializes I hepe to see 
you thn even Af weble to gu on the trip mysolZ. : 

With best yégerds ic both Mrs. Ekblaw and yourself from both of ua, j 

. Sincerely, : 

= ee : oo oa 

¥ : Bs. é = : ; ee Bee ete nae See fx



Urbana, Illinois 
May 17, 1933 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Department of Geology 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Thwaites: 

I believe that you will be interested to know that in 
celebration of the fact that on June 3 Dr. Leighton completes his 
tenth year as Chief of the Illinois State Geological Survey, we 
are planning for that evening an informal dinner and party which 
all present and past members of the staff who have served under 
him - and their wives, husbands, sweethearts, or special friends, 
as the case may be - may attend. Would you like to join us and 
can you arrange to do so? If so, we would be glad to have you 
here. Please let me know what your plans in regard to the matter 
are so we can make the necessary arrangements for you. The party 
will be held at Newman Foundation, corner of Sixth Street and 
Armory Avenue, Champaign, at 6:30 p.m., Saturday evening, June 3, 
1933, and the dinner will be $1.00 per plate ("Dutch treat," no 
other charges). 

In recognition of the success which Dr. Leighton has 
achieved as Chief and as a token of the esteem in which we hold 
him, the present staff is planning to present him with some 
appropriate gift, and if perchance you would like to participate 
in this, you may send any contribution you wish. However, do not 
feel that you need do so - this is an invitation to our party, not 
a solicitation for funds. We just want to give you the chance if 
you feel like doing it. 

The important thing is for you to decide whether you are 
coming and then to let me know what your decision is - at once. 

Hoping to see you June 3, and with best regards, 

Cordially yours;) 5 . 
oe a i J Y ae 

e maak Ekblaw 

P.S. We are trying to surprise Dr. Leighton on this occasion so we 
ask you to please use caution that no report of it reach him 
directly or indirectly.
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March 13, 1933 

Dr. F. T. Thwaites 
Department of Geology 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Thwaites: 

Replying to your letter of February 9: 

s I agree with you that we should not tie 
ourselved down to any certain number of Wisconsin sub- 
stages. I believe, however, that we now have the 
earliest ones properly aligned, and that my present 
proposed classification permits the addition of any 
younger divisions that further field study may reveal. 

Cordially yours, 

‘ Chief



Stratigraphic Synopsis of LaSalle Region 

Pleistocene system 
Eldoran series 

Recent interglacial (?) deposits 
Wisconsin glacial drift 

Mankato drift 
Cary drift 
Tazewell drift 5 
Towan- ani et ) Peorian loess 

Centralian series 
Sangamon interglacial deposits 

Tllinoian glacial drift 
Ottumwan series 

Yarmouth interglacial deposits 
Kansan glacial drift 

Grandian series 
Aftonian interglacial deposits 
Nebraskan glacial drift : 

Pennsylvanian: system 
Unclassified beds 
Little Vermilion cyclothem 
LaSalle ecyclothem 

LaSalle limestone 
Hall eyclothem 
Hicks cyclothem 
Turner cyclothem 

Coal No. 8 
‘ Gimlet cyclothem 

Lonsdale limestone 

Sparland cyclothem 
Coal No, 7 

Brereton cyclothem 
Coal No. 6 
Streator coal 
Vermilionville sandstone 

St. David cyclothem 
. Horizon Coal No. 5 3 

Waupecan conglomerate 
Summum cyclothem 

Hanover limestone 
Horizon of Coal No. 4 

Pleasantview sandstone 
Liverpool cyclothem 

Purington shale 
Oak Grove marine member 
Francis Creek shale 
Coal No. 2 

Lowell clays 
Ordovician system 

. Galena dolomite 7 
Platteville limestone 
St. Peter sandstone 

; Shakopee dolomite
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March 24, 1933 

Dr. F. T. Thwaites 
Department of Geology 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Thwaites: 

I have received your kind letter of March 
23rd and thank you for advising me of Professor L. W. 
Ploger of Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York, doing 
some glacial sedimentation work. I am adding his name 
to my list. 

I deeply regret that things are not going 
so well and sincerely hope that it will not be as bad 
as it is rumored. 

With kind regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

4 

” Chief



Moreh 23, 1933 ; 

rie sees Rem 
Dear Drs Loightont 

Reply i¢ your cireular lebier of Mareh 8 ds enelosed on 

seperate sheot. 

Théle sa New York State last sumer X spent threo and a half days with 
Prof. le W Phogor of Syracuse University, Syrasuse, New York. Ho has boon 

mapping the Cetterengue quodvengle with speeiak mtontion to new Lsterpretetfons 

of the glasict feeiuron. fool that his nans should bo on your Lists 

Trask you for the Lotter shout the subdivision of the Wisconnine 
All work on the glacial geology toxt 4s now galled off but the bluoprizt 

Preliminary oldtion of tho &Mtugtrwtions ta now finished and 1 witl try $o send 
you a eouplinextary copy a% en cerly date. : : 

Tho Susure looks worse than over to us here with Lote of disturbing 

runors aflont. ®ho bost that ean be hoped for will be bad onought 

Hoping that you are no worse off, 

: Sineoraly,
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March 8, 1933 

Dr. F. T. Thwaites 
Wisconsin Natural History Survey 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Thwaites: 

Professor W. H. Twenhofel, Chairman of the Com- 
mittee on Sedimentation of the National Research Council, has 
again asked me to serve on his committee to report on the glacial 
sediments in North America, regardless of age. 

This includes sediments made by the ice itself, by 
waters associated with the ice sheet, by icebergs or other forms 
of ice, and by winds whose work is or was influenced by glacial 
conditions. Structures of deformation produced by glacial or 
quasi-glacial agencies and secondary changes made by weathering 
are also subjects to be included, but naturally distinction 
should be drawn between glaciation and glacial sedimentation. 

Will you be good enough to submit a brief report 
on any work you have done or studies you have made on this general 
subject during the past year? I shall greatly appreciate it if 
you can have your statement in my hands not later than fiarch 25. 

It is important that this report include the re- 
sults of every worker on glacial sediments in North America. I 
am enclosing herewith a list of the names of men to whom in- 
quiries have already been addressed. If you know of any one who 
has conducted studies of this nature and whose name does not ap- 
pear on the enclosed list, I should greatly appreciate your ad— 
vising me promptly so that our report may be complete. 

Very truly yours, 

: Nebtes ee
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November 14, 1932 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Lecturer in Geology 
Department of Geology 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

Your letter of November 8 and the enclosures of 
advance blueprint copies of the maps for your proposed 
text of glacial geology were received during Dr. Leighton's 
absence from the office. Upon his return the first part 
of next week, your letter will be brought to his attention. 

Very truly yours, sone 

Enid Townley 
Assistant to the Chief
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May 26, 1932 

Dr. F. T. Thwaites 
Wisconsin Natural History Survey 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Thwaites : 

Professor W. H. Twenhofel, Chairman of the 
Committee on Sedimentation of the National Research Council, has 
again asked me to serve on his committee to report on the glacial 
sediments in North America, regardless of age. 

This includes sediments made by the ice itself, by 
waters associated with the ice sheet, by icebergs or other forms 
of ice, and by winds whose work is or was influenced by glacial 
conditions. Structures of deformation produced by glacial or 
quasi-glacial agencies and secondary changes made by weathering 
are also subjects to be included, but naturally distinction should 
be drawn between glaciation and glacial sedimentation. 

Will you be good enough to submit a brief report 
on any work you have done or studies you have made on this general 
subject during the past year? Dr. Twenhofel is preparing a final 
report which is:to embrace the work of the last two years. Most 
of the data covering the year 1930-31 have been assembled, but if 
you have any information not previously reported for that year 
will you please include it with your report for the past year, 
1931-32. I shall greatly appreciate it if you can have your state- 
ment in my hands not later than June 10th. 

It is important that this report include the 
results of every worker on glacial sediments in North America. I 
am enclosing herewith a list of the names of men to whom inquiries 
have already been addressed. If you know of any one who has con- 

ducted studies of this nature and whose name does not appear on the 
enclosed list, I should greatly appreciate your advising me prompt- 
ly so that our report may be complete. 

Thanking you, I am 

Yours very 2



geienco Ha}, Madison, Wis. : 

: dune 20, 1932. 

Dr. M Mey Loighton, Shicf, 

aes 
Dear Br. Loighton: 

; _ Im reply to yours of juno 14 I hardly think that wo are sure 

enough of the prosont classification of tho glacial drifts te diserininste 
vith eortainty betwem interglacial and intraglaeial deposits, I put tho 

Yvo Grocks deposits in the subintorval between tho third end fourth substages 

Gf the Wisconsin siege. I think you use somewhat differext terminology in 

Tlinsis. lovertheless, XZ om soufidext that uo dish simple tripartate division 

of tho Wisconsin as that formerly usod (Barly, Middle, end Late) is onoughs 

I think that I outlined uy suggested subdivision in a former letter. 

fo be sure the intervals soa to represent longer times then do any of tho 

subintervals but the Two Grocks gubintervel was a timo when the ise certainly 

: left tho United States. Soe : 

. Dr. Leith wants mo to have my now glacial goolegy printed and 

not mimeogrephed but work a9 we gould it is still not dono and I leave here 

in a week. Wish I could talk over the illustrations with you, that is those 7 

whieh I have done aines I saxt you some, WALL try te sont you advance blue 

prints and hope that my bold suggestions de not shock you too groctly$ Ab 

s least there will be something consrete to shoot at when they are cubs 

= Wilson's paper should be out somo tine this month but as 

both of us will bo in tho f4eld eamot promise e copy wabil folly 
; Sincorely,
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June 14, 1932 

y 

Professor F. T. Thwaites 
Department of Geology 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Thwaites: 

In your summary statement on the "Two 
Creeks Interglacial Forest Bed", for the report on the 
study on glacial sediments for the National Research 
Council, which you sent me, you used the term "inter- 
glacial". I am wondering if this should not be"intra- 
glacial". Do you know the age of the under lying drift? 
Isn't it Middle Wisconsin? 

Hoping that you are having a fine summer, 
I am 

Cordially yours, 

wee alee



=f 

Mov. 13, 1933 

Rak aahaet nae | 
Urbana, ZLlinois 

beer Bre Leightout 

: | ‘Probably you will remesber thet I moxtioned the possibility 

of writing up the *underfit® rivers of southorn Mlinois with their 

huge uomder sears. X think that you then offered to send me the needed — 

Waps. 4s I camot find these maps in our library I would like very mich to_ 

take advantege of this offer. So far as I can reeall, there are good 

examples of this phenomenon noar Nowson end above Yandatia but probably . 

there are others, — 

We ell thought that the first Tri-State Ficld Gonference 

Was & greek suecess and hope that we cen do ns well next yoar. S 

Vory truly yours, 

PF, 2, fueites
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